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The Love Affairs of Pixie

CHAPTER I

The Question of Noses

WHEN Pixie O'Shaughnessy had

reached her twentieth birthday it was

borne in upon her with the nature of

a shock that she was not beautiful. Hitherto a

buoyant and innocent self-satisfaction, coupled wit^

the atmosphere of love and admiration by which

she was surrounded in the family circle, had suc-

ceeded in blinding her eyes to the very obvious

defects of feature which the mirror portrayed.

But suddenly, sharply, her eyes were opened.

"* Did it ever occur to you, Bridgie, my dear, that

I've grown up plain? " she demanded of her sister,

Mrs. Victor, as the two sat by the fire one winter

afternoon, partaking luxuriously of strong tea and

potato cakes, and at the sound of such a sur-

n



The Question of Noses

prising question Mrs. Victor started as if a crack

of thunder had suddenly pealed through the quiet

room. She stared in amazement ; her big;, grey

eyes widened dramatically.

i< My good child/' she demanded sternly.

** whatever made you think of asking such a
»f

preposterous question?

" 'Twas borne in on me !
" sighed Pixie sadly.

It's the way with life ; ye go jog-trotting along,
tt

and

and

'Twas the same with me. I looked at myself

every day, but I never saw. Habit, my dear,

blindfolded me like a bandage, and looking at

good-looking people all day long it seemed only

natural that I should look nice too. But this

morning the sun shone, and I stood before the

glass twisting about to try on my new hat, and,

Bridgie, the truth was revealed 1 My nose!
"

" What's the matter with your nose? " demanded

Mrs. Victor. Her own sweet, delicately cut face

was flushed with anger, and she sat with stiffened

back staring across the fireplace as if demanding

compensation for a. personal injury.

Pixie sighed, and helped herself to another slice

of potato cake.

rr\



The Question of Noses

**
It scoops 1

" she said plaintively. " As you

love me, Bridgie, can you deny it scoops? " And

as if to illustrate the truth of her words she

twisted her head so as to present her little profile

for her sister's inspection.

Truly it was not a classic outline I Sketched

in bare outline it would have lacerated an artist's

eye, but then more things than line go to the

making up a girlish face : there is youth, for

instance, and a blooming complexion ; there is

vivacity, and sweetness, and an intangible some-

thing which for want of a better name we call

" charm." Mrs. Victor beheld all these attributes

in her sister's face, and her eyes softened as they

looked, but her voice was still resentful..

** Of course it scoops. It always did scoop.

I like it to scoop."

** I like them straight !
" persisted Pixie. " And

it isn't as if it stopped at the nose. There's my
mouth

Bridgie's laugh had a tender, reminiscent ring.

" The Mammoth Cave of Kentucky ! D'you

remember the Major's old name? He was proud

oi your mouth. And you had no chin as a child.

You ought to be thankful. Pixie, that you've grown

to a chin I

"

t T



The Question of Noses

*' I am," cried Pixie with unction. ** It would

be awful to slope down into your neck. All the

same, me dear, if it was my eyes that were bigger,

and my mouth that was smaller, it would be better

for all concerned." She was silent for some

moments, staring thoughtfully in the fire. From

time to time she frowned, and from time to time

she smiled ; Bridgie divined that a thought was

working, and lay back in her seat, amusedly watch-

ing its development. " There's a place in Paris,"

continued Pixie thoughtfully at last, " an institute

sort of place, where they repair noses I You sort

of go in, and they look at you, and there are models

and drawings, and yoa choose your nose! The

manager is an expert, and if you choose a wrong

style he advises, and says another would suit you

better. I'd love a Greek one myself ; it's so chic

to float down straight from the forehead, but I

expect he'd advise a blend that wouldn't look too

epatant with my other features. ... It takes a

fortnight, and it doesn't hurt. Your nose is

gelatine, not bone ; and it costs fifty potuids,"

•' Wicked waste 1
" cried Mrs. Victor, with all

the fervour of a matron whose own nose is beyond

reproach. '* Fifty pounds pn a nose I I never

heard of such foolish extravagance."

!•>



The Question of Noses

** Esmeralda paid eighty for a sealskin coat.

A nose would last for life, while if a single moth

got inside the brown paper—whew I
" Pixie waved

her hands with the Frenchiness of gesture which

was the outcome of an education abroad, and which

made an amusing contrast with an Irish accent,

unusually pronounced. " I'd think nothing of

running over to Paris for a fortnight's jaunt, and

having the nose thrown in. Fancy me walking in

on you all, before you'd well realized I was away,

smart and smiling with a; profile like Clytie, or a

sweet little acquiline, of a neat and wavey one,

like your own. You wouldn't know me 1

"

** I shouldn't 1
" said Bridgie eloquently.

*' Now let's pretend 1
" Pixie hitched her chair

nearer to the fire, and placed her little feet on the

fender with an air of intense enjo)rment. In truth,

tea-time, and the opportunity which it gave of

undisturbed parleys with Bridgie, ranked as one

of the great occasions of life. Every day there

seemed something fresh and exciting to discuss,

and the game of " pretend " made unfailing appeal

to the happy Irish natures, but it was not often

that such an original and thrilling topic came under:

discussion. A repaired nose I Pixie warmed to

the theme with the zest of a skilled raconteur.

f -a



The Question of Noses

. . .
" You'd be sitting here, and I'd walk in in

my hat and veil—a new-fashioned scriggley veil, as

a sort of screen. We'd kiss. If it was a long

kiss, you'd feel the point, being accustomed to

a button, and that would give it away, but I'd

make it short so you'd notice nothing, and I'd sit

down with my back to the light, and we'd talk.

' Take off your hat,' you'd say. * In a moment,'

I'd answer. ' Not yet, me dear, my hair's untidy.'

* You look like a visitor,' you'd say, * with your

veil drawn down.' * It's a French one,' I'd say.

• It becomes me, doesn't it? Three francs fifty,'

and you'd frown, and stare, and say, * Does it?

I don't know I You look—different. Pixie. You

don't look—yourself I
'
"

The real Pixie gurgled with enjoyment, and

Bridgie Victor gurgled in response.

** Then I'd protest, and ask what was the matter,

and say if there was anything, it must be the veil,

and if there was a change wasn't it honestly for

the better, and I'd push up my veil and smile at

you ; smile languidly across the room. I can see

your face, poor darling 1 all scared and starey,

while I turned round s-lowly, s-lowly, until I was

sideways towards you, with me elegant Grecian

nose . » a"

tA



The Question of Noses

Bridgie shuddered.

" I'd not live through it I It would break my
heart . With a Grecian nose you might be

Patricia, but you couldn't possibly be Pixie. It's

too horrible to think of !

"

But Pixie had in her nature a reserve of

obstinacy, a^d in absolutely good-natured fashion

could ** hang on " to a point through any amount

of discouragement.

" Now, since you mention it, that's another

argument in my favour," she said quickly. " It's

hard on a girl of twenty to be bereft of her legal

name because of incompatibility with her features.

Now, with a Grecian nose-

Bridgie sat up suddenly, and cleared her throat.

The time had come to remember her own position

as married sister and guardian, and put a stop

to frivolous imaginings.

*' May I ask," she demanded clearly, ** exactly

in what manner you would propose to raise the

fifty pounds? Your nose is your own to do what

you like with

year—but

«»

another

*' The fifty pounds isn't I I know it," said Pixie.

She did not sigh, as would have seemed appro-

exhibited

IC



The Question of Noses

cheerful and gratified air, as though her own.

poverty were an amusing peculiarity which added

to the list of her attractions.

" Of course, my dear, nobody ever dreamt for

a moment it could be done, but it's always interest-

ing to pretend. Don't we amuse ourselves for

hours pretending to be millionaires, when you're

all of a flutter about eighteenpen.ce extra in the

laundry bill? I wonder at you, Bridgie, pretend-

ing to be practical."

•* I'm sorry," said Bridgie humbly. A pang

of conscience pierced her heart, for had it not

been her own extravagance which had swelled the

laundry bill by that terrible eighteenpence?

Penitence engendered a more tender spirit, and

she said gently

" We love your looks. Pixie. To us you seem

lovely and beautiful."

" Bless your blind eyes I I know I do. But,"

added Pixie astonishingly, " I wasn't thinking of

you 1
"

" Not! " A moment followed of sheer, gaping;

surprise, for Bridgie Victor was so accustomed

to the devotion of her young sister, so placidly

assured that the quiet family life furnished the

girl with, everything necessary for her happiness,

i6



The Question of Noses

that the suggestion of an outside interest came

as a shock. *' Not! " she repeated blankly^

4« Then—then—who? "

** My lovers 1
" replied Pixie calmly.

And looking back through the years, it always

seemed to Bridgie Victor that with the utterance

of those words the life of Pixie O'Shaughnessy

entered upon a new and absorbing phase.

. Tk€ Uvi Affairs o/Fixk. 1
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CHAPTER II

Pixie's Views on Marriage

RIDGIE VICTOR sat gazing at her sister

in a numb bewilderment. It was the first,

the very first time that the girl had

breathed a word concerning the romantic possi-

bilities of her own life, and even Bridgie's trained

imagination failed to rise to the occasion. Pixie !

Lovers 1 Lovers I Pixie I . . > The juxtaposition

of ideas was too preposterous to be grasped.

Pixie was a child, the baby of the family, just

a bigger, more entertaining baby to play with the

tinies of the second generation, who treated her

as one of themselves, and one and all scorned to

bestow the title of ** aunt."

There was a young Patricia in the nursery at

Knock Castle, and a second edition in th€; Victor

nursery upstairs ; -but though the baptismal name

of the little sister had been copied, not even the

adoring mothers themselves would have dreamt
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of borrowing the beloved' pet name,. Pixie's nose

might not be to her approval ; it might even

scoop—to be perfectly candid, it did scoop—but

it had never yet been put out of joint. The one

and only, the inimitable Pixie, she still lived

enthroned in the hearts of her brothers and sisters,

as something specially and peculiarly their own.

So it was that a pang rent Bridg^e's heart at

the realization that the little sister was grown

up, was actually twenty years of age—past twenty,

going to be twenty-one in a few more months, and

that the time was approaching when a stranger

might have the audacity to steal hiet from the fold.

To her own heart, Bridgie realized the hkelihood

of such a theft, and the naturalness thereof : out-

wardly, for Pixie's benefit she appeared shocked

to death.

" L—lovers I
" gasped Bridgie. '- Lovers I Is

it you. Pixie O'Shaughnessy, I hear talking of

such things? I'm surprised; I'm shocked I I

never could have believed you troubled your head

about such matters."

** But I do," asserted Pixie cheerfully. " Lots.

Not to say troubley exactly, for it's most agree-

able, I pretend about them^ and decide what

they'll be like. iWhen I see a man that takes jxij
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fancy. clean

shaved, but I saw one the other day with a

beard "
^ She lifted a warning finger to stay

Bridgie's cry of protest. " Not a straggler, but

a naval one, short and trim ; and you wouldn't

believe how becoming it was f I decided then to

have one with a beard. And they are mostly tall

and handsome, and rolling in riches, so that I can

buy anything I like, nose included. But one must

be poor and sad, because that," announced Pixie,

in her most radiant fashion, *' would be good for.

my character. I'd be sorry for him, the creature I

And, as thev say in books, 'twould soften me.

iWould you say honestly, nqw, Bridgie, that I'm

in need of softening?
"

** I should not. 1 should say you were soft

enough already. Too soft I " declared Bridgie

sternly, ***Them,* indeed I Plural, I'll trouble

you I Just realize, my child, that there are not

enough men to go round, and don't waste time

making pictures of a chorus who will never appear.

If you have one lover, it will be more than youx

share ; and it's doubtful if you ever get that."

" I doubt it," maintained Pixie sturdily. " I'm

plain, but I've a way. You know yourself, me
dear, I've a way I . • ,. I'm afraid I'll have lots ;
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and that's the trouble of it, for as sure as you're

there, Bridgie, I'll accept them all 1 'Twouldn't

be in my heart to say no, with a nice man begging

to be allowed to take car^ of me. I'd love him

on the spot for being so kind ; or if I didn't, and

I saw hixn upset, it would seem only decent to

comfort him, so 'twould end the same way. . . .

It breaks my heart when the gitls r^efuse the nice

man in books, and I always long to be able to

run after him when he leaves the room—ashy pale,

with a nerve twitching beside his eye—and ask

him will I do instead I If I feel like that to

another girl's lover, what will I do to my own? "

Bridgie stared aghast. Her brain was still

reeling from the shock of hearing Pixie refer to the

subject of lovers at all, and here was yet another

problem looming ahead. With a loving grasp of

her sister's character, she realized that the protesta-

tions to which she had just listened embodied

a real danger. Pixie had always been ** the soft-

heartedest creature," who had never from her

earliest years been known to refuse a plea for

help. It would only be in keeping with her

character if she accepted a suitor omt of pure

politeness and unwillingness to hurt his feelings.

Bridgie was a happy wife, and for that very reason

21



Pixie's Views on Marriage

was detennined that if car^ and guidance, if

authority, and persuasion, and precept, and a

judicious amount of influence could do it, Pixie

should never be married, unless it were to the right

man. She therefore adopted her elderly attitude

once more, and said firmly-

•' It*s very wicked and misguided even to talk

in such a way. When the time comes that a man

asks you to marry him—IF it ever comes—it wilji

be your first and foremost duty to examine your

own heart and see if you love him enough to live

with him all his life, whether he is ill or well, ot

rich or poor, or happy or sad. You will have to

decide whether you would be happier with him

in trouble or free by yourself, and you'd have to

remember that it's not always too easy managing

a house, and—^and walking about half the night

with a teething baby, and darning socks, when

you want to go out, and wearing the same dress

three years running, even if you love the man

you've married. Of course, some girls marry, rich

husbands—like Esmeralda ; but that's rare. Far

more young couples begin as we did, with having

to be careful about every shilling ; and that, my.

dear, is not agreeably I You need to be very fond

of a man to make it worth while to go on shoxt

0!^



Pixie's View's on Marriage

commons all your life. You need to think thing^s

over very carefully before you accept an offer of

marriage.

Pixie sat listening, her head cocked to one side,

with the air of a bright, intelligent bird. ^ Wh^n
Bridgie had finished speaking she sighed and

knitted her brows, and stared thoughtfully into

the fire. It was obvious that she was pondering

over what had been said, and did not find herself

altogether in agreement with the rules laid down.

" You mean," she said slowly, " that I should

have to think altogether of myself and what would

suit Me and make me happy? That's strsinge,

now ; that's very strange 1 To bring a girl up

all her life to believe it's her duty in every small

thing that comes along to put herself last and her

family in front, and then when she's a grown-up

woman, and a man comes along who believes,

poor thing I that she could help him and make

him happy, then just at that moment you tell her

to be selfish and think only of herself. , . . Tis

not that way I'll conduct my love affairs 1
" cried

Pixie O'Shaughnessy. Her eyes met Bridgie 's,

and flashed defiance. " ,When I meet a man who

needs me I'll find my own happiness in helping

him! "

'^^
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" Bless you, darling I
" said Bridgie softly. " I

am quite sure you will. . .. . It's a very, vety

serious time for a woman when the question of

marriage comes intd her life. You can't treat it

too seriously. I have not thought of it so far

in connection with you, but now that I do I'll

pray about it. Pixie I I'll pray for you, that you

may be guided to a right choice. You'll pray that

for yourself, won't you, dear? "

««
I will," said Pixie quietly. " I do. And for

him—the man I may marry. I've prayed for him

quite a long time."

«4

l«

The • . . the man! " Bridgie was so sur-

prised as to appear almost shocked. " My dear,

you don't know him 1

"

But he is alive, isn't he? He must be, if I'm

going to marry him. Alive, and grown up, and

living, perhaps, not so far away. Perhaps he's

an orphan, Bridgie ; or if he has a home, perhaps

he's had to leave it and live in a strange town-

. . . Perhaps he's in lodgings, going home every,

night to sit alone in a room,. Perhaps he's trying

to be good, and finding it very hard. Perhaps

there's no one in all the world to pray for him

but just me. Bridgie! if I'm going to love him

how can I not pray?
"

•^A
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Mrs. Victor rose hurriedly from her seat, and

busied herself with the arrangement of the curtains.

They were heavy velvet curtains, which at night-

time drew round the whole of the large bay window

which formed the end of the pretty, cosy room,

Bridgie took especial pleasure in the effect of a

great brass vase which, on its oaken pedestal,

stood sharply outlined against the rich, dark folds.

She moved its position now, moved it back into

its original place, and touched the leaves of the

chrysanthemum which stood therein with a caress-

ing hand. Six years' residence in a town had not

sufficed to teach the one-time mistress of Knock

Castle to be economical when purchasing flowers.

" I can't live without them. It's not my fault

if they are dear I " she would protest to

her own conscience at the sight of the florist's

biU.

And in truth, who could expect a girl to be

content with a few scant blossoms when she had

lived all her early age in the midst of prodigal

plenty 1 In spring the fields had been white with

snowdrops. Sylvia sent over small packing-cases

every February, filled with hundreds and hundreds

of little tight bunches of the spotless white flowers,

and almost every woman of Bridgie's acquaintance

oc
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rejoiced with her on their arrival. After the snow-

drops came on the wild daffodils and bluebells and

primroses. They arrived in cases also, fragrant

with the scent which was really no scent at all,

but just the incarnation of everything fresh, and

pure, and rural. Then came the blossoming of

trees, Bridgie sighed whenever she thought of

blossom, for that was one thing which would not

pack ; and the want of greenery too, that was

another cross to the city dweller. She longed to

break off great branches of trees, and place them

in comers of the room ; she longed to wander

into the fields and pick handfuls of grasses, and

honeysuckle, and prickly briar sprays. iWho could

blame her for taking advantage of what com-

pensation lay within reach?

This afternoon, however, the contemplation of

the tawny chrysanthemums displayed in the brass

vase failed to inspire the usual joy. Bridgie's eyes

were bright indeed as she turned back into the

room, but it was the sort of brightness which

betokens tears repressed. She laid her hand on

the little sister's shoulders, and spoke in the deepest

tone of her tender Irish voice

—

" What has been happening to you, my Pixie,

all this time when I've been treating you as a
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child? Have you been growing up quie:tly into

a little woman? ft

Pixie smiled up into her face—a bright,

unclouded smile..

** Faith," she said radiantly, " I believe^ I

have I
"



CHAPTER III

Nearly Twenty-one 1

RIDGIE rang the bell to have the tea things

removed and a message sent to the

nursery that the children might descend

uathout further delay. It was still a few minutes

before the orthodox hour, but the conversation had

reached a point when a distraction would be

welcome, and Jack and Patsie were invariably

prancing with impatience from the moment when

the smell of hot potato cakes ^^scended from

below.

They came with a rush, pattering down the

staircase with a speed which made Bridgie gasp

and groan, and bursting open the door entered the

room at the double. Jack was five, and wore a

blue tunic with an exceedingly long-waisted belt,

beneath which could be discerned the hems of

abbreviated knickers. Patricia was three, and

wore a limp white frock reaching to the tips of
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little red shoes. She had long brown locks, and

eyes of the true O'Shaughnessy grey, and

was proudly supposed to resemble her beautiful

aunt Joan- Jack was fair, with linty locks and

a jolly brown face. His mouth might have been

smaller and still attained a fair average in size,

but for the time being his pretty baby teeth filled

the cavern so satisfactorily, that no one could

complain.

Both children made straight for their mother,

smothered her with " Bunnie " hugs, and then

from the shelter of her arms cast quick, question-

ing glances across the fireplace. There was in

their glance a keenness, a curiosity, almost amount-

ing to au^e, which would at once have arrested

the attention of an onlooker. It was not in the

least the smiling glance of recogtiition which is

accorded to a member of the household on meeting

again after one of the short separations of the

day ; it resembled far more the half-nervous, half-

pleasurable shrinking from an introduction to a

stranger, about whom was wrapped a cloak of

deepest mystery. As for Pixie herself shie sat

bolt upright in her seat, staring fixedly into space,

and apparently unconscious of thQ cl^ildren's

presence.
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Presently Jack took a tentative step forward,

and Patsie folkiwed in his wake. Half a yard

from Pixie's chair they stopped short with eager,

craning faces, with bodies braced in readiness for

a flying retreat.

<4
Pixie !

"

No answer. Stitl the rigid, immovable ^figure,,

Still the fixed and staring eye.

" P—ixie I

"

The eyes rolled ; a deep, hollow voice boomed

forth

" I'm not Pixie I

tff

The expected had happened. They had known

it was coming ; would have been bitterly dis-

appointed if it had failed, nevertheless they writhed

and capered as though overcome with amazement,

" P—ixie. Pixie, Who—Are—You—Now? "

"I'm a wild buffalo of the plains I
" answered

Pixie unexpectedly, ahd as a wild buffalo she

comported herself for the next half-hour, ambling

on hands and knees round the room, while the-

children wreathed her neck with impromptu gar-

lands made of wools from their mother's work-

basket, and made votive offerings of sofa cushions,

footstools, and india-rubber toys.

In the niidst of the uproar Bridgie jumped fr •)•!

in
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her seat and flew to the door^ her ears sharp as

ever to hear the click of her htusband's latch-key-

The greeting in the narrow hall was delightfuUy

lover-like for a married couple of six years' stand"

ing^ and they entered the drawing-room arm-in-

arm, smiling with a contentment charming to

witness. Captain Victor was satisfied that no one

in the world possessed such an altogether delight-

ful specimen of womanhood as his " bride." She

was so sweet, so good, so unselfish, and in addition

to these sterling qualities, she was so cheerful,

so spontaneous, so unexpected, that it was im*

possible for life to grow dull and monotonous

while she was at the head of the household.

He acknowledged tenderly, and with a shrug

of the shoulders to express resignation, that she

might have been a cleverer housekeeper and just

a thought more economical in expenditure I but

considering her happy-go-lucky upbringing under

the most thriftless of fathers, the darling really

deserved more praise for what she accomplished

than blame for what was left undone.

Bridgie, on the contrary, considered that Dick

worried his head ridiculously about ways and

means. Not for the world and all that it contained

would she have accused Yivax of being mean: she
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merely shrugged her shoulders and reminded her-

self that he was English, poor thing I English

people had a preference for seeing money visibly

in their purses before they spent it, while she

herself had been brought up in a cheerful confi-

dence that it would " turn up *' somehow to pay

the bills which had been incurred in faith.

Captain Victor displayed not the faintest

astonishment at discovering his sister-in-law on all

fours, nor did he appear overcome to be introduced

to her as a buffalo of the plains. He smiled at

her almost as tenderly as at his own babies, and

said

** How do, Buff I Pleased to have met you. So

kind of you to make hay in my drawing-room,***

which reproof brought Pixie quickly to her right-

ful position. That was another English charac-

teristic of Dick Victor—he hated disorder, and

was not appreciative of uproar on his return from

a day's work. Therefore there were picture-books

in waiting for his return, and after a few minutes

parleying Pixie cajoled the children into the dining-

room on the plea of a bigger and more convenient

table for the display of their treasures, leaving the

husband and wife alone.
%

Dick lay back in his easy chair, and stretdied

io
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himself with an involuntary sigh of relief. H^ was

devoted to his children, but a quiet chat with

Bridgie was the treat par excellence at this hour

of the day when he was tired and in need of rest.

He stretched out a hand towards her, and she

stroked it with gentle fingers.

" Ye're tired, dear. Will I get you a: cup of tea?

It's not long since it went out. If I poured some

hot water in the pot .

Dick shuddered.

" Thank you, ma'am, no! If I have any, I'll

have it fresh^ but I don't care about it to-day. It's

nice just to rest and talk. Anything happened to

you to-day?
"

** There always Ao^s, It's the most exciting

thing in the world to be the mistress of a house-

hold," said Bridgie, with relish. There were few

days when Captain Victor was not treated to a

history of accidents and contretemps on his return

home, but unlike most husbands he rather antici-

pated than dreaded the recital, for Bridgie so

evidently enjpyed it herself, taking a keen retro-

spective joy over past discomfitures.

The Victor household had its own share of

vicissitudes, more than its share perhaps, but

through them all there survived a spirit of kindli-

Jiu Lffvt Affairs of Piru, ^J C
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ncss and good fellowship which took iaway mote

than half the strain. Maidservants arriving in

moods of suspicion and antagonism found them-

selves unconsciously unarmed by the cheery, kindly

young mistress, who administered praise more

readily than blame, and so far from " giving her-

self airs *' treated them with friendly kindliness and

consideration. On the very rare occasions when

a girl was poor-spirited enough to persist in her

antagonism, off she went with a month's money

in her pocket, for the peace of her little home

was the greatest treasure in the world to Bridgie

Victor, and no hirelin^^ could be allowed to disturb

it. The service in the little house might not be as

mechanically perfect as in some others, the meals

might vary in excellence, but that was a secondary

affair. "If a bad temper is a necessary accom-

paniment of a good cook, then—give me herbs I
"

she would cry, shrugging her pretty shoulders, and

her husband agreed—with reservations I

He was a very happy, a very contented man, and

every day of his life he thanked God afresh for

his happy home, for his children, for the greatest

treasure of all, sweet Bridget, his wife I

To-day, however, the disclosure had nothing to

do with domestic revolutions, and Bridgie's tone in

ijt
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making her announcement held an unusual note of

tragedy.

" Dick, guess what I Youll nevet guess I

Pixie's grown up I

"

For a moment Captain Victor looked as was

expected of him—utterly bewildered. He lay biack

in his chair^ his handsome face blank and

expressionless, the while he stared steadily at his

wife, and Bridgie stared back, her distress palpably

mingled with complacence. Speak she would not,

until Dick had given expression to his surprise.

She sat still, therefore, shaking her head in a

melancholy mandarin fashion, which had the im-

desired effect of restoring his complacence.

" My darling, what unnecessary woe I It's

astounding, I grant you ; one never expected such

a feat of Pixie ; but the years will pass—there's

no holding them, imfortimately. How old is she,

by the way? Seventeen, I suppose—eighteen?
'*

" Twenty—nearly twenty-one I

"

Bridgie's tone was tragic, and Dick Victor in

his turn looked startled and grave. He frowned,

bit his lip, and stared thoughtfully across the room.

•* Twenty-one? Is it possible? Grown up,

indeed 1 Bridgie, we should have realized this

before. We have been so content with things
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as they were that we've been selfishly blind. If

Pixie is over twenty we have not been treating

her fairly. AVe have treated her too much as a

child. iWe ought to have entertained for her,

taken her about. '^

Bridgie sighed, and dropped her eyelids to hide

the twinkle in her eyes. Like most husbands Dick

preferred a quiet domestic evening at the end of

a day abroad : like most wives Bridgie would

have enjoyed a little diversion at the encf of a day

at home. Sweetly and silently for nearly half

a dozen years she had subdued her preferences to

his, feeling it at once her pleasure and her duty

to do so, but now, if duty suddenly assiuned

the guise of a gayer*, more sociably life;, then

most cheerfully would Irish Bridgie actept the

change.

" I think, dear," she said primly, " it would bo

wise. Esmeralda has said so many a time, but I

took no notice. I never did take any notice of

Esmeralda, but she was right this time, it appears,

and I was wrong. Imagine it I Pixie began

bemoaning that she was not pretty, and it was not

herself she was grieving for, or you, or Me! "

Bridgie's voice sounded a crescendo of amaze-

ment over that last pronoun—" but whom do you
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suppose? You'll never guess I Her future

lovers J
"

It was just another instance of the provokingness

of man that at this horrible disclosure Dick threw

himself back in his chair in a peal of laughter ;

he laughed and laughed till the tears stood in his

eyes, and Bridgie, d,espite herself, joined in the

chorus. The juxtaposition of Pixie and lovers

had proved just as startling to him as to his wife,

but while she had been scandalized, he was frankly,

whole-heartedly amused.

** Pixie 1
" he cried, *^ Pixie with a lover I It

would be about as easy to think of Patsie. Dear,

quaint little Pixie I Who dares to say she isn't

pretty? Her funny little nose, her big, generous

mouth are a! hundred times more charming than

the ordinary * pretty * face. I'll tell you what it

is, darling "—he sobered suddenly^
—

** Pixie's lover,

whoever he may be, will be an uncommonly lucky

fellow !
*'

Husband and wife sat in silence for some

moments after this, hand in hand, as their custom

was in hours of privacy, while the thoughts of each

pursued the same subject—Pixie's opening life and

their own duty towards it.

'0JX both minds was borne the unwilling realiza-

a^
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tion that their own home was not the ideal al

to afford the experience of life, the open inter-

course with young people of her own age which it

was desirable that the girl should now enjoy. As

a means of adding to his income Captain Victor

had accepted the position of adjutant to a volunteer

corps in a northerti city, and, as comparatively new

residents, his list of acquaintances; was but small.

Esmeralda, or to sj. eak more correctly, Joan, the

second daughter of the O'Shaughnessy family, as

the wife of the millio;iiaire, Geoffrey Hilliard, pos-

sessed a beautiful country seat not sixty miles from

town, while Jack, the eldest brother, had returned

to the home of his fathers, Knock Castle, in

Ireland, on the money which his wife had inherited

from her father, after he had become engaged

to her in her character of a penniless damsel. Jack

was thankful all his life to remember that fact,

though his easy-going Irish nature found nothing

to worry about in the fact that the money was

legally his wife's, and not his own.

Both Esmeralda as a society queen, and Sylvia

as chatelaine of Knock, had opportimities of

showing life to a voung girl, with which Bridgie

in her modest little home in a provincial town could

not compete. Nevertheless, the heart of the tender
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elder sister was lo;ath to part from her charge at the

very moment when watchfuhiess and guidance were

St important. She fought against the idea ;

assured herself that there was time, plenty of time.

SVhat, after all, was twenty-one? In two, three

years one might talk about society ; in the mean-

time let the child be 1 And Captain Victor, in

his turn, looked into the future, and saw his

Bridgie left sisterless in this strange town, bereft

all day long of the society of the sweetest and

most imderstanding of companions, and he, too,

sighed, and asked himself what was the hurry.

Surely another year, a couple of years I And then,

being one in reality as well as in name, the eyes

of husband and wife met and lingered, and, as if

at the sweep of an angel's wing, the selfish thoughts

fell away, and they faced their duty and accepted

it once for all.

Bridgie leaned her head on her husband's

shoulder and sighed thankfully.

*'
I have you, Dick, and the children I Twould

be wicked to complain,"

And Dick murmured gruffly

" I want no one but you," and held her tightly

in his anns, while Bridgie sniffed, and whimpered,

like one of her own small children.

or*
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But if P—ixie

—

If Pixie is uiriiappy—if any

wretched man breaks Pixie*s heart
t»

•« He couldn't !
" Dick Victor said firmly. ** No

man could. That's beyond them. Heart's like

Pixie's don't break, Honey ! I don't say they

may not ache at times, but breaking is a different

matter. Your bantling is grown up : you can

keep her no longer beneath your wing. She must

go out into the world, and work and suffer like

the rest, but she'll win through. Pixie the wcmian

will be a finer creature than Pixie the child I

"

But Bridgie hid her face, and the tears rushed

into her eyes, for hers was the mother's heart

which longed ever to succour and protect, and

Pixie was the child whom a dying father had com-

mitted to her care. It was hard to let Pixie go.



CHAPTER IV

The Invitation

immediate consequence of the Pixie

pronouncement was a correspondence

between her two elder sisters, wherein

Bridgie ate humble-pie, and Esmeralda rode the

high horse after the manner bom.

"You were right about Pixie, darling. It is

dull for her here in this strange town, where we

have so few friends ; and now that she is nearly;

twenty-one it does not seem right to shut her up.

She ought to go about and see the world, and meet

boys and girls of her own age. And so, dear,

would it be convenient to jrou to have her for a

few months imtil you go up to town? Your life

in the country will seem a whirl of gaiety after

our monotonous jog-trot, and she has been so

useful and diligent, helping me these last years

with never a thought for her own enjoyment,

that she deserves all the fup she can get« I am
A Y
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sad at parting from her, buj if it's for her good

I'll make the eifort. She has two nice new frocks»

and I could get her another for parties," , . «

^Thus Bridgie. Esmeralda's reply came by

return—the big, slanting writing, plentifully under-

lined-

*- Ai lasty my dear, you have come to your

senses. For a sweet-tempered person, you cer-?

tainly have, as I've told you before, a surprising

amount of obstinacy- In future do try to believ^i

that in matters of worldly wisdom I know best,

and be ruled by me I

** Pixie can come at once—the sooner the better,;

but for pity's sake, my dear, spare me the frocks.,

Felice can run her up a few things to last imtil

I have time to take her to town. If I am to take

her about, she must be dressed to please me^ and

do me credit.

*' tWe have people coming and going all the

time, and 1*11 be thankful to have her. I wouldn't

say so for the world, Bridgie, but you have been

selfish about Pixie 1 Never a bit of her have I

had to myself ; gulax)

Christmas visits, of course, and sometimes in

summer, but it's always been with you and Dick

and the children ; it's only the leavings of atten-

A'y
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tion she's had to spare for any one else. Now my
boys will have a chance 1 Perhaps she can keep

them in order—/ can't I They are the pride and

the shame, and the joy and the grief, and the

sunshine and the—thunder and lightning and earth-

quake of my life. Bridgie, did you ever think it

would feel like that to be a mother? I thought

it woxxld be all pure joy, but there's a big ache

mixed in. .

Geoff was so naughty this morning, so dis-

obedient and rude, and I prayed, Bridgie—I shut

myself in my room and prayed for patience, and

then went down and spoke to him so sweetly.

.You'd have loved to hear me. I said : - If you

want to grow up a good, wise man like father,

you must learn to be gentle and polite,. Did you

ever hear father speak rudely to me? ' * Oh, no,'

says he, quite simply, ' but Fve often heard you

speak rudely to him!* Now, what was a poor

misgwded mother to say to that? Especially when

it was True I You are never cross, so your

youngsters can never comer you like that ; but

I am—often I which proves that I need Pixie more

than you do, and she'd better hurry along."

Pixie came lightly into the dining-room, just as

Bridgie was reading the last words of the. letter.

At
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She was almost invariably late for bfreakfast^ a

fact which was annoying to Captain Victor's

soldierly sense of punctuality. He looked markedly

at the clock, and Pixie said genially, ** I apologize,

me dear. The yoxmg need sleep !
** Then she fell

to work at her porridge with healthy enjoyment.

She wore a blue serge skirt and a bright, red silk

shirt, neatly belted by a strip of patent leather.

The once straggly locks were parted in the middle,

and swathed round a little head which held itself

jauntily aloft ; her eyes dance;d, her lips curved.

It was a bare eight o'clock in the morning, a

period when miost people are languid and half-

awake. But there was no languor about Pixie

;

she looked intensely, brilliantly alive. A. stream

of vitality seemed tQ emanate from her Uttle form

and fill the whole room. The dog stirred on the

rug and rose to his feet ; the canary hopped to

a higher perch a*nd began to sing ; Dick Victox

felt an access of appetite and helped himself to

a second egg and more bacon.

" This is Wednesday," announced Pixie genially,

** and it's fine. I love^ fine iWednesdays 1 It's

a habit from the old school-time, when they were

half-holidays, and meant so much- . * a I wonder

what nice thing will happen to-day."

A A
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Husband and wife exchanged a glance;. They

knew and loved this habit of expecting happiness,

and looking forward to thfe joys rather than the

sorrows of the future, which had all her lif^ been

characteristic of Pixie O'Shaughnessy. They

realized that it was to this quality of mind, rather

than to external happenings, that sh^ owed her

cheerful serenity, but this morning it was impos-

sible not to wonder how she would view the

proposed change of abode.

*' I've had a letter from! Esmeralda," announced

Bridgie baldly from: behind the urn, and, quick

as thought. Pixie's sharp eyes searched her face.

" But that's not nice. It's given you a wrinkle.

Take no notice, and she'll write to-morrow to

say she's sorry. She's got to worry or die, but

there's no reason why you should die too.. Roll

it up into spills, and forget all about it."

44
can't—it's important. And

ing. It's very "—^Bridgie paused for a moment,

just one moment, to swallow that accusation of

selfishness—" A//irf.' Pixie darling, it's about You/*

" Me I
" cried Pixie, and dropped her spoon with

a clang. Bridgie had already pushed back her

chair from the table ; Pixie pushed hers to follow

suit. Such a prosaic affair as breakfast had plainly

A C
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vanished froiri their thoughts, but Captain Victoi;

had by no means forgotten, nor did it suit him

to face emotional scenes to an accompaniment

of bacon and eggs.

" After breakfast, please 1
" he cried, in what

his wife described as his ** barracks " voice, and

which had the effect in this instance of making

her turn on the tap of the urn so hurriedly that

she had not had time to place her cup underneath.

She blushed and frowned. Pixie deftly moved

the toast-rack so as to conceal the damage, and

proceeded to eat a hearty breakfast with

undiminished appetite.

It was not until Captain Victor had left the

room to pay his morning visit to the nursery, that

Bridgie again referred to her sister's letter, and

then her first words were of reproach.

" How you could sit there, Pixie, eating your

breakfast, as calm as you please, when you knew

there was news—^news that concerned yourself !

'*

•* I was hungry," said Pixie calmly. " And

I love excitement ; it's the breath of my nostrils..

All the while I was making up stories, with myself

as heroine;. I'm afraid it will be only disappoint-

ment I'll feel when you tell me. Truth is so tame,

compared to imagination,. Besides, there was
a6
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Dick I
" She smiled a forbearing, elderly smile.

** You can't live in the house with Dick without

learning self-control. He's so
"

" He's not 1 " contradicted Dick's wife, with

loyal fervour. ** Dick was quite right ; he always

i^. It was his parents who were to blame fori

making him English-*' She sighed, and stared

reflectively out of the window. ** We ought to

be thankful. Pixie, that we are Irish through and

through. It means so much that English people

can't even imderstand—seeing jokes when they

are sad, and happiness when they are bored and

being poor and not caring, and miserable and

forgetting, and interested, and excited
"

" Every single hour I
" concluded Pixie deeply,

and they laughed in concert,. In the contempla-

tion of the advantages of an Irish temperament

they had come near forgetting the real subject

of discussion, but the sight of the letter on the

table before her recalled it to Bridgie's remem-

brance. She straightened her back and assumed

an air of responsibility, a natural dramatic instinct

prompting her to play her part in appropriate

fashion.

" Dick and I have been feeling, my dear, that

%s you are now really grown up, you ought to

47
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be having a livelier time than we can give you

in this strange town, and Esmeralda has been

saying the same thing for years past.. She feels

we have been rather selfish in keeping you so

much to ourselves, and thinks that it is her turn

to have you to live with her for a time;. We think

so too, Pixiei. Not for altogether, of course. For

three or four: months, say ; and then you might

go over to Knock, and come back to us again for

Christmas.. Of course, darling, you understand

that we don't want you to go I

"

Pixie stared silently across the table. She had

grown rather, white, and her brows were knitted

in anxiou3 consideration.

** Bridget Victor," she said solemnly, " is it

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth you are telling me, or is it just an excuse

to get me out of the way? If there's any trouble,

or worry, or illness, or upset coming on, that you

want to spare me because I'm young, you'd better

know at once that it will only be the expense of

the journey wasted, for on the very first breath

of it I'd fly back to you if it was across the

world 1

"

**
I know it," said Bridgie, and blinked back

a tear,. ** But it's the whole truth, and nothing

a9.
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th«

the healthiest, and the contentedest little family

in the country, and there's no need to worry about

us. We were thinking only of you, and you are

free in this instance to think only of yourself."

** That*s agreeable I
" was Pixie's comment.

The frown left her brow and she smiled, the wide

lips parting to show brilliantly white little teeth,

teeth very nearly as pretty and infantile as those

belonging to the small Patsie upstairs. Beholding

that smile, Bridgie had no doubt as to the verdict

which she was about to hear, and suffered an

unreasoning pang of disappointment

.

"Then Til confess to you, my dear," continued

Pixie affably, " that I find myself just in the mood

for excitement. So long as you are well there's

nothing on earth I'd love so much at this moment

as to go off on a junket,. If Esmeralda wants to

give me a good time, let the poor thing have her

way

—

ril not hinder her ! I'll go, and Til love

it ; but ril not promise how long I shall stay—all

sorts of things may happen." . • *

4i

tf
• * •

Yes," said Bridgie dreamily, ** all sorts of

things 1

And so Pixie O'Shaughnessy went forth to

meet her fate.,
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CHAPTER V

In Marble Halls

RS. GEOFFREY HILLIARD, nle Joan

0'Shaughnessy,was the second daughter

of the family, and had been christened

Esmeralda ** for short " by the brothers and sisters

of whom' she had been alternately the pride and

the trial. The fantastic name had an appropriate-

ness so undeniable that even Joan's husband had

adopted it in his turn for use in the family circle,

reserving the more dignified *' Joan " for more

ceremonious occasions.

" Esmeralda " had been a beauty from her

cradle, and would be a beauty if she lived to be

a hundred, for her proud, restless features were

perfectly chiselled, and her great grey eyes, with

the long black lashes on the upper and lower hd,

were as eloquent as they were lovely. When she

was angry, they seemed to send out veritable

flashes of fire ; when she was languid, the white

CO
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lids drooped and the fringed eyelashes veiled theni!

in a misty calm ; when she was loving*, when she

held her boys in her arms, or spoke a love word

in her husband's ear, ah 1 then it was a joy indeed

to behold the beauty of those limpid eyes ! They
" melted " indeed, not with tears, but with the

very essence of tenderness and love.

" Esmeralda's so nice that you couldn't believe

she was so horrid 1
" Pixie had declared once in

her earlier years, and unfortunately there was still

too much truth in the pronouncement.

Seven years of matrimony, and the responsibility

of two yoiuig sons, had failed to discipline the

hasty, intolerant nature, although they had certainly

deepened the inner longing for improvement. Joan

devotedly loved her husband, but accepted as her

right his loyal devotion, and felt bitterly aggrieved

when his forbearance occasionally gave way.

She adored her two small sons, and her theories

on motherhood were so sweet and lofty that

Bridgie, listening thereto, had been moved to tears.

But in practice the theories were apt to go to the

wall. To do Joan justice she would at any time

have marched cheerfully to the stake if by sa

doing she could have saved her children from

peril, but she was incapable of being patient during

CI
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e long rainy afternoon, when confinement in

the house had aroused into full play those mis-

chievous instincts characteristic of healthy and

spirited youngsters ; and if any one imagines that

the two statements contradict each other, he has

yet to learn that heroic heights of effort are easier

of accomplishment than a steady jog-trot along

a dull high-road,.

Joan Hilliard's reflections on the coming of

her younger sister were significant of her mental

attitude. ** Pixie's no trouble. She's such an

easy soul. She fits into comers and fills in the

gaps. She'll amuse the boys. It will keep them

in good humour to have her to invent new games.

She'll keep Geoff company at breakfast when I'm

tired. TU get some of the duty visits over while

she's here. She'll talk to the bores, and be so

pleased at the soimd of her own voice that she'll

never notice they don't answer. And she'll cheer

me up when /*/n bored. And, of course, I'll take

her about ft

Pixie's amusement, it will be noticed, was but

a secondary consideration to Joan's own ease and

comfort ; for though it may be a very enjoyable

experience to be a society beauty and exchange

poverty for riches, no one will be. brave enough
r^
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to maintain that such an experience is conducive

to the growth of spiritual qualities. Sweet-hearted

Bridgie might possibly have come unscathed

through the ordeal, but Esmeralda was made of

a different clay.

Pixie started alone on the three hours* journey,

for the Victor household possessed no maid who

could be spared, and husband and wife were both

tied by home duties ; moreover, being a modem

young woman, she felt perfectly competent to look

after herself, and looked forward to the experience

with pleasure rather than dread. Bridgie was

inclined to be tearful at parting, and Pixie's

artistic sense prompted a similar display, but

she found herself simply incapable of forcing

a tear.

'• It's worse for you than for me," she confessed

candidly, " for you've nothing to do, poor

creature I but go home to cold mutton and

darning, while I'm oflF to novelty and adventure.

That's why the guests sometimes cry at a wedding,

out of pity for themselves, because they can't go

off on a honeymoon with a trousseau and an

adoring groom. They pretend it's sympathetic

emotion, but it isn't ; it's nothing in the world

but selfish regret. . . . Don't cry, darling ; it

CI
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makes me feel so mean. Think of the lovely

tite-d-tete this will mean for Dick ajad you I

"

Yes—in the evenings. Til love that I
" con-

fessed Bridgie, with the candour of her race. *' But

oh, Pixie, the long, dull days, and no one to laugh

with me at the jokes the English can't see, or to

make pretend I • . -.

Ah !

•' mourned Pixie deeply, " I'll miss that,

too I The times we've had, imagining a fortune

arriving by the afternoon post, and spending it all

before dinnen I All the fun, and nwie of the

trouble. But it's dull, imagining all by oneself!

And Dick's no good. He calls it waste of time I

I shall marry an Irishman, Bridgie, when my, time

comes I

"

tt

•* Get into the train and don't talk nonsense I

•*

said Bridgie firmly. She felt it prophetic that on

this eve of departure Pixie's remarks should again

touch on husbands and weddings, but not for the

world would she have hinted as much. She

glanced at the other occupant of the; carriage—

a

stout, middle-aged woman, and was on the point

of inviting her; diaperonage when a warning gleam

in Pixie's eyes silenced the words on her lips.

So presently the train puffed out of the station,

and Bridgie .Victor turned sadly homewards even

tA
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and

complacently into space.

** That's over I
" she said to herself with a sigh

of relief, glad as ever to be done with painful

things and able to look forward to the good to

come. " She thinks she's miserable, the darling, but

she'll be as happy as a grig the moment she gets

back to Dick and the children. That's the worst

of living with married sisters I They can manage

so well without you. I'd prefer some one who

was frantic if I turned my back. .: ^5
/'

She smiled at the thought, and met an

ingratiating smile upon the face of her travelling

companion. The companion was stout and elderly,

handsomely dressed, and evidently of a sociable

idisposition. It was the height of her ambition on

a railway journey to meet another woman to whom

she could shout confidences for hours upon end,

but it was raxely that her sentiments were returned,.

Fate had been kind to her to-day in placing

Pixie O'Shaughnessy in the same carriage,

" The young lady seemed quite distressed to

leave you. Is she. ypur sister?
"

** She is. Do ypu think we are alike?
"

^ I—I wouldn't go so far a3 to say alike! " the

large laidy said blandly,; '' but therej's a look!

cc
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As I always say, there's no knowing where you are

with a family likeness. My eldest girl—May

takes after h^r father ; Felicia, the youngest, ia

the image of myself
;

yet they've been mistaken

for each other times and again. It's a turn of

the chin. ... Is she married? *'

Who? Bridgie—my sister? Oh yes—very

much. Six years/'

tt

" Dear me I She looks so young 1 My May is

twenty-seven.. She has had her chances, of course.

Any children?
"

** Wh " Pixie's mind again struggled after

the connection,. " Oh, two—^a boy and a girl.

They are called," she added, with a benevolent

consciousness of sparing further effort, ** Patrick

and Patricia,."

" Irish, evidently," the large lady decided

shrewdly. " Rather awkward, isn't it, about pet

names, and laundry marks, and so forth? How-

ever. . . . And so you've been paying her a visit,

I suppose, and are returning to your home? "

** One of my homes," corrected Pixie happily.

" I have three. Two sisters and one brother. And

they all like to have me. My parents are dead."

Her tone showed that the loss referred to was of

many years' standing ; nevertheless, the stout lady

i6
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hurriedly changed the conversation, as though

fearful of painful reminiscences.

*'
I have been having a morning's shopping.

We live quite in the country, and I come to town

every time I need a new gown. I have been

arranging for ore this morning, for a wedding.

So difficult, when one has no ideas 1 I chose

purple."

Pixie cocked her head on one side and thought-

fully pursed her lips.

" Very nice I Yes, purple's so—portly! " She

surprised a puckering of the large lady's face,

and hastened to supplement the description

.

** Portly, and—er—regal, and duchessy, don't you

think? I met a duchess once—she was rather like

you—and she wore purple I

"

The large lady expanded in a genial warmth.

Her lips opened in a breathless question

" How was the bodice made? "

Pixie reflected deeply.

•*
I can't exactly say! But it was years ago.

It would be quite demode. For a wedding, of

course, you must be up to date. Weddings make

a fuss for months, and are so soon over—I mean

for the guests. They are not much fun."

-\Where did you meet the Duchess? "

r'y
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*' Oh, at my sister's—^the one I am going to

now. In her town house, at a reception one after-

noon. She had a purple dress with lace, and a

Queen Victoria sort of bonnet with strings, and

little white feathers sticking up in the front ; and

she had a "—Pixie smiled into space with

reminiscent enjoyment—** beautiful sense of

humour I

"

The large lady looked deeply impressed, and,

beginning at the topmost ribbon on Pixie's hat,

stared steadily dowiiwatd to the tip of the little

patent-leather shoe, evidently expecting to find

points of unusual interest in the costume of a girl

whose sister entertained a duchess in her town

house. The train had rattled through a small

hamlet and com^ out again into the open before

she spoke again,.

** Do you see many of them? "

-" Which? iWhat? Boimets? Feathers? I

idon't think I quit^

" Duchesses I
" said the large laidy deeply. And

Pixie, who still preserved her childish love of

cutting a dash> fought with, afld overcame, an

nmworthy temptation to invent several such titles

on the spot.

** Not—many," she confessed humbly, " But,

cs
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you see, rm so young—I'm hardly * out/ The

sister with whom I've been living has not been

able to entertain. iWhere I'm going it is different.

I expect to be very gay."

The large lady nodded brightly.

** Quite right I quite right I Only young once.

Laugh while you may,. I hke to see young things

enjoying themselves. . .. .; And then you'll be

getting engaged, and marrying."

** Oh, of course," assented Pixie, with an alacrity

in such sharp contrast with the protests with which

the modem girl sees fit to meet such prophecies,

that the hearer was smitten not only with surprise

but anxiety. An expression of real motherly

kindliness shone in her eyes as she fixed them

upon the girl's small, radiant face.

**
I hope it will be * of course,' dear, and that

you may be very, very happy ; but it's a serious

question. I'm an old-fashioned body, who believes

in love. If it's the real thing it lasis, and it's

about the only thing upon which you can coimt.

Health comes and goes, and riches take wing.

.When I married Papa he was in tin plates, and

doing well, but owing to American treaties (you

wouldn't imderstand I), we had to put down servants

and move into a smaller house. Now, if I'd

en
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have

then? "

Pixie wagged her head with an air of the

deepest dejection. She was speculating as to the

significance of tin plates, but thought it tactful

not to inquire.

" I hope "—she breathed deeply—'* I hope the

tin plates " and her companion gathered

together her satchel and cloak in readiness for

departure at the next station, nodding a cheerful

reassurance.

*' Oh, yes ; quite prosperous again \ Have been

for years,. But it only shows. . . . And Papa

has attacks of gout. They are trying, my dear,

to me, as well as to himself ; but if you love

a man—well, it comes easier. . . . Here's my
station. So glad to have met you I I'll remember

about the purple."

The train stopped, and the good lady alights ^d

and passed through the wicket-gate, and her late

companion watched her pass with a sentimental

sigh.

" * Ships that pass in the night, and signal each

other in passing.' She took to me, and I took to

her. She'll talk about me all evening to May and

Felicia, and the tin-plate Papa, and ten chances
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to one we'll never meet again. * It's a sad world,

my masters 1
'
" sighed Pixie, and dived in her bag

for a chocolate support.

The rest of the journey brought no companion

so confidential, and Pixie was heartily glad to

arrive at her destination, and as the train slackened

speed to run into the station, to catch a glimpse

of Esmeralda sitting straight and stately in a high

cart ready to drive her visitor back to the Hall-

Motors were very well in their way—useful trainlets

ready to call at one's own door and whirl one direct

to the place where one would be, but the girl who

had hunted with her father since she was a baby

of four years old was never so happy as when

she was in command of a horse. As the new-comer

climbed up into the high seat the beautiful face

was turned towards her with a smile as sweet and

loving as Bridgie's own.

•* Well, Pixie I Ah, dearie, this is good. I've

got you at last."

"Esmeralda, darting! iWhat an angel you

look !

"

** Don't kiss me in public, please,** snapped

Esmeralda, becoming prosaic with startling

rapidity at the first hint of visible demonstration.

She signalled to the groom, and off they went,
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trotting down the country lane in great contenf^

ment of spirits,

" How's everybody? " asked Esmeralda*

•' Well? That's right. You can tell me the

details later on. Now, you have just to forget

Bridgie for a bit, and think of Ale. I've wanted

you for years, and I told Bridgie to her face she

was selfish to keep you away. If I'm not a good

example, you can take example by my faults, and

isn't that just as good? And there's so much that

You always loved to help,I want you to do.

didn't you. Pixie?"

**
I did," assented Pixie, but the quick ears of

the listener detected a hint of hesitation in the

sound. The dark eyebrows arched in haughty

questioning, and Pixie, no whit abashed, shrugged

her shoulders and confessed with a laugh' :
** But

to tell you the truth, my dear, it was not so much

for helping, as for having a good time for myself,

that I started on this trip. Bridgie said I'd been

domestic long enough, and needed to play for a

change, and there's a well of something bubbling

up inside me that longs, simply longs, for

a vent. Of course, if one could combine the

two . . ."

Joan Hilliard looked silently, into the girl's
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bright face and made a mental comparison. She

thought of the round of change and amusement

which constituted her own life, and then of the

little house in the northern city in which Pixie's

last years had been spent ; of the monotonous, if

happy, round of duties, every day the same, from

year's end to year's end, of the shortage of means,

of friends, of opportunities, and a wave of com-

punction overwhelmed her. Esmeralda never did

things by halves ; neither had she any false shame

about confessing her faults.

" I'm a selfish brute," she announced blimtly.

" I deserve to be punished. If I go on like this

I shall be some day I I'm always thinking

of myself, when I'm not in a temper with some one

else. It's an awful thing. Pixie, to be bom into

the world with a temper. And now Geoff has

inherited it from me." She sighed, shook the

reins, and brightened resolutely. '* Never mind,

you shall have a good time, darling I There's a

girl staying in the house now—you'll like her—and

two young men, and lots of people coming in

and out."

Pixie heaved a sigh of beatific content.

"To-night? At once? That's what I love

to tumble pell-mell into a whirl of dissipation, I

6^
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never could bear to wait. I'm pining to see

Geoffrey and the boys, and all your wonderful new

possessions. You must be happy, Esmeralda, to

have so much, and be so well, and pretty, and rich.

Aren't you just burstingly happy? "

Joan did not answer. She stared ahead ovea"

the horse's head with a strange, rapt look in the

wonderful eyes. An artist would have loved to

paint her at that moment, but it would not have

been as a type of happiness. The expression

spoke rather of struggle, of restlessness, and want

a spiritual want which lay ever at the back of the

excitement and glamour, clamouring to be filled.

Pixie looked at her sister, just once, and then

averted her eyes. Hers was the understanding

which springs from love, and she realized that her

simple question had struck a tender spot. Instead

of waiting for an answer she switched the con-

versation to ordinary, impersonal topics, and kept

it there until the house was reached.

Tea was waiting in the large inner hall, and the

girl visitor came forward to be introduced and

shake hands. She was a slim, fair creature with

masses of hair of a pale flaxen hue, swathed round

her head, and held in place by large amber pins.

Not a hair was out of place—the effect was more
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like a bandage of pale brown silk than ordinary

human locks. Her dress was made in the extreme

of the skimpy fashion, and her little feet were

encased in the most unmaculate of silk shoes and

stockings. She looked Pixie over in one quick,

appraising glance, and Pixie stared back with

widened eyes.

" My sister, Patricia O'Shaughnessy," de-

claimed Esmeralda. Whereupon the strange girl

bowed and repeated, ** Miss Pat—ricia 0*Shaugh-

nessy. Pleased to meet you," in a manner which

proclaimed her American birth as unmistakably

as a flourish of the Stars and Stripes.

Then tea was brought in, and two young men

joined the party, followed by the host, Geoffrey

Hilliard, who gave the warmest of welcomes to

bis little sister-in-law. His kiss, the grasp of his

hand, spoke of a deeper feeling than one of mere

welcome, and Pixie had an instant perception that

Geoffrey, like his wife, felt in need of help. The

first glance had shown him more worn and tired!

than a man should be who has youth, health, a

beautiful wife, charming children, and more money

than he knows how to spend ; but whatever hidden

troubles might exist, they were not allowed to

shadow this hour of meeting..

The Lave Avoirs q/PixU. 6$ £
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** Sure, and this is a sight for sore eyes 1 " ht

cried, with a would-be adaptation of an Irish

accent. ** You're welcome, Pixie—a bflndred times

welcome. We're overjoyed to see you, dear."

Pixie beamed at him, with an attention somewhat

diverted by the two yoimg" men who stared at

her from a few yards ' distance. One was tall

and fair, the other dark and thick set, and when

Esmeralda swept forward to make the formal intro-

ductions it appeared that the first rejoiced in the

name of Stanor Vaughan, and the second in the

much more ordinary one of Robert Carr.

** My sister Patricia," once more announced

Mrs. Milliard, and though the young men ascribed

Pixie's blush to a becoming modesty, it arose

in reality from annoyance at the sound of the

high-sounding title which had been so persistently

dropped all her life. Surely Esmeralda was not

going to insist upon " Patricia I

"

For a few moments everybody remained stand-

ing, the men relating their experiences of the

afternoon, while Esmeralda waited for some further

additions to the tea-table, and Pixie's quick-seeing

eyes roamed here and there gathering impressicms

to be stored away for later use. She was too

excited, too interested, to talk herself, but her ears
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were as quick as her eyes, and so it happened

that she caught a fragment of conversation between

Miss Ward and the tall Mr. Vaughan, which was

certainly not intended for her ears.

•*
. . . A sister! ** he was repeating in tones of

incredulous astonishment. " A sister I But how

extraordinarily unlike ! She must have thrown in

her own beauty to add to Mrs. Hilliard's share 1

"

•• Oh, hush 1
" breathed the girl urgently, " She

heard! >f

Stanor Vaughan lifted his head sharply and met

Pixie's watching eyes fixed upon him. His own

glance was tense and shamed, but to his amazement

hers was friendly, humorous, undismayed. There

was no displeasiire in her face, no hint of humilia-

tion nor discomfiture—nothing, it would appear,

but serene, unruffled agreement.

Stanor Vaughan had not a good memory : few

events of his youth remained with him after middle

life, but when he was an old, old man that moment

still remained vivid, when, in the place of rebuke,

he first met the radiance of Pixi^ O'Shaughnessy's

broad, sweet smile..



CHAPTER VI

A Talk about Men—and Pickles

TANOR VAUGHAN was deputed to take

Pixie in to dinner that evening, an arrange-

ment which at the beginning of the meal

appeared less agreeable to him than to his

partner. He cast furtive glances at the small, plain,

yet mysteriously attractive little girl, who was the

sister of the beautiful Mrs. Hilliard, the while

she ate her soup, and found himself attacked by

an unusual nervousness. He didn't know what

to say : he didn't know how to say it. He had

made a bad start, and he wished with all his heart

that he could change places with Carr and " rot
**

+

with that jolly Miss Ward. All the same, he

found himself curiously attracted by this small

Miss O'Shaughnessy, and he puzzled his hand-

some head to discover why.

There was no beauty in the little face, and, as a

rule, Stanor, as he himself would have expressed
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it, had '* no use " for a girl who was plain, iWhat

really attracted him was the happiness and serenity

which shone in Pixie's face, as light shines through

the encircling glass, for to human creatures as

to plants the great necessity of life is sun, and its

attraction is supreme. Walk along a crowded

street and watch the different faces of the men and

women as they pass by—grey faces, drab faces,

white faces, yellow faces, faces sad and cross, and

lined and dull, faces by the thousand blank! of any

expression at all, and then here and there, at

rare, rare intervals, a live face that speaks. You

spy it afar off—a face "with shining eyes, with

lips curled ready for laughter, with arching brows,

and tilted chin, and every little line and wrinkle

speaking of life.

That face is as a magnet to attract not only

eyes, but hearts into the bargain ; the passerls-by

rouse themselves from their lethargy to smile back

in sympathy, and pass on their way wafting mental

messages of affection. " What a dear girl 1
" they

cry, or *' woman," or '-man," as the case may be.

*• What a charming face I I should like to know

that girl." And the girl with the happy face goes

on her way, all the happier for the kindly thoughts

by which she is pursued.
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iWhen stranger^ were first introduced to Pixie

O'Shaughnessy they invariably catalogued her as

a plain-looking girl ; when they had known her

for an hour they began to feel that they had been

mistaken, and at the end of a week they woulid

have been prepared to quarrel with their best

friend if he had echoed their own first judgment.

The charm of her personality soon overpowered

the physical deficiency,

Stanor Vaughan was as yet too young and

prosperous to realize the real reason of Pixie's

attraction. He decided that it was attributable

to her trim', jaunty little figure and the imusual

fashion in which she dressed her hair. Also she

wore a shade of bright flame-coloured silk which'

made a special appeal to his artistic eye, aoid he

approved of the simple, graceful fashion of its cut,

** Looks as if she'd had enough stuff I
" he said

to himself, with all a; man's dislike of the prevail-

ing hobble. He pondered how to open the con-

versation, asking himself uneasily what punishment

the girl would award him for his faux-pas of the

afternoon. iWould she be haughty? She didn't

look Would

she be cold and aloof? Somehow, glancing at the

iiregular, piquant little profile, he could not imtagiiie
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her aloof. Would she snap? Ah I now he was

not so certain. He saw distinct possibilities of

snap, and then, just as he determined that he really

must make the plunge and get it over, Pixie leaned

confidentially toward him and said below her

breath

" Please talk ! Make a start—any start—and

I'll go on. . . , It's your place to begin."

" Er—er " stammered Stanor, and promptly

forgot every subject of conversation under the

sun. He stared back into the girl's face, met her

honest eyes, and was seized with an impulse of

confession. -" Before I say anything else, I—

I

ought to apologize. Miss O'Sliaughnessy, I'm

most abominably ashamed. I'm afraid you over-

heard my er—er Ward

" OV course I heard,"' said Pixie, staring.

"What could you expect? Not four yards away,

and a great bass voice I I'm not deaf. But

there's no need to feel sorry,. I thought you put

it very nicely, myself !

"

" Nicely 1
" He stared in amaze. *- Nicely!

How could you possibly

•' You said I had given Esmeralda my share.

I'd never once looked at it in that way ; neither

TT
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had any one else. And it's so soothing. It gives

me a sort of credit, don't you see, as well as a

pride."

She was speaking honestly, transparently

honestly ; it was impossible to doubt that, with

her clear eyes beaming upon him, her lips curling

back in laughter from her small white teeth.

There was not one sign of rancour, of offence, of

natural girlish vanity suffering beneath a blow.

** Good sport !
" cried Stanor, in a; voice, how-

ever, which could be heard by no one but himself.

His embarrassment fell from him, but not his

amazement ; that seemed to increase with each

moment that passed. His glance lingered on

Pixie's face, the while he said incredulously

**
It's—it's wonderful of you. I've known heaps

of girls, but never one who would have taken it

like that. You don't seem to have a scrap of

conceit
"

** Ex—cuse me," corrected Miss O'Shaughnessy,

For the first time she seemed to be slightly

ruffled, as though the supposition that she could

be bereft of any quality, or experience common to

her kind was distinctly hurtful to her pridet, " I

have! Heaps I But it's for the right things.

I've too much conceit to be conceited about things

TO
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about which I've no right to be conceited,

only conceited about things about which Tm
Vm

«f

Conceited enough to know are worth being

jolly well conceited about," concluded Stanor, and

they laughed together in merry understanding.

•* That's it," agreed Pixie, nodding. " I used

to be conceited about being plain, because it was

so unusual in our family that it was considered

quite distinguished, and my father used to boast

at the hunt that he had the ugliest child in thie

county, though it was himself that said it. But,'-

she gave the slightest, most ephemeral of sighs,

** I've lived through that. I'm conceited now about

other things.'*

" Lots of them, I'm sure. There must be lots^'"

agreed Stanor, with a sincerity which condoned

the banality of the speech. " About your good

nature for one thing, I should say, and your

generosity in forgiving a blimdering man, and

your jolly disposition which makes you smile when

another girl would have been wild. I can under-

stand all those and a lot more, but, just as a

matter of curiosity, I should like to know what

are you conceited about most? "

Pixie O 'Shaughnessy smiled. There was evi-

dently no doubt in her own mind as to her reply.
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The slim figure straightened, the little head tilted

in air. (Juick and crisp came the reply

" I can make people do what I like !

"

" Can you, though I
" exclaimed Stanor blankly.

The statement seemed to threaten a mysteriously

personal application, and he relapsed into a

ruminating silence, the while his companion

employed herself cheerfully with her dinner and

the looks and conversation of her companions.

It was one of Pixie's special gifts to be able

to do at least three things at the samfe time with

quite a fair amount of success. She could, for

instance, write a; business-like letter while carry-

ing on an animated conversation with a friend,

and keeping an eye on a small child tattering

around the rocwn. Brain, eyes, and limb were

alike so alert that what to slower natures would

have been impossible, to her involved no effort

at all.

Therefore, when about two minutes later Stanor

opened his lips again to utter a short, urgent

** How? " she had not the slightest difficulty in

switching back to the subject, though she had been

at the moment in the midst of an absorbing calcula-

tion a3 to the number of yards of lace on a dress

of a lady farther down the table, an,d in drawing
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mental designs of the w^ it was put on, to enclose

to Bridgie in her next letter: hon^e,

'" How? "

- I understand them/* said Pixie deeply. " You

ican open any door if you have the key, but most

people go on banging: when it's shut. I wait till

I find my key, and then I keep it ready imtil the

moment arrives when I wish to get in;."

Stanor's broad shoulders gave an involimtary

movement which might almost have been taken for

a shiver. Once aigain he felt a mysterious conviction

of a personal application. All his life long the

phrase had rung in his ears, " I don't understand

you 1
" " If I could once understand ypu, 1

" and for

lack of that understanding there had been trouble

and coldness between himself and his nearest rela-

tive. Proverbially he was difficult to understand;

and he had prided himself on the reputation. Who
wanted to be a simple, transparent fellow !whom any

one could lead? This was the first time in his life

that he had come into contact with a girl whQ

announced herself an expert understander of human

nature. He wondered vaguely what, given the

initial success, Pixie would wish hirn to do, hesi-

tated on the point of inquiry, thought better of it^

and turned tfe^ coaversation tQ impersonal topics.
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After dinner Pixie sat on aL sofa in the drawing-

room enjoying a temporary tite-d-tite with the

other girl visitor. Miss Ward's hair was, if possible,

smoother than ever, and she wore a velvet dress

almost exactly matching it in shade, which seemed

to Pixie's unsophisticated eyes an extraordinarily

sumptuous garment for a young girl to wear. Her

eyes were brown, too—bright, quick-glancing eyes

full of interest and curiosity. When she sfK)ke

her nationality became once more conspicuous.

" Miss Pat—ricia O'Shaughnessy, I guess you

and I have got to be real good friends I I've been

spoiling for another girl to enjoy this trip with

me. If you're having a good time, it makes it

twice as good to have a girl to go shares, and

compare notes, and share the jokes. You look to

me as if you could enjoy a joke."

** I was brought up to them," Pixie affirmed.

'*
I couldn't live without. There's nothing to eat,

nor to drink, nor to do, nor to have that I couldn't

give up at a pinch, but a sense of humour I—must

have 1 If you feel the same, we're friends from

this minute. . . • Would you mind telling me

as a start just exactly, who you are?
"

Miss Ward's face fell. Her white brows knitted

in a frown.
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•* rm an Amurrican," she announced. *' Mr.

jnd Mrs. Hilliard had an introduction to my people

when they visited the States, and when I came

over to Europe they invited me here. I'm proud

to death of being an Amurrican ; that's of course 1

But there's something else. You might as well

know it first as last." She straightened herself

and drew a: fluttering breath. " I'm in trad,e I

I'm Ward's Unrivalled Piquant Pickles 1

"

**tWh—wh—at?*' Pixie stammered in confusion,

as well she might, for the announcement was un-

usual, to say the least of it.

*' Pickles I Cauliflower, and cabbage, and little

snippets of vegetables floating in piquant sauce, in

fat, square bottles. I make them in my factory.

If you went over to the States you'd see my

placards on every wall, and inside magazines, and

on the back sheets of newspapers—a big, fat man

eating a plate of cold meat with AVard's unrivalled

piquants by his side. They used to be my father's :

now they're mine. / am the Unrivalled Piquant

Pickles. I run the factory. The profits grow

more e—normous every year. There's no other

partners in it, only Me I

"

If at the beginning of her speech the speaker

had made an affectation of humility, she certainly
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ended on a: note of pride, and Pixie's adn^iration

was transparently evident.

" Think of that now I A whole factory, ^nd

pickles, too I I adore pickles, especially the fat,

cauliflowery bits. And to see one's own name on

the hoarding's I I'd be so proud I

"

** Honest Injun, you would? You don't feel

proud and lofty because I'ni in trade, and had a

grandfather who couldn't read, while your ancestors

have been grandees for centuries? Many English

people do, you know. They have a: way of look-

ing at me as if I were a himdred miles away,

and stunted at that. And others who do receive

me don't trouble to hide that it's for the sake of the

dollars. A girl likes to be cared for for herself:

she wants people sholud judge her by what she

is. It's a big handicap, Pat—ricia, to be too

rich.
Mf

" I'll take your word for it, me dear, having no

experience," said Pixie graciously ;
" but I'd like

to be tried. As for caring—no one could help it.

I do already, and I've only known you three hours,

and Esmeralda said you were nice enough to be

Irish, and it isn't the easiest thing in thje world

to please her fancy.*'

** She's a beautiful princess. She's been raU
Tfi
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sweet to me over here. I'm crazy about hier 1
^

Honor affirmed in the slow, dragging' voice which

went so quaintly with her exaggerated language.

** But one Mrs. Hilliard don't piake a world.,

You've got to be just as good to me as you knofwl

how, Pat—ricia, for Fve got no one belonging!

to me on this side nearer th^i an elderly cousin,

twice removed, and it's a! lonesome feeling.

** You see, it isn't onjy what people think of m<?,

it's the mean, suspicious feelings I've gotten

towards them, as the result of being brought up

an heiress. If I could tell you all I'vje endoored I

The things I've been told I The things I've over-

heard I Twenty-three men have asked me to marry

them, and there wasn't an honest heart among the

crowd, I'm not a new-fashioned girl : I'm made

so's I'd love my own home ; but sure as fate I'll

die an old maid, for / run away from fortune-

hunters, and the honest men run away from' me.

If a man happened to be poor and proud, it would

be a pretty stiff undertaking to propose to the

biggest pickle factory in the world, and I guess

I don't make it any easier. You see it's like this :

the more I'm anxious that—that, er—er," she

stammered uncertainly for a moment, then with

forcible emphasis brought out a plural pronoun,

7Q
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" they should care for me really and truly for

myselfy the more I think that they only think

" Exactly I
" interrupted Pixie, nodding. " I

quite understand," And indeed she looked so

exceedingly alert and understanding that Honor

flushed all over her small, pale face, and made

haste to change the conversation.

" How did you get on with your partner at

dinner? Pretty well, eh? He can be real charming

when he likes, and there's no doubt but he's good

to look at. IVe met him quite a good deal since

I've been over here, for he's been staying at several

houses at the same time. From a European point

of view, we seem quite old friends, and I've a kind

of fellow-feeling for him, poor boy, for he's a

sufferer from my complaint of being too well off

for his own good."

Pixie nodded several times without speaking,

her lips pursed in knowing, elderly fashion.

'* That accounts for it," she said, and when

Honor queried eagerly as to her meaning, her reply

had a blighting insinuation.

** I'm accustomed to soldiers—men who can

fight."

** That's not fair 1
" cried Honor sharply. She

straightened herself and tilted her head at an
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aggressive ang^le. "That's not fair. I guess

Stanor Vaughan and I have to go through our

own military training, and it's a heap more com-

pUcated than marching round a barrack yard I

We're bound to make our own weapons, and our

enemies are the worst that's made—the sort that

comes skulking along in the gtiise of friends.

There aren't any bands playing, either, to cheer us

along, and when we win there are no medals and

honours, only maybe an aching heart I

"

She drew herself up with a startled little laugh.

" Mussy 1 listen to me sermonizing. ... I

guess I'd better get back to facts as fast as I

know how. . . . When I said Stanor was too

well off, I didn't mean money exactly, but things

are too easy for him all round. He's handsome,

and strong, and clever, and charming, and there's

an uncle in the background who plays fairy god-

father and plans out his life ahead, so that he has

nothing to worry about like other young men.

He's not an old uncle really : he's almost young,

but he had an accident as a boy which laid him up

for quite a spell, and turned him inta a shy recluse.

Then when at last he recovered, he was lame,

so of course he was cut off from active life, and I

guess from what I've heard that he's sensitive about

Tk4 Love Affairs of Pixie. 8
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it. Any\vay, he lives all alone, and has adopted

Stanor as a kind of son, and fusses over him like

a hen with one chick

—

a bit more than the young

man appreciates, I fancy."

" How fuss? In what way? "

*' Oh I ambitious, don't you know," Miss Ward

explained vaguely. " All the things he ever

wanted to be and to do, and couldn't, he is

determined that Stanor shall do for him. He is

clever, and studious, and serious, so he is set on it

that the poor boy should be a book-worm, too, and

put study before everything else, and have serious

ideas on er—er—the responsibility of property."

Honor frowned at the tips of her small satin shoes.

** Drains, you know, and cottages, and overcrowd-

ing the poor. Of course that kind of thing comes

easy enough when you are thirty-five and lame,

but poor Stanor is only twenty-four, and as hand-

some as paint. It's difficult to be serious -minded

at twenty-four, and patient with people who fuss I

"

Pixie knitted her brows with an air of

perturbation

** But I hope he is nice to his uncle. It would

be so hard to be hurt in your body and hurt in your

mind at the same time. It's bad enough for him,

poor creature, to have to sit still and live his life
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through another. His heart is not crippled, nor

his mind, nor his will, and fancy, me dear, going" on

being patient, day after day, year after year, while

your body held you back, and you longetl, and

couldn't, and felt the spirit to move a mountain,

and were obliged to lie still on a sofa I
" Pbcie

bounced in a characteristic fashion on her own

sofa corner, and whisked a minute pocket-hand-

kerchief to her eyes. ** Excuse me, me dear, will

you change the conversation? I was always soft

hearted, but red eyes at a dinner party are not

d la mode, . . . Let's talk about pickles I . .
."



CHAPTER VII

Pixie is Dull

EOFFREY HILLIARD and his two guests

entered the drawing-room, and Pixie's

eyes turned to greet them with a smile.

She was longing to talk to each one of them in

turns, and with her usual complacency was assured

that each would reciprocate the wish. But the

next moment brought with it a jar, for Geoffrey

crossed the room to join his wife, and the two

younger men made a bee-line for the chair by the

other side of the sofa, whereon Honor sat

ensconced I

It was only a minute, less than a minute, before

Stanor had established a lead, and Mr. Carr's

deviation to the left was a triumph of smiling

composure ; nevertheless. Pixie's sharp eyes had

seen and understood, and her heart felt a natural

girlish pang. At twenty it is hard to accept with

resignation the part of second fiddle, and Pixie's
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generosity had its limits—^as whose has not? She

had looked at Honor's pretty face and costly gown,

had heard of her wealth and independence with

the purest and most ungrudging pleasure, but when

it became a case of superior popularity, that was

a very different matter f Positively, it was quite

an effort to twist her lips into a; smile to greet

Mr. Carr, and it made matters no better to

perceive the artificiality of his response.

He was ai man several years older than the

handsome Stanor, and his type of face was so

essentially legal that his profession as barrister

could be guessed even before it was known. His

chin was the most pronounced feature of the face

it was really interesting to discover just how asser-

tive a chin could be. It was a prominent, deeply

indented specimen, which ascrifeed to itself so much

power of expression that even the eyes themselves

played a secondary part. The tilt of it, the droop

of it, the aggressive tilt forward were each equally

eloquent, and, one felt sure, must make equal

appeal to a British jury.

At this moment, however, there was no jury at

hand—only Pixie 0*Shaughnessy, feeling very

small and snubbed in her corner of the sofa, and

robbed for the. moment of her accustomed aplomb
Sit
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by the blighting consciousness that she was not

wanted.

Robert Carr*s chin was leaning very dejectedly

forward ; he would have voted his companion a

tongue-tied httle bore if Stanor Vaughan had not

taken the opportunity of a moment when his host

was absent from the dining-room to recount her

" sporting " forgiveness of his own faux pas.

** That*s the right sort. I like that girl I
" had

been Robert's reply, and the good impression was

strong enough to withstand a fair amoimt of dis-

couragement.

So he discoursed to Pixie on the subject of

pictures, of which she knew nothing ; and she

switched the conversation round to music, of which

he knew less ; and she cast furtive glances of

longing towards the other couple, who were laugh-

ing and chattering together with every appearance

of enjoyment, and he kept his eyes rigorously

averted, while his chin drooped ever lower and

lower in growing depression. Latt/ on the whole

party played several rather foolish games, of which

Pixie had never heard before, and in which she

consequently did not shine, which was still another

depressing circumstance to add to the list.

^\^len Esmeralda escorted her sister upstairs
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to bed she said blightingly, " You were very dull

to-night. Pixie. Were you shy, by any chance?

Please don't be shy ; it's such poor form !
" which

was not the most soothing night-cap in the world

for a yoimg woman who had privately made up

her mind to take society by storm. Not since the

first night in the dormitory at Holly House had

Pixie felt so lone and lorn as she did when the

door was shut, and she was left alone in the big,

luxurious bedroom. She stood before a swing

mirror, gazing at her own reflection, contrasting

it with those of Esmeralda and Honor, and

reflecting on her sister's parting words.

*' This," said she to herself, with melancholy

resignation—" this is the sort of discipline that is

good for the young I At this rate TU grow so

chastened that they won't recognize me when I go

home." For a whole; minute she stood mute and

motionless, pondering over the prospect ; then the

light danced back into her eyes, she shrugged her

shoulders, and composedly began her undressing.

The next day broke bright and warm, ^nd after

a leisurely breakfast the four visitors strolled about

for an hoxir, looking at the dogs and horses and

playing with the two small boys, who were making

all the mischief they could on the cedar lawn, while
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their French nurse looked on witii sympathetic

enjoyment,

Marie was quite a character in the household,

and was admitted to a degree of intimacy rarely

accorded to an English domestic. She was that

somewhat imusual combination, a! Parisian

Protestant, but in other respects remained one

of the most typically French creatures who was

ever born. Meet her in any quarter of the world,

in any nation, in any garb, and for no fraction of

a moment could the beholder doubt her nationality.

She was French in appearance, in expression, in

movement, in thought, in character, and in deed ;

lovable, intelligent, vivacious, easily irritated, but

still more easily pleased, sharp of tongue, tender

of heart, and full to overflowing with humour.

In appearance Marie was small and slight, with

a sallow complexion which was the bane of her

life, black hair and beautiful white teeth. No one

could call her handsome, but she had certainly an

attraction of her own.

This morning Pixie arrived upon the scene in

time to overhear a! typical conversation between

the nurse and her two charges. Geoff, the elder

of the two brothers, a handsome, imperious

youngster, having overheard a chance r^emaik as

88
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to his own likeness to his mother, was eng'ag'ed in

rigorous cross-questioning of Mariq on the

subject.

•* Marie, am I beautiful?
"

*' Leetle boys are not beautiful. It is enough

when they are good."

** My mother: is beautiful. Mr. Carr says I am
like my mother."

** Ugly people can be like beautiful people.

How can a dirty little boy be like a belle graride

dame? Regard thy hands I Four times already

have they been scrubbed,."

" My hands can be clean when I like. I was

talking of if I was beautiful."

" Silence, miserable one ! The appearance is

of no account," pronounced Mari^ boldly, ** To

be good is better: than beauty."

Geoffrey drew his brows together in a frown.

He was displeased, and when he was displeased

he made himself felt;,

-•* I should fink, Marie," he said deliberately,

" that you must be the; goodest person in all the

world."

The inference was plain, so plain that sensitive

little Jack coloured up to the roots of his hair.^

Jack was the sweetest and most lovable of children

9.n
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a flaxen-haired cherub, whose winning face and

gentle ways made him; universally beloved.

Among the children of the second generation he

stood out pre-eminently, and every, one of his

aunts and uncles enshrined him in a special niche

of affection. Pixie had known many searchings

of heart because of her own partiality, but was

fain to console herself by the thought that Jack

was even more like the beloved Bridgie than

Bridgie's own sturdy, commonplace son.

As for Jack, he loved everybody, Marie among

the number, and, feeling her depreciated, rushed

stutteringly to the rescue,

" Oh, Geoff I " he cried eagerly. •" You

souldn't I you souldn't, Geoff I I know somefing

that's uglier than Marie. . . ."

Geoff's scowl deepened. He might insinuate,

but a barefaced putting into words outraged his

feelings. His eyes sent out flashes of lightning

at the innocent little blunderer, but Marie's eyes

shone ; hejr face was one beam of tender amuse-

ment.

'• .What then, chMe? Tell thy Marie I
'^

** M-monkeys I
" lisped Jack.

The roar of derision which greeted this con-

solatory statement brought the startled tears into
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Jack's eyes, but Marie's arms wrapped round him,

and her voice cooed in his ear.

" Little pigeon I little cabbage I Weep not,

my darling I Marie does not laugh. Marie

understands. It is tru=e 1 The monkeys are more

ugly than I,'*

Pixie turned, to find Esmeralda standing beside

her, her brows frowning, while her lips smiled.

She put hfer hand through her sister's arm and

drew her away.

" Leave them alone ; Marie mianages them best.

Poor, weeny Jack I he meant so well f
" She

drew a long sigh. " Those; two boys are just a

newer edition of their parents . Little Jack is

Geoffrey over again—just the same kind, patient,

sensitive disposition ; and Geoff is me. When he

is in one of his moods it's like looking at myself

in a mental glass . I'm furious with him for

showing me how hateful I can be, and at the same

time I understand what he is feeling so well that

my heart nearly breaks with sympathy. It's

terrible to feel that one is showing a bad example

to one's own child, when one cares so much that

at any moment one would be willingly flayed alive

to do him good I

"

Imorove vour example, me dear—wouldn't that
•t

riT
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be simpler I
" cried Pixie, with an air of breezy

common sense which was in startling contrast to

the other's tragic fervour.

There was a time for everything, Pixie reflected,

and it did not seem a; judicious moment for a

hostess to indulge in heroics, what time the

members of her house-party were advancing to

meet her with faces wreathed in expectancy. They

made a goodly picture in the spring sunshine—^the

little, trim girl and the two tall men attired in

the easy country kit which is so becoming to the

Anglo-Saxon type. The young hostess looked at

them and gave a start of recollection,

** Oh, of course 1 I was forgetting. . . . We
have been arranging a picnic. Geoff has ordered

the big car for eleven. He is to drive us a twenty-

mile spin to the beginning of Frame .Woods. The

chauffeur will go on by train and meet us there,

to take the car round by the highroad and meet

us a few miles farther on with the hampers. The

woods are carpeted with primroses just now, so

we shall enjoy the walk, and it will give us an

appetite foi: lunch."

Pixie gave a little prance of jubilation.

** Lovely 1 lovely I I adore picnics I We'll

gather: sticks to boil a: kqttle, to make tea, and
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boil eggs, like we used to do at home when any

one had a birthday. And the sticks always fell

in, and the water got smoked I

"

Honor and the two men had joined the sisters

by this time, and stood looking on with amusement.

"Miss O'Shaughnessy seems to appreciate

smoked tea," said Stanor, and Pixie sturdily

defended her position.

" I don't ; it's hateful I But you can have nice

tea every day of your life, and the game is worth
r

the candle 1 You can always pour it away and

drink milk, and you've had all the fun—gathering

the wood, and stoking, and looking at the smoke,

and the blaze, and hearing the crackle, and

smelling the dear, woody smell
"

" And blacking your hands, and spoiling your

temper, and waiting for—^how many hours does it

take for a watched kettle to boil?—and in the end

throwing away the result 1 .You're easily pleased.

Miss O'Shaughnessy 1

"

•**
I am, praise be I

" assented Pixie, with a

fervour which brought four pairs of eyes upon her

with a mingling of interest and admiration.

So far as features were concerned, it was a plain

little face on which they gazed ; yet no one could

have called it plain at that moment, foi: it was
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irradiated by that rarest of all beauties, an expres-

sion of radiant contentment. In comparison with

that face those of the beholders appeared tired

and discouraged, old before their time, by reason

of drooping lips, puckered brows, and wrinkled

foreheads ; and it was evident that they them-

selves were aware of the fact, and stood, as k were,

as amateurs before a master. Robert Carr poked

forward his chin, and stared at her between

narrowed eyes. Handsome Stanor smiled approval.

Honor slipped a little hand through her arm, and

Esmeralda sighed and frowned, and said with

a shrug

** Oh, we've lived past that, Pixie I Nowadays

we take thermos bottles, and luncheon baskets, and

hot-water dishes, and dine just as—^uninterestingly

as we do at home I English people wouldn't

thank you for a scramble. You must wait until

you go back to Knock to Jack and Sylvia, and even

there the infection is creeping. Jack is developing

quite a taste for luxury."

-" I like it myself. Dear Mrs. Hilliard, please

let us have luxuries to-day I " Stanor pleaded

;

and Joan turned back to the house to superintend

arrangements, while the four young people saun-

tered slowly about the grounds. Honor's hand

CiA
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still rested on Pixie's arm, and her voice had ai

wistful tone as she said

it way

Pat—ricia ! It would be a heap more fun- It

must be fine to be a large family and make believe

together. It's a problem for an only child to make

mischief all by itself. . . > Did you have real good

times in that old castle with the funny name? "

*• We did 1
" affirmed Pixie eloquently. ** There

were so many of us, and so little to go round, that

we were kept busy contriving and scheming the

whole time, and, when thai failed, falling back on

imagination to fill in the gaps. It's more comfort-

able to be rich, but it's not half so exciting. \Vlien

you have very few things, and wait an age for them,

it's thrilling beyond words when they do arrive.

iWhen Bridgie re-covered the cushions in the

drawing-room we all came to call in a string, and

sat about on chairs, discussing the weather and

studying the colour effects from different angles.

Then we turned on the light and pretended to

be a party. I suppose Esmeralda never notices

a cushion I

»»

Pixie sighqd, and Honor stared, and Robert

Carr looked from one to the other, his thin lips

twitching in sarcastic fashion.

r\r



CHAPTER VIII

A Long, Long Letter

From Pixie O'Shaughnessy to Bridgie

Victor;

OT a moment have I had to write to

you, Honey, since the first wee note,

and IVe been here a whole three days.

It's the most distracting thing in the world when

youVe nothing to do, and takes up more time than

you'd believe. I think of you all in the morning

in the dear little house, every one bustling round,

and only longing for more hands and legs to get

along the quicker, while here we sit, the six of

us, dawdling over breakfast, with not a thing to

think of but how to waste the time until we can

decently begin to eat again I It isn't energetic,

and it isn't useful, and it isn't wise, or noble, or

improving, or anything of the kind, but I won't

disguise from you, my dear, that, by way of a

change, it's exceedingly agreeable to the feelings.

06
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'* In Esmeralda's language, there is * no one *

here at present, which means that there are three

other visitors besides my important self, and, what

is more, my dear, there's a. full-fledged romance

being acted under my very eyes. Here's luck !

Aren't things kind to happen so conveniently

for me?

»i

»$

Heroine . Honor iWard, aged twenty-

four. Orphan. Proprietress, of Piquant

Pickles Factory, Cheeving, Mass ., U .S .A.

Honor, who is of fair and pleasing exterior,

is spending a year in Europe visiting various

friends and connections. Honor is sensitive

as to her enormous fortune, and suspects

Robert Carr, Nero in Chief, of being

attracted thereby. Robert Carr is a bar-

rister engaged in climbing the ladder. He
loves Honor, but resents her attitude, and

talks assiduously to

" Patricia O'Shaughnessy, youngest scion

of the house. Patricia is plain, but fascina-

ting, and of noble disposition. She is

anxious to reconcile the lovers. The more

so as she herself prefers the companion-

ship of

Vu Lffve Avoirs c/Pixk. 9/ G
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" Stanor Vaughan, Secondary Hero, a

beauteous youth of fair estate, Stanor being

ardently in love with himself, does not return

her passion. He treats her with sisterly

affection. Patricia hides her chagrin beneath

a mask of gaiety.

" How's that for a start, Honey? Pretty

thrilling, eh? Don't be anxious about the mask I

It's so life-like that it deceives even myself into

believing that it's the genuine article, but when

dramatic happenings are around, it isn't Pixie

O'Shaughnessy who will stand aside and take no

part I

** On Wednesday we went for a picnic. It was

meant to be a picnic de luxe, but fate was kind

to us, and it turned out very alfresco indeed.

We started in the big car, Geoffrey driving^ and

all sorts of good things piled up in hampers, and

at an appointed place the chauffeur met us and

took possession, while we walked on through the

woods. Such woods, Bridgie ; all sweet, and dim,

and green, the trunks of the great old beeches

standing up straight and tall like the pillars of a

great cathedral, and sweet, innocent little prim-

roses peeping up through the moss, and last year's

08
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leaves crackling under foot. Those primroses went

straight to my head ; I felt quite fey.

" Strictly, between me and your sisterly ear, I

was very amusing indeed, and they all appreciated

me very much I And we laughed and talked, and

finally began to sing.

'•
' You have a quite too beautiful voice. Miss

O'Shaughnessy, Won't you sing to us in the

drawing-room to-night? '

" * How sweet of you ! Really, I shall be too

charmed 1
' (This is the orthodox fashionable

manner of speaking. Let us be fashionable or die I)

".We sang glees, Esmeralda and I took con-

tralto ; there was practically no treble, for

Honor's squeak was drowned fathoms deep ;

Geoffrey and Mr. Carr droned bass, and Stanor

Vaughan took tenor, rather out of tune it's true,

man

condescend to bass! We sang * Come and see

the daylight dawning, on the meadow far away,'

and Mr. Carr said he must really make a point

of gomg some day, and we've planned an early

walk for next week, if any one can wake up in

time. iWe roared * All among the barley,' imtil the

primroses looked quite abashed, and turned into

* Good-night, good-night beloved/ to soothe them

QO
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down again, and' we grew so intimate and

festive, and thcyi all said, * What next. Miss

'Shaughnessy, what next ?
' Really, my dear,

1 was a suaeis foa.

" But more is yet to come. It was so lovely

and we were enjoying ourselves so much, that we

dallied about, and took extra little detours, so that

it was nearly two o'clock when we arrived at the

appointed spot, and imagine, my dear, our thwarted

hunger and thirst, when not a vestige of a car

could we behold ! It was no use waiting, because

if all had gone right it should have been waiting

for us for an hour at least. So we held a coimcil

of war at the side of the road.

'* Esmeralda. I shall give Dawson notice

'At Once! He has made some stupid mistake,

and gone to the wrong place. Fve no

patience with blunderers. (She hasn't.)

" Geoffrey, Something may have gone

wrong with the car. Don't blame the poor

fellow till you are sure he deserves it.

** Stanor. I don't care one rap about

Dawson. I want my limch I With the

luxuries \ iWhat price expectation now^ Miss

O'Shaughnessy?
trv^
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*- Honor. I'm sorry to be disagreeable,

but I've a blister on my heel. If it's a case

of walking back, I must bid you all a fond

adieu and take to a forest life.

" Robert Carr. ;What can you expect if

you start out on a country walk in ball-room

slippers?

" Honor said : - They aren*t, and, anyway, I

don't expect sympathy from you.! ' and / said :

' Isn't there an opening into the road a little

nearer the village where the car may be waiting

all the time?

'

** * Mrs. Dick,' quoted Geoffrey, - your common

sense is invaluable I ' and off he started in advance

while we all trailed in the rear, along the dusty

highroad this time, and not by any means in a

singing mood. Esmeralda stalked, and Honor

limped. She hadn't done it a bit before, so it

came on rather suddenly, and Stanor offered her

his arm, and she hung upon it, and Mr. Caxr

talked politics to me, and I tried to quote Dick's

remarks and appear intelligent, bu,t it didn't come

off.

" It was a mile, and more. It seemed like

three, and when we arrived at the opening the

rnr
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car was not there, .We sat down against the

dusty hedgerow and gave way to despair. Here

we were stranded five weary miles from our base,

i.e,, the hampers, and what were we going to

do? Every one had a different suggestion, but

the object of them all was the same

—

gei same-

thing to eat. It's humiliating how greedy people

become when they are defrauded of a meal I

Dawson and the car were forgotten, everything

was forgotten, and when I said that doctors were

agreed that we ate too much, and an occasional

starve was the most healthy thing that could

happen, they looked coldly on me, and Stanor

said doctors might keep their theories, but give him

fois gras! Finally we agreed to be scouts and

go forth on a foraging expedition through the tiny

village, seeking what we might devour. Geoffrey

was the scout-master, and we were to meet him

at the second lamp-post and report.

"There were half a dozen cottages, one shop,

and a yard where they sold coal and fresh eggs.

So that meant a cottage each, and the stores

thrown in. Our orders were to knock on each

door and stand close so as to have a good view

of the interior when it was opened. If it was a

dirtv interior we were to dissemble, and ask the

in's
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way ; if it was clean, we were to say, * Oh, if

you please, we are stranded motorists, and do you

supply plain teas? ' In case of Mo being clean,

the choice was to be left with the scout-master,

who would decide between them with tact and

discretion,

** Bridgie, it w'as sport I They were all clean,

and they all supplied plain teas, but the astound-

ing part was that no one could supply milk !

(Esmeralda says she has never yet raided an

English cottage where they could.) And they

all offered the same bill of fare—tea with tinned

milk, eggs, and spring onions 1 tWe chose the

biggest and airiest cottage, ordered eggs, looked

haughtily at onions, adjourned to the village store

and tried to discover some accessories among the

rope, firewood, and linoleum. There was tinned

salmon, but Esmeralda said she objected to us

dying on her hands, and loaf sugar, and treacle,

and bull's-eyes in a glass bottle, and gingerbread

biscuits (but the snap had departed, and they were

so soft that you could have rolled them in balls),.

and some very strong-looking cheese, and rows of

dried herrings packed in a box. . .. .

»*
It was Hobson's 'choice, so we bought

herring apiece, and insisted on having each one

lOX
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wrapped up in paper, and carrying it across the

road in our own separate hands, and / bought a

und of bull's-eyes. They are such encoiu'aging

things on a long walk 1

** It was a delicioas tea. The milk was rather

greasy and hard to mix, bu,t if you didn't think

about it, it tasted almost as good as real, the eggs

were fresh, and the herrings so good that Staiior

ran across the road for more, and we made time

with bread and butter until they were cooked.

And we gave not a thought to the motor ; it was

only when the sixth plate of bread and butter

had been eaten to a crumb that we reniembered

the miles between us and the nearest station. Five

or six it was, nothing to trouble ordinary people,

even if they would have preferred a comfortable

car, but there was Honor I She had slipped off

her shoe under the table, and when she tried to

put it on again it hurt so badly that she could

hardly hobble across the ro<»n, and there was

not a vehicle within miles.

**iWe all fussed and wondered what could be

done, except Mr. Carr, who strolled calmly put of

the house without a word, lighting a cigarette as he

went, and after that Honor's foot got so suddenly

worse that the tears came to her eves. Five

tC\A
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minutes later when we were still fussing and

settling nothing, back he came, and in his hands,

what do you think?—you'd never guess—a pair

of men's carpet slippers 1 I remember in a

dim, sub-conscious fashion having seen them

hangmg up in drab and crimson bunches from

the ceilirtg of the shop, but it had never occurred

to me that they were to wear! '-

•i .< You can walk in these I
* said Mr. Carr

coolly, and without waiting to hear Honor's reply,

he went down on his knees, and began imbuttoning

her shoe. She has the daintiest mite of a foot

you ever saw—it looked like a doll's in his big,

strong hand—but she wasn't a bit grateful.

There was a look on her face which sent all the

others crowding to the door, but she glared at

me to stay, and, being curious, I obeyed.

" ' Mr. Carr,' says she, ' this is too much' I It is

usual in my coimtry for a man to ask a girl what

upon himself

dictate I

'

"He went on imfastening the shoe.

i) i
- * Occasionally one meets people who don't

know what they do want I

**"iWell, I reckon I do. And it don't happen

to be carpet slippers. I'd look a guy. What ara

loj;
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you taking off that shoe for anyway.? That foot's

all right r
It wouldn't be right long. One flat shoe

and one French heel make a poor pair. You are

going to wear both.'

"They're miles too large. They'd fall off on

the road.'

" 'Oh, no they won't. I'll take care of that,'

he said coolly, and took from his pocket two

strong black bootlaces which he proceeded to criss-

cross over the instep and round the ankles. She

sat quite still watching him, her eyes very bright,

her hands twisted together on her lap. iWhen he

had finished she put out her feet and stared at

them—they did look boats I—then she looked down

at him. He was still kneeling, and there was

not a sound to be heard in that kitchen but the

tick of the old clock and the beat, beat, beat

of Pixie O'Shaughnessy's heart.

Don't you care/ said she softly, -a mite how4« •

I—look?
•

" * Not a mite,' says he coolly. ^ I care how you

feel !
•

** There was a look in his eyes which was not

rpet slippers, far from it, and Honor leaped

and swept to the door with what was intended
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to be a haughty * sweep/ but the slippers pad-

padded at each step in a sort of shuffle, which was

the unhaughtiest thing you could possibly imagine.

Then Mr. Carr gathered up the two tiny brown

shoes and dusted them carefully with his hand-

kerchief, and slipped one into each pocket of his

Norfolk coat. Honor never bothered about her

shoes, I suppose you don't when you own fac-

tories, but Mr, Carr walked all the way with his

hands in his pockets as if he had gbt something

there that he liked to hold.

" The children of the village followed us as

we went, and called out, ' Hi, look at her feet I Hi,

Miss, is there room for me in them slippers? ' as

of course they would, bless them I And I will say

for her she took it smiling.

" Two miles along the road the car met us,

poor Dawson apoplectic with distress and confu-

sion. The engine had gone wrong, and he had had

a terrible time getting it put right, and was dis-

tracted because he could find no way of sending

on the hampers. ,We tumbled in and whirled

home in peace and safety, but some of us were

glad it had not come before.

"Don't you wonder how I've accomplished this

mammoth letter? There are so many times a
I07
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day in this house when one has to dress in some-

thing different, to do the next thing on the pro-

gramme, and experience has proved that I chan;^

in about a quarter the time taken by the others,

so down I sit and fill up the wait by scribbling a

page or two more, and I hope, my dear, the result

will amuse you.

** I wear my best clothes all jiay long, eat indi-

gestible food, go to bed late, get up later, and

have Esmeralda's maid to do my hair. You'd

think it would need an effort to change into a

fine lady all at once, but it doesn't
; you just

slip in, and feel like a sleek, stroked cat. My
dear, I was bom to be a Society Belle I

«( Pixie/



CHAPTER IX

A Rift

ET me break it to you tenderly," said Mrs.

Hilliard to her guests at breakfast on

the morning after the picnic, " that on

Thursday there is a bazaar, and that it's no use

any of you making plans for that day or the

morning before. The real reason why I invited

you all just at this particular time is that you

might assist, and be bright and pleasant and make

my stall a success."

She smiled beguilingly as she spoke, and no

one could be more beguiling than Joan when it

suited her own purpose. But her blandishments

failed to propitiate her hearers, who one and all

laid down knives and forks and fell back in their

seats in attitudes expressive of dismay.

"A bazaar. Assist? What bazaar? Where?

What for? This is too sudden I Why were we

not warned? "

ir\r\
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Joan twinkled mischievously.

" I was afraid you would run away. People

are so surly about bazaars. It's in the village ;

for a parish nurse. She's new, and needs a

cottage and furniture, and clothes and salary, and

the money has to be found. I wanted Geoffrey

to give it right out, it's so much simpler, but

he wouldn't. He thought it was right that other

people should help."

Geoffrey Hilliard said nothing. It was true

that he thought it a wrong attitude for a whole

parish to depend upon the gifts of one rich man,

but an even stronger reason had been his desire

to induce his wife to take some active interest

in her poorer neighbours and to occupy herself

on their behalf. When Joan had unwillingly con-

sented to take the principal stall at the bazaar,

he had complacently expected a succession of

committee meetings and sewing-bees, which would

make a wholesome interest in a life spent too

entirely in self-gratification ; but the weeks had

passed by, and the bazaar was at hand, and so

had observed no symptoms

behalf.

He sat silently, waiting to glean information

through the questioning of his guests.

no
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"I've taken part in bazaars before now. Tm
an expert at bazaars. Bridgie has had part of

a stall several times for things for the regiment

;

but where is your work? " demanded Pixie sternly.

" When you take part in a bazaar it means every

room crowded out with cushions and tidies, and

mats and pincushions, and sitting up at nights,

finishing off and sewing on prices, and days of

packing up at the end, to say nothing of circulars

and invitations, and your own aprons and caps.

I haven't noticed a bit of fuss. How can you be

without any >»

She looked so accusingly at her sister as she

spoke that the others laughed, but there was a

hint of xmeasiness in the manner in which Joan

glanced at her husband before replying.

"There isn't any. Why should there be?

Fancy work isn't my forte^ and it would bore

me to sobs living bazaar for months ahead. I've

sent money to order ready-mades, and there are

a pile of packing-cases stored away upstairs which

will provide more than we want. They ought to

do, considering the money I've spent I I expect

the things will be all right."

*• Haven't you looked? " cried Pixie blankly,

while Geoffrey flushed, shrugged his shoulders, and

III
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muttered a sarcastic " Charity made easy 1 " which

brought an answering flash into his wife's eyes.

*• Is there anything particularly estimable in

upsetting a whole house and wasting* time in

manufacturing fal-lals which nobody needs? I

fail to see it," she retorted sharply, and Geoffrey

shrug'ged again, his face grim and displeased.

It was not a pleasant moment for the listeners,

and one and all were grateful to Stanor Vaughan

for the easy volubility with which he dashed to

the rescue.

" I'll open the cases for you, Mrs. Hilliard.

Tm a nailer at opening cases ; ought to have been

a furniture remover by profession. Give me wood

and nails, and a litter of straw and sawdust, and

Tm in my element.: Better take 'em down to

the hall and xmpack them there, I suppose? Safest

plan with breakables. Jolly good crockery you

get from abroad 1 I was at winter sports with

my sister, and she fell in love with a green

pottery cruse business, half a franc, and as big

as your head^ I argued with her for an hour,

but it was no good, buy it she would, and cuddled

it in her arms the whole way home 1 If you

have any green cruses, Mrs. Hilliard, I'll buy

a dozen I

"

¥ ¥<»
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Esmeralda thanked him, and proceeded to

explain her arrangements in a manner elaborately

composed. It appeared that she had displayed

considerable ingenuity in the way of saving herself

trouble.

"I sent instructions to each place that every

article was to be marked in plain figures. We
shall just have to translate them into English

money and add on a little more. It's unnecessary

to re-mark everything afresh. I've engaged a

joiner to be at the hall ready to fix up any boards

or shelves which we may need, and of course

he'll unpack. There's not the slightest reason for

any one else to break his nails ; there will be

enough work for us on the day."

"Are we to be dressed up in fancy character?

It's all so sudden that I'd like to know the worst

at once," sighed Honor plaintively, '-I've been

a Swiss maiden, and I've been a Dolly Varden,

and I've been the Old Woman that lived in a Shoe,;

so I guess I can bear another turn of the screw^

But I look real sweet in my new blue gown. If

u** Wear it, then, wear it. It's ridiculous dress-^

ing up in daylight in a village hall.. Let every

one wear what suits them best.."

'* iWait till you see my waistcoat 1
" cried Stanor,

The Love Affairs of Pixie. 1 1

3
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and they rose from' the table laughing", and

breakfast was at an end.

Pixie made straight for the nursery. She was

jarred and troubled by the scene which had just

taken place, all the more so as it was by no means

the first occasion during her short visit when

Geoffrey and Joan had unmistakably " jarred."

In the old days at Knock Castle Esmeralda's

tantrums

spent

home made a difference bet:;yeen husband and wife

seem something abnormal and shocking. Imagine

Dick sneering at Bridgie I Imagine Bridgie

snapping back and relapsing into haughty indiffer-

ence* I The thing was preposterous, unthinkable I

Could that be the reason of Esmeralda's unrest,

that she and her husband had outgrown their

love? Pixie felt it equally impossible at that

moment to sit quietly alone, or to talk naturally to

her fellow-guests, but experience had proved that

the most absolutely certain method of getting out

of herself was to court the society of children.

So she shut herself in the nursery with the two

small boys, who took e^'ery advantage of the un-

expected treat without xoubling their heads as

to how it had come about..

T TA
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Meantime the three guests started off on the

usual morning peregrination of the grounds, and

Joan followed her husband to his study, found

him staring aimlessly out of the window, and

accosted him in cold and biting tones.

" Geoffrey, I wish to speak to you. You are

entitled to your own opinions, but the next time

that you find th«n in opposition to mine I should

be obliged if you would reserve your remarks

until we are alone. If you have no consideration

for me, you might at least consider your guests ;

it cannot be agreeable for them to overhear our

differences."

Geoffrey did not move. He stood with his

hands thrust deep into his pockets, his head

drooping forward on his breast, an air of weari-

ness and depression in every line of his figure.

For a minute there was silence, then he spoke,

slowly, and with frequent breaks, as though

considering each word as it came

—

•* That is true. ... I was to blame. ... 1

should have waited, as you say. ... It shall not

occur again, Joan. I apologize."

Esmeralda looked at him. The fire died from

trembled (^uick to anger, she

was equally quick to penitence, and a soft word
1 T e
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could melt her hardest mood. She made a very

lovely picture at that moment, but her husband's

back was still turned. He kept his head rigorously

turned aside as he crossed to his desk and seated

himself on his swivel chair.

" I have ordered the car for eleven, as you

wished."

"Thank you."

Joan knew herself to be dismissed, but she had

no intention of obeying. For her impetuous nature

half-measures did not exist, and a peace that was

not peace with honour seemed imworthy the

name. She leaned over her husband's desk, facing

him with earnest eyes.

''Geoffrey! Why were you so cross? It was

unreasonable. I shall do quite well at my stall.

People are sick to death of cushions and cosies, but

they will snap at my beautiful things from abroad,

which they don't often have a chance of buying."

" I am sure of it."

Then why—why ? What on earth put you

into such a bait?
"

Geoffrey put down his pen and drew a long

sigh. It was easy to see that he dreaded a dis-

cussion, and was most unwillingly drawn into its

14

toils.
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** Since you ask me, Joan, I was disappointed

that you had taken so little personal trouble over

the affair. I could have given the money easily

enough ; when I refused I was thinking more of

you than of any one else. I hoped this bazaar

might be the means of taking you out of your-

self, of bringing you in contact with people whose

lives are not altogether given up to self-indulgence.

Your one idea seems to have been to avoid such

a course."

*' You would have liked me to have sewing

meetings here as Mrs. Ewart has at the vicarage :

plain sewing from two to four, and then tea and

buns. You would have liked to see me sitting in

the evening embroidering wild roses on tray cloths,

and binding shaving-cases with blue ribbon? "

" I would," said Geoffrey sturdily. He did

not smile, as he had been expected to do, but

sat grim and grave, refusing to be cajoled.

Esmeralda's anger mounted once more.

•' Then I call it stupid and bigoted, and I

absolutely disagree. If I'm to waste my time,

ril waste it in my own way, not in perpetrating

atrocities to disfigure another home. And I hate

village sewing meetings and the dull, ugly frumps

who go to them."*

Tf 7
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Mr. Hilliard took up his pen, squared his elbows,

and quietly began to write.

" Geoffrey, can't you answer when I speak to

you I I'm not a child to be cowed and snubbed I

I—I hate you when you get into this superior

mood I

"

Geoffrey lifted his face—^was it the strong east

light which made it suddenly appear so lined and

worn? There was no anger in his face, only a

very pitiful sadness.

" I am afraid there are many moods in which

you * hate ' me, Esmeralda."

The look on his face, the sound of the old pet

name were too much for the warm Irish heart.

In a moment his wife was on her knees beside

him, holding his hands, pressing them to her lips,

stroking them with caressing fingers.

•' Geoff, Geoff, it isn't true ; you know it isn't.

I always love you, I always did. You know it is

true. I was ready to marry you when I thought

you hadn't a penny. I wanted nothing but

yourself."

" I never forget it," said Geoffrey deeply ;
" I

never can. Sometimes—sometimes I wish it had

been true, it might have been better for us both.

• All that riches can buy ' has not made a happy
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woman of you, Esmeralda." He stroked back the

hair from her broad, low brow*, looking with

troubled eyes at the fine lines which already

marked its surface. " I can give my wife many

treasures, but apparently not the thing she needs

most of all—the happiness which Dick Victor

manages to provide for Bridgie on a few hundreds

a year 1

"

** Bridgie is Bridgie, and I'm myself ; we were

bom different. It's not fair to compare us, and

the advantages are not all on one side. If she

has not had my opportunities, she has escaped

the temptations ; she might have grown selfish

too. Sometimes I hate money, Geoffrey ; it's a

millstone roimd one's neck."

" No I
" Geoffrey squared his shoulders. ** It's a

lever. I am glad to be rich ; my father worked

hard for his money—it was honourably gained,

and I'm proud to inherit it. It is a responsibility,

a heavy one, if you like, but one is bound to

have responsibilities in life, and it's a fine thing

to have one which holds such oossibilities, I

mean to bring up the boys to take that view.

But "—he paused lieavily
—

'* I'd give it up

to-morrow if it could purchase peace and tran-

quillity^; a rest from this* everlasting strain I
"

f f r\
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Something tightened over Joan's heart, 3 chill

as of fear passed through her blood. Geoffrey

spoke quietly, so sanely, with an unmistakable air

of knowing his own mind. And his maimer was

so cool, so detached, not one lover-like word or

action had he vouchsafed in, answer to her own.

A chill passed through Joan's veins, the chill of

dismay which presages disaster. At that moment

she divined the certainty of what she had never

before even dimly imagined—the waning of her

husband's love. Like too many beautiful young

wives, she had taken for granted that her place

in her husband's heart was established for life,

independent of any effort to retain it. She had

not realized that love is a treasure which must needs

be guarded with jealous care, that the delicate cord

may be strained so thin that a moment may come

when it reaches breaking-point. That moment had

not come yet ; surely, surely, it could not have

come, but she felt the shadow.

** Don't you love me any more, Geoffrey? " she

asked faintly. " In spite of all my faults, do

you love me stiU like you did?
"

It was the inevitable ending to a dissension, the

inevitable question which he had answered a

times, and
T2n
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in the voice which spoke it, Geoffrey was not

sensitive enough to notice. Few men would mark

such differences in a moment of tension.

**
I love you, Joan," he answered wearily.

'* You are my wife ; but you've rubbed off the

bloom 1

9t

Joan got up quietly from her knees and crossed

to the door. The voice within declared that

Geoffrey would call her back, that he would leap

after her and clasp her in his arms, as he had

done a score of times in like circumstances, that

he would implore forgiveness for his cruel words.

She walked slowly, pausing as she went to put

a chair against the wall, to alter the position of a

vase of flowers. She reached the door and cast a

swift glance behind. Geoffrey had gone back

to his writing, his pen travelled swiftly across

the page ; he did not raise his head.



CHAPTER X

Pixie Gives Joan a Tonic

ROMP with the children restored Pixie's

elastic spirits, and brought a revived wish

for her friends' society. She leaned out

of the window and beheld a game of tennis on in

obvious need of a fourth player, waved gaily in

response to a general beckoning, and tripped

downstairs singing a glad refrain. And then, in

the corridor outside her boudoir, behold a pale

and tragic Esmeralda simimoning her with a

dramatic hand. Pixie flounced, and a quiver of

indignation stiffened her small body. A whole

hour of a lovely spring morning had already been

spent in struggling to .overcome the depression

caused by the scene at breakfast, and here was

Joan obviously preparing a second edition. Pixie

was no niggard in sympathy, but for the moment

she had other views. Two charming young men

were waiting without in the sunshine, and any
j'y^
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ordinary human girl prefers the sunshine and mas-

culine society, to a room indoors and an hysterical

sister. Therefore, being excessively human. Pixie

flounced, and looked bored and impatient. She

entered the room and shut the door behind her.

*• .What's the matter noxu?
"

The answer was sufficiently unexpected.

*' Pixie, if I die will you promise me faithfully

to live here and take charge of my orphan boys?
"

**
I will not !

" snapped Pixie sharply. It was

just what might have been expected for Esmeralda

to picture her own tragic death as the result of

a passing squall. Quite possibly she had been

sitting for the last hour picturing the stages of

her own decline and the grief of the survivors.

Strong common sense was the best remedy she

could have. '*
I hope to have my own home to

look after. And they are too spoiled. I wouldn't

undertake the charge."

** Somebody," croaked Esmeralda deeply,

** somebody must look after my boys 1

"

'* Don't you worry about that. Geoffrey '11 marry

again. They always do when the children are

young
ft

This was deliberate cruelty, but the strain was

severe. Stanor was standing, racket in hand.

fy^
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gazing up at the window. The sunshine lit up his

handsome face, his expectant smile. Pixie gave

another flounce and turned impatiently to meet

the next lament ; but Esmeralda was silent, her

hands were clasped on her knee, and tears

—

real

tears—shone in her eyes. It was a rare thing for

Joan to cry ; the easy tears which rose to her

sisters' eyes in response to any emotion, pleasure-

able or the reverse, these were not for her.

Looking back over the history of their lives, Pixie

could count the number of times when she had

seen Joan cry. The outside world vanished from

her memory in response to that appeal.

"Esmeralda ! Darling! You are not ill? You

are not really suffering?
"

Joan shook her head.

** Quite strong," she murmured miserably

;

** too strong. Only it seems impossible to live

on in such misery. It's gone—^the mainspring,

everything I I can't drag along I Thank God,

Pixie, you are here 1 I never could bottle up my

feelings. It's Geoffrey—he doesn't love me any

more. I'm not imagining it—it's true I He told

me himself."

"What did he say?" demanded Pixie prac-

tically. She displayed no dismay at the announce-
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ment, being used to her sister's exaggerations,

and feeling abundantly convinced in her own mind

that this was but another example. Geoffrey was

cross this nlorning, but five days* residence under

his roof had abimdantly demonstrated that his love

was not dead. *' Now, what exactly did he say? "

she repeated, and Joan faltered out the dread

words.

There was silence in the room for a long minute.

Then Pixie drew in her breath with a sharp intake.

•• The bloom! " she repeated softly. " The

btopm! ** The beautiful significance of the term

seemed to occupy her mind to the exclusion of

the personal application. She had a vision of

love as the apotheosis of human affection, a

wondrous combination of kindliness, sympathy,

courtesy, patience, unselfishness—all these, and

something /nor^—that mysterious, intangible quality

which Geoffrey Hilliard had so aptly described.

Given ** the bloom," affection became idealized,

patience a joy, and selfishness ceased to exist,

since the well-being of another was preferred

before one's own ; courtesy and sympathy fol-

lowed automatically, as attendant spirits who could

not be separated. Affection might exist, did often

exist, in churlish, unlovely form, giving little happi-
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ness cither to the giver or tfie recipient Love,

the highest, was something infinitely precious, a

treasure to be guarded with infinite care, lest in

the stress of life its bloom should be destroyed.

Joan, looking with anxious inquiry in her sister's

face, read there an earnestness even exceeding

her own.

"Oh, no!" cried Pixie strongly. ** Not that,

not that, Esmeralda. Not the bloom. It mustn't

go ; it's too precious. It means everything. You

mustn't let it go I

"

"But I told you it had gone. It's too late."

" No I
" Pixie shook her head. **

I know

better. There's time yet, if you'll be warned.

Last night, when you were comforting Jack after

his tumble, Geoffrey sat watching you as Dick

watches Bridgie. It can't be all gone, when he

looks like that. He has loved you, been proud

of you, been patient with you for—how long is it

you have been married? Seven years, and you need

a lot of patience, Esmeralda ! I suppose it's come

to this—that you've used up all the patience he

has."

It said volumes for Joan's penitence that she

allowed &uch a statement to pass unchallenged,

and even assented to it with meekness.
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•' I suppose that's it. For the first few years it

was all right. .When I got angry he only laughed ;

then he began to get impatient himself, and this

last year things have been going from bad to

worse. When he spoke straight out it was easier ;

there was a row royal, and a grand * make up *

at the end, but now he's so cold and calm."

Esmeralda's lip trembled at the remembrance of

the scene downstairs ; of the averted figure writing

stolidly at the desk. She stared before her in

silence for a dismal moment, then added sharply :

** And what in the world set him off at a tangent

this morning, of all others? There have been

dozens of times when I should have expected him

to be furious, and he's been as mild as a lamb
;

and then of a sudden, when I was all innocent

and imsuspicious, to flare up like that 1 There's

no sense in it I

"

'* It's always the way with men. You can't

reckon on them," announced Pixie, with the

seasoned air of one who has endured three

husbands at least. " Dick's the same—^an angel

of patience till just the moment when you've made

sure of him, and then in a moment he snaps off your

head—my head, I mean, never Bridgie's. There's

too much—bloom," She put her little head on
I'yy
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one side and pursed her lips in thougfht, with the

characteristic Pixie air which carried Joan back

to the days of childhood. " Now, isn't it odd,

Esmeralda, how people cultivate almost every good

quality, and leave love to chance? They practise

patience and imselfishness, but seem to think love

is beyond control. It comes, or—it goes. Tant

ntteux! Tant pis! My dear, if I married a

husband who loved me as Geoffrey loved you, it

would be the big work of my life to keep him at

it, and I'd expect it to be work I You get nothing

worth having without trouble, so why should you

expect an exception for the very best thing? And

the poor man deserves some encouragement, fd

give it to him! "

Joan's lips twisted into a sad smile.

" You understand a great deal, Pixie—^more than

I do, it seems, even after seven years 1 I never

looked at things in that light. I just expected!

Geoffrey to keep on adoring, whatever I did.

What made you think such things?
"

" Nature 1
" said Pixie promptly. " And, my

dear, I'm clever at loving—I always was. It's

my only gift, and I have studied it just as other]

people study drawing and music, What you have

to do, Esmeralda, is to forget everything and
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every one else for a while, and comfort Geoffrey.

Don't make a scene and worry the poor man.;

Don't make a grand programme of reformation,

for that will put him off at the start. 'Just begin

to-night and be sweet to him for a change. If

you feel temper coming on, have it out on me I

I'm- used to you from' a child, and if I get too much

of it I can always nm away and leave you.

;

Geoffrey can't. It's mean to take advantage of

a man that's bound."

** If he wanted to go," began Joan haughtily,

then subsided into tears and helplessness.

" Pixie I Pixie 1 It's so difficult I What can

I do?'*

" D'you need me to tell you? Isn't it the easiest

thing in the world to make love to your own

husband, in your own house? Talk of propinquity I

Always ready, always handy, if you can't manage

that! My dear girl, the game's in your own

hands."

** Can a leopard change its spots?
"

r

" We're not talking of leopards ; we're talking

of women—and they can bridle their tongues !

"

Again Joan was silent. Could she? A great

martyrdom, or heroic effort, these she would have

faced gladly, cotmting them a small price to pay

Tk€ Love Again of Pixu. X 29 I
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for her husband's love ; but then how to subdue

tongue-

seemed bevond her strength. And

treasure which was threatened was of such in-

estimable value. It was impossible to contemplate

life without it. Human life is imcertain, and

though she would not allow herself to dwell upon

such a possibility, Joan had realized in her heart

that a day might dawn when she would have to

part from husband or son. Death might come,

she might have to say farewell to the dear human

presence, but never, never had she imagined for

a moment that she might be compelled to live

on, having bidden farewell to love! Geoffrey her

lover, Geoffrey her husband, Geoffrey the father

of her boys, was it a fact or a dreadful nightmare

that he had sat, untouched by her appeal, and

confessed that . . . that . . .

Joan winced, unable to bear the repetition, and

locked her hands more closely on her knee. Pixie

glanced furtively through the window. Stanor

had turned back to the tennis-ground and the

three-handed game had been resumed. She stifled

a pang of disappointment and sat quietly waiting

for further confidences, but presently Joan said

quietly-

f '*r\
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"Thank you, Pixie. Now—will you go? I

want to think. You've been very sweet."

" More bracing than sweet, my dear ; but it

was what you needed I
*' Pixie rose with an

alacrity which the other was, fortunately, too pre-

occupied to notice, dropped a kiss on the lovely

bent neck, and walked quickly from the room.

Joan had had the relief which her nature demanded

of giving expression to her feelings ; now it was

best that she should be alone. Pixie had done her

best to help, and now sunshine and Stanor were

waiting I In another five minutes she was playing

tennis as wholeheartedly as though it were her only

business in life.

Meanwhile Joan sat alone in her upstairs room,

struggling with all the force of her ardent, un-

disciplined nature to brace herself for the struggle

which lay before her. Prayer had become of late

a mechanical, stereotype repetition of phrases ;

to-day there were no phrases—hardly, indeed, any

definite words. In the extreme need of life she took

refuge in that voiceless cry for help, that childlike

opening of the heart which is the truest relationship

between the soul and God. She sat with closed

eyes and lifted face, penitent, receptive, waiting

to be blessed. For the time being doubts were
T Iff
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forgotten, ever5rthing seemed straight and plaini.

Then, being Esmeralda, the wayward, the un-

disciplined, the mood of exultation faded, and

depression held her once more. The heavenly

help and guidance seemed far off and unreal.

She was seized with impetuous necessity to act at

once, to act for herself. Pixie's proposals failed to

satisfy her ardent desires. To wait weeks or

months for the reward she craved was beyond

endurance. She must contrive something big,

something soon, something that would demonstrate

to Geoffrey her anxiety to please him. She racked

hex: brain to find a way.

Poor, impatient, undisciplined Esmeralda I How
little she dreamed of the tragic consequences of

that hour 1



CHAPTER XI

Pixie Talks on Love

immediate cause of Geoffrey's dis-

pleasure having been in connection with

the bazaar, it appeared to Joan that it was

in that connection also that she must make an

amend. He had complained that she had failed

in interest and personal energy : by a supreme

effort, then, she must demonstrate how his words

had taken root.

It was the eleventh hour ; any one but an

impulsive Irish woman would have realized the

futility of organizing any fresh feature, and would

have contented herself with doing well what was

already planned, but such tame methods were not

for the woman who had been Esmeralda O'Shaugh-

nessy. She was accustomed to acting in haste ;

at home, at Knock, the most extensive entertain -

ments had been organized at a few hours' notice,

and how niuch easier it would be now with a
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staff of trained servants at her command and a

purse full of money to buy the necessary acces-

sories, instead of being obliged to manufacture

all that was required out of ordinary household

goods. Joan heaved a sigh of regret for the

memory of those gay old days when a sheet and

a pillow-case had provided a fancy costume which

had captivated Geoffrey at a glance, then knitted

her brows afresh in the effort to think out soimje

scheme appropriate to the occasion.

The vicar's wife had lamented a lade of music

which would afford variation from the prosaic busi-

ness of buying and selling. At the time Joan had

suspected a hint, and had resolutely turned a deaf

ear. She hated singing to strangers, she hated

singing in a building notably deficient in acoustic

properties, she had not the faintest intention of

victimizing herself for the sake of a village throng.

But now, with the new impetus driving her on,

nothing seemed too hard or distasteful. The

vicar's wife should have her music—music with

such accessories as it had never entered her modest

head to imagine, music which should be the feature

par excellence of the bazaar. Joan's was a quick,

inventive brain ; within half an hour she had

mentally arranged her programme, made a list
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of the necessary accessories, arid planned how they

should be procured.

When the little party were again assembled for

luncheon she was able to state her plans with an

air of complete assurance which left them breath-

less with astonishment. She had decided to pro-

vide two short concerts, one in the afternoon, one

in the evening. She would sing two songs ; Pixie

should do the same. They would all join in appro-

priate part songs. By way of a climax the last

number on the programnie should be illustrated

by a tableau vivant. She proposed to write special

words to a well-known air which, together with the

tableau, should illustrate the benefits which the

bazaar was destined to provide for the villagers.

The tableau should represent a scene in a cottage

interior in which were grouped four figures—a child

sufi^ering from an accident, a distraught mother, a

helpless father, and in, the badcground, bending

beneficently over the patient, the parish nurse.

Esmeralda looked around for approval, and met

the stare of blank and doubtful faces.

•' Er—a bit lugubrious, isn't it, Mrs. Hilliard? "

venturM Stanor at last, voicing the general voir

pression so strongly that EsrQ,eniIda'8 imagination

instantly took another leap.
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" Certainly not, for I should have a second

tableau to follow to show the happy con-

valescence—child sitting- up in bed, pale but

smiling, nurse bringing in bunch of flowers, father

and mother, with outstretched hands, pouring out

thanks."

" That's better 1 That's more like it 1

"

The murmur of approval passed down the table.

Pixie laid her head on one side in smiling con-

sideration. Yes, it would go ; arranged with

Esmeralda's skill and taste the scenes would be

pretty and touching, especially when seen to the

accompaniment of her beautiful voice. The short-

ness of the time allowed for preparation troubled

Pixie no more than her sister. She smiled at

Esmeralda and nodded a cheery encouragement.

" I'll be the distracted mother, and weep into my

apron. Honor will look a duck in a cap. Who's

to be the little victim?
'*

** Jack, of course. He'll look too sweet," said

Jack's proud mother. '* Can't you imagine him;

sitting up in bed with his curls peeping out beneath

his bandages—he must have bandages—smiling

like a little angel 1 He'd bring down the house.

The people would love to see him."

Then for the first time Geoffrey spoke. So
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««

far he had listened to the conversation in a silence

which both his wife and sister-in-law felt to be

disappointingly unsympathetic. Now his objections

were put into words

" Isn't Jack rather young and—er—sensitive for

such a public role? I should have thought that

your concert would be complete without troubling

about a tableau. In any case, there are plenty of

village children."

Not with Jack's face. He is sensitive, of

course, but he's not shy ; he'd enjoy the excite-

ment. And we should be there ; he could come

to no harm,"

"And the evening performance? Would you

propose that he sat up for that also?
"

Joan pressed her lips together in the struggle

for patience. Really Geoflfrey was too bad I What

did he mean? What did he want? The whole

scheme had been planned to give him pleasure,

and here he was, silent, disapproving, throwing

cold water. The effort at restraint made her voice

sound unnatural even in her own ears.

" If we had the tableau in the afternoon, it would

hardly do to leave it out in the evening—the only

time when the villagers themselves will be able

to be present/'

T^'r
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Before Geoffrey could reply the heel of Pixie's

shoe pressed firmly on his foot beneath the table,

and a warning glance silenced his words. A
moment later, when the discussion of pros and cons

waxed loud at the far end of the table, she whis-

pered an explanation

** Don't object, don't argue. It's to please you!

You said she had taken no trouble."

Geoffrey Hilliard's glance of comprehension had

in it more of weariness than elation. Pixie noting

the fact, felt a rising of irritation, and mentally

dubbed him ungracious and unreasonable, as

Esmeralda had done before her. Both failed to

appreciate the fact that sudden spasms of energy

were by no means an innovation in the family

history, and what the tired man was really long-

ing for was that ordered f)eace and tranquillity

which form the English idea of home. He made

no further objections, however, and Joan threw

herself whole-heartedly into her preparations,

determined on a success which must win approval

as by a tour de force.

The three days following were fiar from peace-

ful, but if the master of the house kept aloof fr

the stir and bustle, his guests threw thiemselvics

into it with every appearance of enjoyment.

Its

•]ii
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Strains of music sounded from the drawing-room

and mingled with the tap-tapping of hammers from

an upper room where realistic scenery was being

manufactured under Joan's able supervision. The

new system of thoroughness demanded, moreover,

that the stored-up cases should be opened, and

the contents unpacked, dusted, and re-priced, a

work in itself of many hours.

The four guests started thereon with equal

vigour, but Honor took an early opportunity of

slipping away. She was tired, she had a headache,

she must finish a book, there were half a dozen

stock excuses, each one of which seemed to demand

an instant adjournment to the garden. She made

the announcement in a high, clear drawl and sailed

out of the room without leaving time for protest.

tWhereupon Robert Carr attacked the work on hand

with feverish zeal, worked like a nigger for five or

ten minutes by the clock, and finally bolted out of

the door, without, in his case, going through the

form of an excuse. Then the two workers who

were left looked out of the window and beheld

the truants seated at extreme ends of a garden seat,

hardly speaking to each other, looking on the most

stiff and formal of terms.

Stanoz: laughed at the sight, but Pixie's practical
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ontradictoiy

behaviour.

" Where's the sense of it? " she asked.

** Where's the fun? To play truant to sit on a

bench and sulk I Wouldn't it be far more fun,

now. to work ud here with nice cheerful Deoole like

If
yourself and—me?

But Stanor knew better*

" Not a bit of it," he returned. " They'd rather

quarrel by themselves all day long than be happy

with outsiders, even such fascinating people as

ourselves. It's a s)anptom of the disease. Of

course, you have grasped the fact that they are

suffering from a disease?

I have. I can use my eyes.* But

why? " cried Pixie, rounding on him with sudden

energy, " why, will you tell me, can't they be happy

snd comfortable and get engaged and be done

with it? What's the sense of pretending one

thing when you mean another, and sulking and

If

K

quarrelling when you might t>

any

** Quite so," assented Stanor, laughing. '-Odd,

isn't it ; but they will, you know. Never

knowing what they will do when it takes them

like that. Besides, in this case there are com-

plications. Miss Ward has pots of money, and
lAn
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poor old Carr has nothing but what he makes.

He'll get on all right—a fellow with that chin is

bound to get on—but it takes time, and meantime

it's a bit of an impasse. A fellow doesn't mind

his wife having some money—it's a good thing

for her as well as for himself—but when it comes

to a pile like that—well, if he has any self-respect.

M

ff

he simply can't do it I

" If / had a pile, I'd expect my lover to accept

it from me as gladly as I'd take it from him. If

he didn't, I should feel he didn't love m0
enough.

*' You'd be wrong there. He might love you

enough to wish to save you from a jolly uncomfort-

able position. It's not right that a naan should

be dependent upon his wife. Puts him in a false

position.

" Not if he rteally loved her. How could it?

He'd realize then that in a life together there

would be no * yours ' or * mine,' It would all be

' ours:
"

Stanor lifted his head to look at her, and Pixie's

clear eyes met his in a full frank gaze which held

no shadow of embarrassment. Here was some-

thing quite new—a girl who could speak about

love to a young man without a trace of self-

IXT
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consciousness or flirtation, yet with an earnestness

which demonstrated a keen i>ersonal interest.

Stanor had many girl friends with whom he had

often discussed the subject, but invariably a certain

amount of self-consciousness had crept in, which

had shown itself alternately in cynicism or

sentimentality.

Now, to his own amazement, he realized that he

was the one to feel embarrassment, while Pixie

confided her sentiments as placidly as if he had

been a maiden aunt. He stared at her as she stood

before him, a trim, quaint little figure enveloped

in a print overall, beneath which her feet appeared

absurdly small and doll-like, and as he looked his

heart gave a curious, unexpected leap. He had

felt that le^p before, and the meaning of it was no

mystery to him, though in this particular instance

it was sufficiently astonishing.

Handsome, accomplished, the presumptive hein

to a fortune, Stanor Vaughan had been a pet of

society for the last half-dozen years, and being

by nature susceptible to girlish charm had more

than once imagined himself seriously in love.

There had been, for example, that beautiful blonde

whose society had turned a summer holiday into

a veritable idyll. He had been on the verge of

142
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proposing to her when his uncle had suddenly

sununoned him home, and—well, somehow the rest-

less misery of the first few days had disappeared

with surprising rapidity, the vision had grown dim,

and finally faded from sight.

Again it had been a charming brunette, and

this time he had been sure of himself, perfectly

sure. He was awaiting an opportunity to speiak

when again a summons had arrived, a pleasant

one this time, since it took the form of an invitation

to accompany his uncle on a prolonged continental

tour. There had been no time to think. He had

barely time to pack his bag and be off. And at

the end of a month, well 1 he had begun to hesi-

tate and doubt, and the episode ended like the first.

Curious, when he came to think about it, how

the Runkle had in both cases played the part

of deas ex machina. It was coincidence, of course,

pure coincidence, for the old fellow had not known

the girls even by name, but it was odd ( As for

his own part in the proceeding, both girls had

been unusually charming specimens of the modem

society girl, it was natural enough that he should

have been impressed, but if it was really the fact

that he was falling in love with this Irish Pixie,

that was another, and a very different matter,,

Y>i4
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With a darting thought Stanor recalled his im-

pressions on first meeting the girl a week before,

and his own outspoken surprise at the insignificance

of the sister of his beautiful hostess. A plain, odd

little creature, that had been the involuntary

verdict, but almost immediately it had been

amended. Plain, but charming ; distinctly the

little thing had charm I Now, at the expiration of

six days it had come to this, that his eyes no longer;

noted the faulty outline, but found a continual

joy in watching the play of expression, the vivid

life and interest of the sparkling little face. This

was the real thing at last, Stanor told himself : it

must be the real thing I Mingled with all his

excitement and perturbation, he was conscious

of a thrill of self-appreciation. It was not every

man of his age who would put beauty of character

before that of feature. He threw a deliberate

empressement into his gaze, and said meaningly-

" Your husband. Miss Pixie, will be a lucky

man I

•»

" He will so,*' agreed Pixie warmly. She gave

a soft, musical laugh as if the thought were a

pleasant one to dwell on, but Stanor was sensitive

enough to realize that his own image played no

part in her dreams. She took up her pen and
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returned to the scribbling of prices on small paper

labels. " Russian lace, 5s. a yard. Russian

lacqeur collar-box. Don't you hate that shiny

red? Of course, when I talked of fortunes I

was only putting myself in her place. IVe

nothing. None of us have. .When My lover

comes, there'll be only

—

Me! " The words

sounded modest enough, but there was a com-

placence in the tilt of the head which told another

story. Pixie O'Shaughnessy had no pity to waste

on the man who should win herself.

Stanor's lip twisted in a self-conscious smile.

The other girls had been rich. He pondered for a

moment, and then said suddenly

**
I wonder, Miss Pixie, with your temperament,

and—er—under the circumstances that you have

not been fired with the modern craze to do some-

thing before now. Girls nowadays don't seem

happy unless they have some work

'• But I have, I have 1 Did you think I

was idle? *' She looked at him with reproachful

eyes. ** This is a holiday. Vm sampling luxury

for a change, and I won't deny it's agreeable, but

at home all the year I'm at work from morning

to night. I don't know how to get through my

work."

Tiu Love Affairs oj Pixie, 145
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So she had a profession then, after all I Stanor

felt an amused conviction that whatever the post

might be the little thing would fill it uncommonly

well. Small and child-like as she appeared, she

yet carried with her that air of assurance which is

the heritage of the capable. It interested him to

consider for a moment what particular r61e she

had adopted, and more than one possibility had

passed through his head before he put the question

into words

*' And what exactly do you do, Miss Pixie? **

She stared at him blankly.

'* Now, if you'd asked me to say what I do not

do, it would have been easier. Have you any sort

of idea what it means to keep a home going with

big ideas and little means, and a cook-general to

thwart your efforts? If you have, you can imagine

the list. Dusting, sewing, mending, turning,

making, wn-making, helping Bridgie, amusing the

children, soothing the servants, humouring Dick,

making dresses, trimming hats, covering cushions,

teaching the alphabet, practising songs, arranging

flowers, watering plants, going to shops, making

up parcels, writing notes, making

Stanor held up his hands in protest.

'* Stop I Have pity on me I What an appalling

14.6
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list I Isn't it nearly done? My ears are deafened I

I am overcome with the thought of such

activity I
" Nevertheless the smile with which he

regarded her was distinctly approving, for, like

most men, he preferred domestic women who did

not despise home work. " I'll tell you what it is,"

he added warmly, ** Mrs. Victor is like the other

fellow—jolly lucky to have you 1 There are

precious few girls who would give up their whole

lives to a sister."

** Bridgie is more than a; sister. She's meant

father and mother and home to me for over ten

years. My parents died when I was so yoimg.'^

" Like mine. That's a point of union between

us. My uncle has played the part of your Bridgie.'*

** He has ; I know it. He's lame," answiene'd

Pixie swiftly, and was simazed at the heat with

which the young fellow replied

" Lame? (Who said so? .Who told you? SVhat

does it matter if he is lame? '*

" Not one bit. I was only—sorry. I didn't

mean to be imkind ' or to repeat anything I

shouldn't. Why are you vexed? "

He shrugged his shoulders, and snapped thie

scissors over a coil of string.

" Dh, nothing. Gets on one's nerves a bit^

lAf
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that's all. He's such a fine fellow, he would hiave

been such a brick, but that wretched lameness

has spoiled it all. Till he was eighteen he was

as strong as a horse—a fine, upstanding young

giant he must have been. Then came the accident

—pitched from his horse against a stone wall—and

for twelve solid years he lay on his back. That

made him only thirty, but you would never have

believed it to see him. He was 3- lot more like a

man of fifty."

Pixie laid her pen on the table, and rested her

chin in the clasped hands. Her eyes looked very

large and wistful.

** Twelve years on one's back would be pretty

long. One would live so fast inside all the while

one's body was idle. 'Twould age you. If it had

happened when he was fifty, 'twould have been

easier, but at eighteen one feels so lively and

awake. Anything, anything would seem better

than to do just nothing ! To wake each morning

and know there was nothing before one all the

long hours, but to lie still ! Other people would

get accustomed to it for you—that would be one

of the bits which would hurt the most—for you*d

never be accustomed yourself. And which would

be worst, do you think—the days when it was dull
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and the room was dark, or the days when the sun

blazed, begging him to come out?
"

Stanor shook himself with an involuntary shiver.

" Don't I
" he cried sharply. " Don't talk like

that I What an imagination you have 1 I've been

enough cut up about it, goodness knows, but 1

never realized all that it meant. . . . Well 1 he is

better now, so we needn't grouse about it any more.

It's only that's it's left a mark I He was turned

in a moTnent from a boy into an old man—his

youth was killed, and he can't get it back! That's

one reason why he's so jolly anxious about me.

Like most fellows he sets an exaggerated value

on the things he has missed himself, and it's a

craze with him to—as he calls it
—

* safeguard my

own.youth.' He is trying to live his

again through me, poor fellow, and it's a poor

game. Outsiders take for granted that I'm his

heir, but that's bosh. Fellows of thirty-five don't

worry about heirs. He has never mentioned

the subject ; all he 'has done is to give me every

chance in the way of education, and to promise me

a good ' start off.* I'd have been ready to tackle

serious work at once, but he is against a fellow

having real responsibility until he's had time to

feel his feet. I've had to work, of course—he's

T^O
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keen on that ; but he's keen on recreation, too, and

freedom from responsibiUty. He beheves, poor

cliap, that if a fellow has freedom between twenty

and thirty, he is better fitted to take up

responsi " Stanor stopped short suddenly,

and the blood rushed to his cheeks. " I wonder I

**

he repeated blankly ;
" I wonder I

"

For the first time revelation had come home to

him with a flash that his uncle's interference in

those two incipient love affairs had not been

coincidence, but a: deeply matured plan. He

recalled occasions when chance words had betrayed

a surprising acquaintance with his own doings, the

houses at which he visited, and the feminine

members of those households. Unsuspecting him-

self, he had doubtless betrayed more than he knew.

In more ways than one his uncle had determined to

safeguard his freedom during these early years I

Stanor set his lips. The discovery was no more

pleasant to Jiim than it would be to any other young

man of his age. A certain amount of " manage-

ment *' a fellow must be ready to accept from one
r

who had been so generous a friend, but this was

going too far. The Runkle must be shown that

in purely personal matters his nephew would allow

no one to interfere !

» rf\
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The frown continued for several minutes, b*it

finally gave place to a smile, for a consideration

of the present position had led him to a comfortable

conclusion. The Runkle would be on a wrong

tack this time I If he scented any attraction among

the members of Mrs. Hilliard's house party, it

would of a certainty be attributed to the pretty

American heiress. Honor Ward. No one would

suspect for a moment that the fastidious Stanor

Vaughan had been laid captive by a plain and

penniless Irish Pixie I



CHAPTER XII

The Bazaar

HE morning of the bazaar was radiantly

fine, so that one fear at least was banished

from the hearts of the anxious stall-

holders. No excuse now for patrons living at a

distance I No room for written regrets, enclosing

minute postal-orders. Any one who wanted to

come, could come, and woe betide the contents of

their purse 1

Mrs. Hilliard's stall was placed in the centre

of the hall, and in accordance with her own direc-

tions had been made in the shape of a great round

table, within the hollowed centre of which she and

her girl helpers could be protected from the crowd,

while without, attendant sprites in the persons of

the two yoimg men hovered about ready to do

their bidding.

Not a single article of needlework appeared

upon the stall ; not a solitary pincushion, nor hand-
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kerchief sachet, nor nightdress bag, not even so

much as an inoffensive tray cloth. There was

pottery from Portugal, and pottery from France,

pottery from Switzerland in the shape of jam and

marmalade jars, originally purchased for twopence

apiece, and offered for sale at an alarming sacrifice

for a shilling. There were beads from Venice,

and tiles from Holland, and fans from' Spain, and

a display of Venetian glass especially provided for

li

the entrapment of county families. There was

dainty English china (on sale or return), and

flagons of Eau de Cologne, and white and blue

Delia Noblia plaques from Florence, and a dozen

other dainty and perishable treasures.

Everything I
" exclaimed Pixie proudly, as she

stood with arms akimbo to view the completed

stall, " everything can break 1 Not one single

thing that you couldn't smash in a twinkling, and

no bother about it. It's what I call a most con-

siderate stall, the most considerate I've ever seen 1

"

Esmeralda laughed with complacent under-

standing, but the two men stared aghast.

** Is it the object of purchasers to get rid of

their purchases as soon as they are made? Then

why do they bother to

—

*f

44
It is, and they have to. It's expected of

T C2
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them, and they can't escape, but you need to be

soft-hearted and live in a poor neighbourhood to

understand the horror of the bazaar habit. I'll

tell you a story to the point." Pixie's eyes danced,

she preened herself for prospective enjoyment.

" There was once a rich old lady, and she sent

a pink satin cushion as a contribution to my sister

Bridgie's stall at a military bazaar three years

ago. 'Twas a violent pink, with sprays of dog

roses and a frill of yellow lace, and not a soul

would look at it if they had been paid for the

trouble. 'Twas tossed about the stall for two

whole days, and on the third, just at the closing,

the Colonel's wife came in with five poimds in her

pocket which had arrived by post for the cause.

She wandered about like a lost sheep from one

stall to another, looking for anything that would

be of anv use to anvbodv in the world, and it was

an ageing process to get rid of four pounds five.

Then she stuck. In the whole room there was

not one thing she'd have been paid to buy.

** And then 'twas Bridgie's chance, and she be-

guiled her with the cushion for fifteen shillings,

saying the down itself wa3 worth it. So she bought

make M^i

wife, with her dear love, for Christmas. The
T t.A
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Major's wife wore it on the sofa for a whole

afternoon when the Colonel's wife came to tea,

and then packed it away in the spare room ward-

robe till a young curate brought back a bride,

and then she shook it up and ironed the lace and

sent it, with all best wishes, for a wedding present.

The curate's wife wore it for one afternoon, just

in the same way, and then she packed it away,

and when Christmas came roimd she said to her

husband that the Colonel's wife had been so kind

and helpful, and wouldn't it be nice to make a

slight return if it were within their means, and

what about the cushion? So on the very next

Christmas the Colonel's wife got a nice fat parcel,

and when it was opened, there, before her eyes '^

" Ha, ha ha I

"

•* Ho, ho, ho I

"

The two yoxmg men anticipated the point with

roars of laughter, and Pixie whisked round to the

other side of the stall to cock her head at a pyramid

of green pottery, and movie the principal pieces

an inch to the right, a thought to the left, with

intent to improve the coup (Vceil. To the mascu-

line eye it did not seem possible that such

infinitesimal touches could have the slightest effect,

but then bazaars are intended primarily for the

TCC
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entrapment of women, and Pixie knew very well

that with them first impressions were all important.

Every shopkeeper realizes as much, which is the

reason why he labels his goods just a farthing

beneath the ultimate shilling. The feminine con-

science might possibly shy at paying a whole three

shillings for a bauble which could be done with-

out, but, let the eye catch sight of an impressive

Two, and the small eleven three -farthings is

swallowed at a gulp I

At two o'clock the bazaar was formally opened

in a ceremony which took exactly ten minutes,

and was so dull that it appeared to have lasted a

long half-hour.

Geoffrey Hilliard, as squire of the village, gave

an elaborate explanation of the pressing need of

a parish nurse, which his hearers already under-

stood far better than he did himself ; the wife

of a neighbouring squire said that she had found a

parish nurse a great acquisition in her own village,

and she had very much pleasure in declaring the

bazaar open, and the vicar returned thanks to the

neighbouring squire's wife for her kindness in

** being present among us to-day," and then every

one clapped feebly, and the bazaar had begtm.

The few county people who were present
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saimtered round Esmeralda's stall, bought trophies

of china and glass, and promptly whirled! away

in their motors, feeling that they had nobly dis-

charged a duty. There was no denying the fact

that it was a dull occasion, and an arduous one

into the bargain for saleswomen who wanted

to get rid of their wares-

The hall was sparsely filled, and the good ladies

who were present had come with a certain amoimt

of money in their purses, and a fixed idea of the

manner in which they intended to spend it. They

would pay for admission, they would pay for tea,

they would pay for the concert—conceivably they

might even indulge in a second tea—they would

purchase buttonholes of hot-house flowers, patronize

side shows, and possibly expend a few shillings at

the grocery stall (" Should have to buy them in

any case, my dear 1 "), but there the list of their

expenditure came to an end. Even when Honor
F

and Pixie were driven out of their fastness, and

walked boldly to and fro, hawking tempting selec-

tions from the stall, they met with but little

success, for if there is no money left in the purse,

the best will in the world cannot produce it.

" Wouldn't you like to buy this lovely little

plaque of Delia, Robbia, from Florence? " inquired

T C?
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Pixie genially of a group of portly matrons. ** Re-

duced to seven and six. Ten shillings at the

beginning of the afternoon. Less than cost

price I

•*

'* Very pretty 1
" murmured the ladies, and the

portliest of them went a step further and added :

" And cheap I
" but no one showed the faintest

disposition to buy.

" It would look so well in the dark corner of

the drawing-room 1
" suggested Pixie, drawing a

bow at a venture, and the three faces instantly

became thoughtful and intent.

"That's true. It might do that. Does it

hang ?
"

** It is made to hang," Pixie exhibited the holes

pierced in the china, " but I should prefer it on

a bracket I A bracket nailed across a corner at

just the right height, and the plaque put across

it, so that you could see it from all parts of the

room. ... Is your drawing-room blue?
"

" Pale blue."

How charming I It would just set off this
««

darker shade."

" Mine is not blue. It is pink."

<4 But think of the contrast I Blue and pink 1

What could be sweeter? It would look
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against your walls I Shall I make it up safely in

a box? We have a special parcels department.

" Not tO"day, thank you," said the owner of the

blue drawing-room. " FU think of it," said the

owner of the pink. The silent third asked tenta-

tively : " Could you make it five?
"

The next group were more hopeless still. They

didn't like Delia Robbia. Common, they called

it, that bright yellow and blue. Pixie was in-

formed that if she offered the plaque for nothing

it would be declined. She carried it dejectedly

back to the stall, piled a tray with marmalade

jars, gave it to Stanor to carry, and started off on

another promenade.

'* Marmalade jars I Fine marmalade jars I Who
will buy my marmalade jars? " chanted the young

man loudly, and the audience giggled, and listened

with indulgent looks, even went so far as to finger

the jars themselves, admire the design, and marvel

how they could have been made for the price,

but not a single one of the number had a vacancy

for such an article in the home. Even when

Stanor suggested that the jars were not dedicated

t© marmalade alone, but might be used for jam,

for honey, for syrup, the supply seemed ridiculously

out of proportion to the demand, and half an
f rn
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hour's exercise of his own pleading, seconded by

Pixie's beguilements, brought in a total result of

three shillings, which, to say. the least of it,

seemed inadequate.

" At this rate," said Esmeralda, " we shall have

a van-load to take home I
" Honor, seated de-

jectedly on an inverted packing-chest, discoursed

in a thin, monotonous tone on the glories of charity

sales in the States. They were always crowded, it

appeared
;
policemen stood at the doors to prevent

a crush ; the buying was in the nature of a com-

petition. Yoimg girls offering wares for sale

found themselves surrounded by throngs of mil-

lionaires, bidding against each other for the

privilege of obtaining any article which she was

pleased to offer. Having accomplished a pur-

chase, it became the overwhelming desire of the

purchaser to present the article in question as a

votive offering to the fair saleswoman herself.

. . . Such a recital was hardly calculative to

enliven the occasion. Esmeralda frowned, and

Pixie sighed, and for the first time in her existence

doubted the entire superiority of being born a

Briton. She remembered her rebuffs with the

Delia Robbia plaque and thought wistfully of

those millionaires I

t/v-i
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The concert, however, was a success : the room

was filled, the audience was appreciative, and

lovely little Jack in the character of an invalid

evoked storms of applause. The spirits of the

performers were improved by their success, but

as the audience now cleared off rapidly on dinner

intent, there seemed no reason why Geoffrey,

Stanor, and Robert Carr should not follow their

example. The suggestion was made, Esmeralda

vouchsafed a gracious permission, and went off

herself to parley with another stallholder. The

three men made for the 'door, with relief

written on every line of their figures, and the

two girls remained on, duty seated on packing-

" At home in the States," remarked Honor

severely, *' the men would not be paid to run

off home to dine in comfort, leaving the girls alone
A

to work."

" On sandwiches I
" supplemented Pixie sadly,

•' and stewed tea !
" She was himgry herself, and

could have appreciated a well-cooked meal. ** Td

like to know some American men," she opined.

** You must be longing to get back to them, as

they are so much more appreciative and polite

than our men over here I

"

Iht Lave Affairs cfPixu, 16

1
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Honor blushed, and regarded the points of Ber

neat little shoes.

*• There are a great many things, Pat—ricia,"

she said slowly, " that a girl ought to dp if she

were logical, and consistent, and acted up to what

she preached. But she isn't, and she don't. I'm

not in a mite of a hurry to get back. . ..
/'

> '• .V

The hall was packed to overflowing for the

evening concert, additional chairs were placed

down the aisles, and even after they, were filled^

a number of people had to be content with stand-

ing places at the back. The performers peeping

round the corner of the stage felt a mingling of

nervousness and excitement, and vociferously in-

structed every one else to pull his or her self

together, and do his or her best.

It soon became apparent, however, that the

audience was indulgent to the point of boredom,

applauding with consistency each item, good or

bad, and demanding thereto an encore. Es-

meralda's entrance brought down the house, Pixie's

Irish ditties evoked shouts of applause, and the

part songs but narrowly escaped being turned into

choruses. It was, indeed, a village audience of

the old-fashioned kind, assembled together in
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pleasant^ friendly spirit, "with the object of being

amused^ and detertnined that that object should

be fulfilled.

The squire wtas a favourite, as he well deserved

to be, and his beautiful wife was regaxdedi with

a fervent admiration, which her very; aloofness

had served to heighten. Other ladies might call

roimd at cottage doors, and talk intimately; con-

cerning book clubs, and Dorcas societies, but no

one expected such* condescension from Mrs.

Geoffrey Hilliard. She whizzed alongt in her great

green car, or cantered past on her tall brown

horse, foUo-wed by a groom in livery, vouchsafing

a gracious smile in return for bows and curtseys.

On Sundays she sat ensconced in the great square

pew, a vision of stately beauty, . r-i >. The good

dames of the village felt it the great privilege of

this evening to see the squire's lady without her

hat, with diamonds flashing at her throat, smiling,

laughing, singing—a goddess descended from her

pedestal to make merry on their behalf.

And so at last in the midst of this simple happi-

ness came the time for the last item on the pro-

gramme—that double tableau which every person

in the hall was fated to remember, to the. last day; of

his life 1



CHAPTER XIII

The Accident

HE curtain drew up on the first tableau.

Joan sang appropriate words in the

sweetest tones of her rich contralto voice,

her eyes, like those of the audience, riveted on the

face of the little invalid as he lay on his truckle

bed. White-cheeked, bandaged, reclining, the

transformation in the child's appearance was

astounding. Considered as a piece of stage-craft,

Joan had every reason to congratulate herself on

the result, but the mother's heart felt a, pang of

dismay. The representation was too life-like I Just

so would the darling look if the illness were real,

not imaginary. In the afternoon he had not looked

so ghastly. Was the double excitement too much

for his strength? Joan's eyes turned from the

stage to the first row of seats, where her husband

had his place. Geofi^rey looked worried ; his

brows contracted as he watched his son. Uncon-
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sciausly Joan quickened the pace of the last verse

of her song. She was anxious to get to the second

tableau, to see Jack sitting up, smiling, his eyes

alert. . . >

The curtain fell. A low murmur from the

audience swelled into somewhat forced applause.

The villagers also, Joan realized, had felt the

scene to be almost too realistic. Behind the scenes

Honor as nurse and Pixie as mother propped the

child's back with cushions, and showered kisses

on his white cheeks.

** Smile, Jackey, smile 1
" they cried. " Now

you are a getting-well boy, and all the people

will see you, and be so pleased I Just once more,

darling, and then away we go, driving off home to

supper in the car. Now a big smile I

"

The curtain rose. Jack smiled his sweet, baby

smile, and the audience burst into cheers of hearty

relief. Every one was smiling—not only the

invalid, but also the mother, the father, the neat,

complacent nurse. Esmeralda's voice swelled in

glad content. That last scene had been horrible

;

never, never again would she attempt to simulate

so dreadful a reality I What a comfort to see the

darling once more bonnie and smiling. Half an

hour: more and he would be safe in bed. . . .
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The airtain fell, wials lifted agtain in response to

a; istorm of applause, the piano strummed out the

first bars of -' God Save the King," and the

audience, stumbling to their feet, began to join

in the strain.

Suddenly, startingly, a: shriek rent the air, rising

shrill above the heavy chorus of voices—^the

piercing, treble shrieks of a young child, followed

by loud cries for help and ai stampede of feet

behind the curt^n.

The music ceased. Geoffrey Hilliard and his

wife rushed with one accord up the steps leadmg

to the platform, the village doctor edged his way

hurriedly through the crowded hall, the real parish

nurse, wearing for the first time her new uniform,

followed in his wake;. And still the treble shrieks

continued^—thfi terrible, diildish shrieks . The

women in th^ audience shivered and turned pale.

Master Jack! And only a moment before he had

playing at sickness. It was ill-work trifling

with serious things. Thq pretty lamb I What

could have ha.pp^ned?

Behind the curtain all was horrjor sixid confusion,

a ghastly nightmare exaggeration of the scene just

There on the same bed lay Jack,

wirithing ia torture, thcs bandages chjarred and
x66
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blackened, a textible smell of burning in the air.

Bending oven him in torment stood the real father

and mother) ; coming forward with calm, capable^

help came the veritable nurse. . . .

How had it happenejd? How? By what terrible

lapse of care had the precious qh;ild been allowed

to fall into danger?

The mother's erlance was fieroe in its wrath

and despair, but the explanation when it came

was but too simple. Jack had been bidden to

sit still in bed until his clothes should be brought:

from the adjoining dressing-room. But for a

moment Pixie had left his side, but in that moment

a childlike impatience and restlessness had asserted

itself with fatal consequences. Jack had leapt

up, rushed to the table, clutched at a glass of

milk placed ready for his own refreshment, and

in so doing had brought his bandaged head across

the flame of an open candle, one of the small

- properties " of the cottage scene. In an instant

he was in flames ; he threw up his httle arm and

the sl^ve of the nightshirt caught the blaze

;

he ran shrieking to and fro, dodging pursuit,

fighting, stijUggling, refusing to be held- for a

moi^ent th^ behoJlder3 had been too aghast for

action J ; then Pixiei leapt blankets
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wra

and pressed and wrapped again ; unfolded with

trembling hands

It was no one's fault. No one could be blamed.

Jack was old enough to understand and obey, was

proverbially docile and obedient. Under the same

circumstances at home he would have been left

without a qualm. The imusual circumstances had

created an unusual restlessness not to be antici-

pated. Even at that bitter moment Joan realized

that if it was a question of blame, she herself was

at fault in having allowed the; child to take part

in the tableau against her hlisband's better judg-

ment. A smaller nature might have found reUef

in scattering blame wholesale, but there was a

generosity in Irish Esmeralda's nature which lifted

her above the temptation. In thfe midst of her

anguish she spared a moment to comfort Pixie

by a breathless ** Not your fault I
" before she

became unconscious of everything but the moaning

figure on the bed.

The treatment of Jack's bums was completed

with praiseworthy expedition. The local chemist

flew on winded feet to his shop in the village

street, whence he brought back all that was

required. Nurse and doctor sent away the rela-
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tives, and worked with swift, tender fingers ; and

presently a swathed, motionless figure was carried

out to an impromptu ambulance, fitted up inside

the great car, while the late audience stood massed

together in the street, looking on silent and

motionless—silent as to speech, but from every

heart in that crowd went up a cry to God, and

every mother in the village knelt that night beside

her bed and prayed with tears for the life of little

Jack Hilliard, and for the support and comfort of

his father and mother.

Jack lay motionless in the darkened room, ia

tiny form outlined beneath the bedclothes ; on

the pillow was ^a; swathe of bandages, with barely

an inch between to show the small, scarred face.

The night before, with! tossing curls, flushed

cheeks, and curving coral lips, he had lain a

picture of childish beauty, at sight of which his

parents' hearts had glowed with! tenderness and

pride as they paid their good-night visit.

"He looks flushed. All this rehearsing is

exciting. I shall be glad when the tableaux are

over," Geoffrey had said, and Joan had whispered

back ardently

tftn
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31 But so lovely ! If he looks like that

to-morrow I

»f

And this was to-morrow ; and there on die bed

lay Jack, shorn, blinded, tortured—a marble image

that moaned, and moaned. >; v v

Through the night telephone and telegraph had

been busy summoning the most skilful aid. Here

at least was one blessing of wealth—^that the ques-

tion of expense need never be considered. This

man for eyes, that man for skin, ia! third for shock

to the nerves ; the cleverest nurses, the newest

appliances—^thei wonderful wires summoned them

each in turn. Throughout the night motor-cars

whirled up the drive, tall men in top coats, nurses

in cloaks ;sLnd bonnets, dismantled and passed into

the house, mysterious cases were hurried up back

stairways. Joan ^and her husband were banished

from the sickroom, and sat in her boudoir awaiting

the verdict. It was the first time they had been

alone together since the accident, and -wbitn the

door closed behind them Joan glanced at her

husband with a quivering fear. His fjace was white

and drawn. He looked old, and bowed, and

broken, but there was no anger in his face.

" Geoffrey I iWill ypu ever forgive me? "

For all answer he held out h;is arms. The old
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look of love was in his eyes, the old beautiful

» softness ; there was no bitterness in his look, no

anger, not the faintest shadow of blame.

** Dearest, don't I We both suffer. We must

keep strong". We must help each other."

" Geoff, you warned me. You said it would be

bad. It was agahist youn wish,. . . > It's my

fault I

"

- Darling, darling, don't make it worse I
'* He

pressed her head against his shoulder with tender,

soothing touches. " No one could have foreseen.:

I feared for excitement only 5 there was no

thought of danger;, WjC; have enough to bear,

sweetheart. Don't torture yourself needlessly."

" It's my doing, it's my punishment ; I brought

it about . I 've been cold, and selfish, and im-

gfrateful. I had so much I ought to have been so

thankful, but I was discontented—I made you

wretched. God gave me a chance "

—

she pushed

him away with frenzied h;ands and paced wildly

•up and down the vpoxn.—" a chance of salvation by

happiness, and I was too mean, too poor to take

itJ Geoff, do you remember that poem of

Stevenson's, - The Celestial Surgeon ' ? They have

been rinking in my head all night, those last lines,

those dreadful lines.. I was * obdurate.' All the

1*71
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blessings which had been showered upon me left

me dead ; it needed this ' darting pain ' to * stab

my dead heart wide awake! ' " She repeated the

words with an emphasis, a wildness which brought

an additional furrow into Geoffrey's brow.

He sighed heavily and sank down on a: comer

of the sofa. All night long body and mind had

been on the rack ; he was chill, faint, wearied to:

death. The ptospect of another hysterical scene

was almost more than he could endure, yet through

all his heart yearned over his wife, for he realized

that, great as wa3 his own sorrow, hters was still

harder to bear. He might reason with her till

doomsday, he might prove over and again that for

the night's catastrophe she was as free from blame

as himself, yet Esmeralda, being Esmeralda, would

turn her back on reason and persist in turning the

knife in her own wound. Speech failed him ; but

the voiceless prayer of his heart found an answer,

for no words that he couid hiave; spoken could

have appealed to his wife's h^airt as did his silence

and the helpless sorrow of his face.

She came running to him, fell at his feet, and

laid her beautiful head upon his knee.

*' Geoff, it's so hard, for I was trying I In my

own foolish way I was trying to please you. I

T72
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may have been hasty, I may have been rash, but

I did mean to do right. ... I did try I I've

loved yooi all the time, Geoff, but I was spoiled.

You were too good to me. My nature was not fine

enough to stand it. I presumed on your love.

I imagined, vain fool I that nothing could kill it,

and then you opened my eyes. You said yourself

that I had worn you out. ... It killed me, Geoff,

to think you had grown tired I

"

" Joan, darling, let's forget all that. I've been

at fault too ; there were faults on both sides, but

we have always loved each other ; the love was

there just as surely as the sun is behind the clouds.

And now ... we need our love. . . . I—I'm

worn out, dear. I can't go through this if you fail

me. Bury the past, forget it. You are my wife,

I am your husband—^we need each other. Our

little child 1

"

They clung together, weeping. In each mind

was a great o'ershadowing dread, but the dread

was not the same. The father asked of himself

•Would the boy die? The mother—Would he

live, blinded, maimed, crippled?

The door opened, a small face peered in and

withdrew. Pixie had seen the entwined arms, the

heads pressed together, and realized that she was
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not needed. She crept away, and sat alonti

watching the slow dawn.

The verdict of the specialists brought no lessen-

ing of the strain. It was too soon to judge; : the

shodk was severe, and it was a question of strength

holding out. Too soon to talk about the eyes.;

That must be left. There were injuries, no doubt,

but in the present condition of inflannnation and

collapse it was only possibles fo wait. And to

wait was, to the distracted' mother, the most

imbearable; torture she could have had to endure.

The great house was quiet as thfe graVes ; the

three guests had departed, little Geoff h^d been

carried away by the vicar's wife to the refuge of

full, healthful nursery. The boy wasown

shocked and silenced by the tht)ught of his

brother's danger, but at five years of age a con-

tinuance of griel is as little to be expected as

desired, and nothing could be left to chance.

A cry beneath the window, aL sudden, unexpected

noise might be; sufficient tQ turn the frail balance.

Pixie was alone, more helplessly, achingly alone

than she hjad been in her life. The doors of the

sickroom were closed against her. Joan had no

need of her. Joan wanted Geoffrey—Geoffrey

only—Geoffrey alone to herself. Even Bridgie's

JTA
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telegraphed offer had been refused. " Not now 1

No. Don't let her come—later on," Esmeralda

said, and turned restlessly away, impatient even

of the slight interruption.

If it had been an ordinary, middle-claSs house,

wherein sudden illness brings so much strain and

ypset. Pixie would have exj>ended herself in

service, and haVe foimd comfort in so doing, but

in the great ordered house all moved like a weJI-

oiled machine. Meals appeaired on the table at

the ordinary hours, were carried aweCy untouched,

to be replaced by others equally tempting, equally

futile. Banks of flowers bloomed in the empty

rooms, servants flitted about their duties:; there

was no stir, no stress, no overwork, no need a;t

all for 2L poor little sister-in-law ; nothing for

her to do but wander disconsolately from room to

room, from garden to garden, to weep alone, a!nd

pour out her tender heart in a passion of love and

prayer.

'" Christ, there are so many little boys in your

heaven—leave us Jack I God, have pity on

Esmeralda I She's his mother. ... * Her beloved

son */ Must he go? •*
. . .

The silent house felt hke a prison. Pixie

opened a side door and crept out into th^ garden.
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The sun was shining cloudlessly, the scent of

flowers hung on the air, the birds sang blithely

overhead ; to a sorrowful heart there seemed

something almost brutal in this indifference of

Nature. How could the sun shine when a little

innocent human soul lay suffering cruel torture

in that upper room?

Pixie made her way to her favourite seat at the

end of a long, straight path, bordered on each

side by square-cut hedges of yew. On the north

side the great bush had grown to a height of

eight or ten feet. With a width almost as great
;

on the southern side the hedge was kept trimmed

to a level of four feet, to allow a view of the

sloping park. For two hundred yards the path lay

straight as a die between those grand old hedges ;

occasionally a peacock strutted proudly along its

length, trailing its tail over the gravel, and then

the final touch of picturesqueness was given to

the scene, but event the approach of an ordinary

humdrum human had an effect of dignity, of

importance, in such old-world surroundings. It

gratified Pixie's keen sense of what it dramatically

termed ** a situation** to place herself in this point

of vantage and act the part of audience ; and

to-day, though no one more; interesting than a
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gardeiiier was likely to appear, she yet made

instinctively ion the? accustomed place. The

sombre green of the yew was more in accord

with hen mood Hb^n the riot of blossom in the

gardens beyond, and she was out of sight of those

terriblic; upper windows. At any moment, as it

seemed, a hand fromj within might stretch out to

lower those blinds, k r. ^. Could one live through

the moment that sa^ tiiem; fall?

Pixie lieaned biat^ in her seat, and lived dreamily

over the happenings of th]e last three days. The

ming after thet accident th,e three visitors had

made haste to pack, and depart in different direc-

tions—Honor and Robert Carr to town, Stanor

Vaughan to friends at the oth^r side of the county.

Honor had relief on Robert's escort, but he had

h^u:ried off by the nine o'clock train, excusing hinl-

self on the score of urgent business, which fact

added largely to the girl's depression.

It was four o'clock. All day long Pixie had

been alone, imneeded^ .unobserved, for Joau refused

to leave; the nurs;ery floor, ;even for meals, and

Geoffrey remainjed by hfer side. Looking back

over the whole course of her life, the girl could

not remember a time whfen she had been so utterly

thrown on herself. Always there had beien some
The Love Afairs of Pixie. \'JJ M
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one at haild to love, to pity, to demand. At school,

at the time of her father's death, there had been

a bevy of dear girl friends—saintly Margaret,

spectacled Kate, Clara of the high forehead and

long upper lip, Lottie, pretty and clever, each

vieing with the other to minister to her needs.

Pixie followed in thought the history of each old

friend. Margaret had become a missionary and

had sailed for far-off China, Clara was mistress

in a High School, Lottie lived in India, married

to a soldier husband, Kate was domiciled as

governess m Scotland. All were far away, all

engrossed in new interests, new surroundings.

Later on, in Pixie's own life, a lonely time had

come when she liad been sent to Paris, to finish

her education in the home of the dear school

Mademoiselle. She had been lonely then, it is

true—homesick, homeland-sick, so sick that she

had even contemplated running away. But how

good they had been to her^-Mademoiselle and her

d.ear old father—how wise, how tactful, above all,

how kind! Monsieur had died a few years before

and gone to his last " repose," and Mademoiselle

marvellous and incredible fact—Mademoiselle had

maruied a grey-bearded, bald-headed personage

whom her English visitor had mentally classed as
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a contemporary of " mon pire,'' and fettering on

the verge of dotage. It appeared; however, by

after accounts, that he was barely fifty, which

Dick Victor insisted was an age of comparative

vigour. '*' Quite a suitable match I
" he had pro-

nounced it, but Pixie obstinately withheld her

approval. Mademoiselle, as mademoiselle, would

have been a regular visitor for life ; Madame,

the wife of a husband exigent in disposition, and

deeply distrustful of -*
le mer^^ must perforce stay

dutifully at home in Paris, and was therefore lost

to her English friends.

Ah I the years—^wfalat changes they brought I

what toll they demanded I So many friends lost

to sight, drifted afar by the stream of life. So

many chang;es, so many bij^aks. WJuxt would, th0

years bring next?

Pixie shut her eyes and leaned back in her scat,

and being yoimg, and sad, and faint, and hungry,

and very, very tired. Mother Natiure came to her

aid, and laying gentle; fingers on the closed lids

sealed them in sleep, hec kindliest gift.

Pixie slept, and round the comer of this straight

green hedge fate came marching towards her, with

footsteps growing momentarily louder and louder

upon the gravel path.

Tffrt



CHAPTER XIV

A Proposal of Marriage

TANOR VAUGHAN stood with his hands

thrust deep into his pockets looking down

upon Pixie's pale, unconscious face. He
had motored thirty miles to hear the latest news

of the little patient—that was certainly one reason

of his visit ; but a second had undoubtedly been

to see once more the little patient's aunt I At

the house he had been informed that Miss

O 'Shaughnessy was in the garden, and had

tracked her without difficulty to her favourite seat,

and now there she lay, poor, sweet, tired little

soul 1 with her head tilted back against the hedge,

and the wee mites of hands crossed upon her

lap—an image of weariness and dejection.

Stanor Vaughan felt within him the stirrings of

tenderness and pity with which a strong man

regards weakness in any form. Pixie was by

nature such a jauuty little; thiog that it seemed
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doubly pathetic to see her so reduced, A fellow

wanted to take her up in his arms, and comfort

her, and make her smile again. A flush rose

in Stanor's cheeks as he recalled an incident of

the night of the accident. After the hurried return:

to the house, the three guests had sat alone, waiting

in miserable suspense for the doctor's verdict, but

Pixie had disappeared. No one knew where she

had gone. Honor searched for her in vain, and

at last in an access of anxiety Stanor himself took

up the quest. He found her at last, perched on

the wide windoW-seat of la^ uppet window, but all

his persuasions could not move her from her post.

** Let me stay here I
" she persisted. " It

comforts me. I can see—I can see the lighis/"

" You mean the motor lamps as they come up

the drive?
"

"No," she said simply, -* I mean the stars.*'

Stanor was as unimaginative as most men of

his age, and his first impression was that the poor

Httle thing was off her head. He crept downstairs

and rang for a basin of the good warm soup with!

which he and his companions had been provided

an hour before.. When it was brought he carried

the tray carefully up three long flights of stairs,

and besought of Pixie to drink it forthwith*

tRt
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She shook her head, and all his persuasions

could not rouse her to the exertion ; but being

an obstinate young man, he but set his lips and

determined to succeed.

This time, however, he resorted to force instead

of persuasion, for, having placed the tray on a

corner of the sill, he filled the spoon with soup

and held it determinedly to the girl's lips. Now,

if she moved or made a fuss, the soup would

assuredly be spilled, and no living girl would

voluntarily pour soup over her frock I But Pixie

made no fuss. Meekly, obediently as a little bird,

she opened her lips, and swallowed, and swallowed

again and again, until the bowl was emptied of

its contents. There was something so trustful

and unconscious about the action that the young

man felt the smart of tears in his eyes—the first

tears he had known for many a long year.

When the soup had been finished he went away

again, and came bkck with a warm shawl which

he had procured from a maid. In wrapping it

round the quiescent figure his hands had

accidentally come in contact with hers, and finding

them cold as ice, it seemed the natural thing to

chafe them gently between his own. jQ^uite natural

also Pixie appeared to find the action, for the

iR^
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cold little fingers had tightened affectionately

round his own. It was left to him to flush and feel

embarrassed ; Pixie remained placidly immoved.

The memory of those moments was vivid with

Stanor as he stood this morning looking down on

the sleeping girl. All through the three days of

separation her image had pursued him, and he

had longed increasingly to see her again. The

tragic incidents of that long night had had more

effect in strengthening his dawning love than many

weeks of placid, uneventful lives. It had brought

them heart to heart, soul to soul ; all the little

veneers and conventions of society had been thrust

aside, and it seemed to him that the crisis had

revealed her altogether sweet and true.

When a young man is brought suddenly face

to face with death, when it is demonstrated before

his eyes that the life of the youngest among' us

hangs upon a thread, he is in the mood to appre-

ciate the higher qualities. Stanor had told himself

uneasily that he had been " too slack," that he

had not thought enough about * these things."

The friends with whom he had consorted were

mostly careless pleasure-lovers like himself, but this

little girl was made of a finer clay. To live with

her would be an inspiration : she would " pull a
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fellow together." . . . There was, however, to

quite honest, another and less worthy impetusi

which urged Stanor forward, but over this he

preferred to draw a mental veil.; We are all

guilty of the absurdity of ppsing for our own

benefit, and Stanor, like the rest, preferred to

believe himself actuated wholly by Jicrfty motives

rather than partially by the wounded pride of ia£

young man who has just discovered that he has

been "managed" by an elder I

He sat down on the seat beside Pixie, and

laid his hand gently over hers. They opened

automatically to receive it ; even before she lifted

her lids he felt the welcoming toucl]^ ^uwJ felt it

characteristic of her nature.

" Yofi! " she cried gladly.: ^* Mr. Vaughan, *tis

you I Oh, that's nice I Was I sleeping, that I

didn't see you come? >: r^ > I thought I should

never sleep again. Jack can't sleep*! If he slept

he might get well."

" He is sleeping now," said Stanor quietly. -' A
man was sent to the lodge to answer aU inquiries,

so that there should not be even a crunch on the

path. He is sleeping soimdly and well. If he

sleeps on

Pixie nodded, heii fz^ce aglow.
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" Oh, thank God I Hovi^ I thank Hto I Sleep

will make all the difference. ;, > . Till now it's

been nothing but a moment's nap aiid awake

again, with a scream. We've agonized for sleep I

I could not have gone off so soundly if I hadn'C

known, inside, that Jack was asleep too. When

you love an^ one Very, very much, what touches

them touches you. You can't keep iapart. You

mayn't always know it with your mindj but the

best part of you, the part ws I

"

She smiled in his face with frank, glad eyes, but

Stanor flushed and looked at the ground.
«« Should you know it, if / were unhappy. Pixie?

I should know it about you. I came this after-

noon partly, mostly, because I knew how you'd be

feeling, and I thought, I hoped, that I might help.

Does it help you. Pixie, to have me sitting beside

you, instead of being aione? Ought I to have

come, or stayed away? "

*- I'm glad you came ; I love to have you.

I've been sad before this, but I've never been

sad by myself I Esmeralda isn't my sister at this

moment, she's just Jack's mother, and there's only

one person who can help her, and that is Jack's

father. Later on 'twill change I " A flash of

joy lit up the white face . *- DjO you know what

ISC
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I'm waiting for? If Jack lives, as soon as he's

conscious and out of pain he'll send for me I He'll

want me to tell him stories, and the stronger he

grows the more stories he'll want 1 Hell need

me then—they'll all need me I

"

'* Of course they'll need you. Other people

need you, Pixie, besides your relations. Why
do you always go back to them? I was speaking

of myself. / need you I I've felt all at sea with-

out you these last days. I never met a girl like

you before. Most girls are all one way or another

so serious that they're dull, or so empty-headed

that it's a waste of time to talk to them. You

you are such a festive little thing. Pixie ; a

fellow could never be dull in your company, and

yet you're so good I You have such sweet

thoughts ; you are so unselfish, so kind."

*' Go on I
" cried Pixie urgently. " Go on 1

"

Her cheeks had flushed, her eyes sparkled with

animation. ** It's the most reviving thing in the

world to hear oneself praised, I could listen to it

for hours. In what particular way, now, would

you say that I was * sweet? '
"

She peered at him, complacent, curious, blight-

ingly unconscious of his emotions, and the young

man felt a stirring of hot impatience.. Insinuation

T«6
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and innuendo were of no use where Pixie

O'Shaughnessy was concerned ; an ordinary girl

might scent a proposal afar off and amuse herself

by an affectation of iimocence, but nothing short

of a plain declaration of love woidd convince Pixie

of his sincerity.

•' Pixie," he said suddenly, " look at me 1

"

He took her hands in his, and drew her round so

as to face him as they sat. " Look at me. Pixie,"

he repeated. "Look in my eyes. Tell me, what

do you see?
"

Pixie looked, her own eyes wide and amazed.

Her fingers stirred within his hands with a

single nervous twitch and then lay still, while

into her eyes crept an expression of wonder

and awe.

"I don't know. , . . I don't know. . . . What

do I see?"
** Love, Pixie! My love. My love for you.

s r. . I've fallen in love with you, darling ; didn't

you know? I knew it that last evening when

we were together upstairs. I've known it better

and better each day since ; and to-day I couldn't

stay away, I couldn't wait any longer. . . . Pixie,

do you love me too?
"

" Df course I love you. How could I help
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it? " cried Pixie warmly. Her fingers tightened

round his with aflfectionate pressure, her eyes

beamed encouragingly upon him.

Never could there have been a warmer, a more

spontaneous response, and yet, strange to relate,

its very ardour had a chiUing effect, for Stanor,

though young, was experienced enough to realize

that it is not in this fashion that a girl receives

a declaration of love from the man of her hearty

He himself had struggled with shyness and agita-

tion ; he was conscious of flushed cheeks, of a

hoarseness of voice, of the beating of pulses ;

then surely a girl taken by surprise, faced suddenly

with the question of such enormous import, shouki

not be less moved than he.

I

The words died upon his lips ; involuntarily

his hands relaxed their grasp. There was ai

moment of impossible impasse and strain before,^

with a realized effort, he forced himself to express

a due delight.

*' That makes me very happy. Pixie. I—I was

afraid you might not care, I'm not half good

enough for you, I know that, but I'll do my
best. I'll- do everything I can to make you happy.

I'm not rich, you know, darling ; we should have

to live on what I can make independently of
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the uncle, for he has peculiar views. He doesn't

wish me to marry. »f

<« Marry! " Tq>eated Pixie deeply. She sat bolt

upright in her seat, her eyes suddenly alight

with interest and excitement. Incredible as it

might appear, Stanor realized that this was the

first moment when the idea of marriage had entered

her brain. " Is it marrying you are talking about?

You want me to marry you? '*

" You funny little soul. Of course I want it.

Why else should I talk about loving?
"

" I thought," she said sighing, ** it was just

nice feeling 1 It's natural for people to love each

other when they live together in the same house

and come through trouble. . . . And we're both

attractive. . . . You don't need to marry every

one you love I

"

" I do," declared Stanor, '' when it's a girl-

when it's yoa! I want to have you for my owUj,

and keep you to myself, and how can I do that if

you're not my wife? If you love me, you must

want to be with me too. Don't you, dear, don't

you wish it? {A^uldn't you like to be my
wife?

"

Pixie tilted her head in her well-known attitude

of consideration*

T$in
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-
^^ I—I think I should I " she pronounced

judicially. **
I liked you from the moment we

met, and youVe a good disposition. Dispositions

are important in marriage. And I'm domestic

;

you like domestic girls, and it's convenient when

you're poor. . - . On how much a head would

you expect me to keep house? "

But that was too much for Stanor's endurance ;

he seized her in his strong arms and shook her

with a tender violence.

" Pixie, you little witch, don't be so blightingly

matter-of-fact I I'm making you a declaration of

love. Kindly receive it in a suitable fashion.

. . . A—a fellow expects a girl to be a little—er

sentimental and poetic, and—er—overcome, don't

talk

much a head! "

"I've never been proposed to before. You

must excuse me if I make mistakes. I'm quite

willing to be sentimental ; I dote upon sentiment,"

declared Pixie in anxious propitiation. . . .

** Let's go back to where you were talking about

me 1 Tell me exactly what it is that you most

admire? "

Stanor had been hoping for a: little adulation

for himself, but he galLmtly stifled his feelings

TOO
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and proceeded to offer the incense which he

believed would be most acceptable.

'* Your character, darling. Your sweet and

tender heart I

"

*• How nice/' said Pixie flatly. She sat silent

for a moment and then ventured tentatively, - Not

my personal charm? "

" And your personal charm. Both I YouVe

more personal charm than any girl I know."

This was something like 1 Pixie beamed

content . At this moment she felt really

" engaged," and agreed rapturously with aU the

encomiums which 5he had heard given to this

happy condition. Success emboldened her to

further flights.

" The first time you met me : you didn't admire

me then I My appearance, I mean I You

remember you said
f

»

*'
I did. Yes I But you were so sweet in for-

giving me that I admired you instantly for that^^

cried Stanor, skilfully turning the subject to safer

ground. ** And when you're my wife, Pixie, you

will seem the most beautiful woman in the world

in my eyes. It is very unworldly of you to consent

without asking more about my affairs, for I am

a poor match for you, little one.

TOT

takes
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for a txian to make a] decent income in business,

and I have so little experience. My uncle has

always promised to buy trie a partnership in some

good fimi, but of course there would have to be

some preliminary training. And if he did not

* « :. approve. . . ."

ti But he mast approve ; we must make him.

We couldn't marrv without his consent. He's been

so good to you I

"

" He has, uncommonly good ; but when it

comes to marrying, it's a fellow's own affair.. I

shall go my own way./*

"He's lame I"

"Dear little girl, what has that to do with the

case in point?
'*

'• .Well, I think it has I " persisted Pbcie

obstinately.. '-It has to me. We must be nice

to him, Stanor, and make him be pleased, whether

he wants to or not. . . . Did you notice how

naturally I called you * Stanor '?
"

" I did 1 Couldn't you manage to put some-

thing before it by way of completion? "

"Nice Stanor I Handsome Stanor I Clever,

sensible, discriminating Stanor 1

"

** iQuite so," said the discriminating one dryly,

"but I should have liked- " Suddenly he
tn^
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burst into a ringing boyish laugh. "This is the

rummiest proposal that was ever made 1

"

Pixie looked anxious.

••Is it? -Rum'.? .What exactly does * rum *

mean, applied to a proposal? It didn't sound

approving. It's my very, own proposal, and I

won't have it abused. I've enjoyed it very much.

I think we shall be very happy, Stanor,;^ • •

when we are married and settled down in our own

little house."

Stanor looked at her keenly, and as he looked

he sighed.

f€ Dear little Pixie," he said gently, **
I hope we

shaU I
•'
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CHAPTER XV

Esmeralda is Troubled

«4 NGAGED. 1
'* cried Esmeralda shrilly.

" Engaged 1 You 1 To Stajior Vaughan?

Pixie O'Shaughnessy, I never heard

such nonsense in my life."

** Then youVe listened to an uncommon amoimt

of sense. I should not have thought it, to judge

from your actions/' returned Pixie, nettled,

** Twould be interesting to hear what strikes you

as so ridiculous about it I

**

It was three days after Stanor's unexpected

visit with its momentous consequences, but in con-

sideration of the anxiety of Jack's parents, the

news had been withheld until the boy had been

pronounced out of danger. Only this morning had

the glad verdict been vouchsafed. Jack would

live
;

given a steady, even improvement, with no

unforseen complications, he would live, and in a

few weeks time be up and about once more. The
JCiA
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eye trouble would be more lasting, for the child

was of a peculiarly sensitive nature, and the shock

seemed inclined to localize itself in the eyes. The

sight itself would be saved, but for some years

to come, it would need the most careful tending.

He must wear darkened spectacles ; be forbidden

to read ; be constantly under skilled care. Given

such precautions the sight would probably become

normal in later years. .. ., >.

When the first verdict was given, the father,

and mother clung to one another in an ecstasy of

relief and thankfulness. Throughout those last

days

oan

into her own soul and beheld with opened eyes

the precipice on which she stood. How far, how

far she had travelled since those early married

days, when, with her first-bom in her arms, her

highest ambition had been that she should be

enabled so to train him that he should grow up,

to be, in the words of the bcau,tiful old phrase,

" A soldier of Christ 1
" Of late years she had had

many ambitions for her boys, bi^t they had been

ambitions of the world, worldly. The old faith

had been gradii^ly neglected and allow)ed to sink

into the background of life.. In her owu strength

IOC
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she had walked, in: her own weakness she ha'd

failed. .Yet now, in default of punishment,, good-

ness and mercy were once more to bte her portion"!

All the nobility in Joan's nature rose up as she

pledged herself afresh to a new—a higher life I

Jack would live, their boy would live—that was

for days the one thought pf which the parents

were conscious. For the father it was perfect joy,

but for the mother there still rem'ained a pang.

Only Esmeralda herself ever knew the anguish

of grief which she endured on account of her baby's

altered looks. Little Jack, with his angel face,

his halo of curls, his exquisite, innocent eyes, had

been a joy to behold, iWaking, sleeping, merry,

sad—^at one aud every moment of his, life the

mere sight of him,' had been as an open sesame

to the hearts of those who beheld. The knife

turned in his mother's heart at the thought of

Jack shorn, scarred, spectacled. She dared not

confide her grief to her husbaad. He would not

understand. Looks! What could looks matter,

when the child had been delivered from death?

Joan could see in imagination the expression on

his face, hear the shocked tones of his voice ; she

would not betray her feelings and risk a break of

the new, sweet understanding between them. AU
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men were alike. There were occasions wKen

only another woman could understand.

Joan went upstairs to the empty nursery and

found Marie weeping: in her chair,

* • Petite lapin ! petite chirie ! petite ange

!

Comfort thyself, Madamfe," she sobbed, " we can:

have glasses like the young American—she who

visited Madame last year. No rims hardly to be

observed 1 And the hair—that will grow—of a

surety it will grow. A little long upon the fore-

head, and voila! the scar is hid. . i. . A little

care, Madame, a little patience, and he will ba

once more our petit amour! *^

•* Marie," said her mistress firmly, " looks are

a secondary ^air. iWe ought to be too thankful

to think of looks 1

'*

" Oest vrai^ Madame," replied Marie demurely,

" Vest vrcd^^ and Joan Hilliard went back to her

room with a lightened heart, and determined to

write at once to town to ask particulars concerning

rimless spectacles. . «

And now here was Pixie, with this preposterou;?,

ridiculous tale ! At sight of her young sister Joan

had felt a pang of contrition. She had forgotten

all about her these last terrible days. Poor girl I

she must have been terribly lonely, but that was

»
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the best of Pixie—«be was always ready to forgive

and forget. Joan kissed her warmly, murmured

apologies, and inquired affectionately how the long

days had been passed. And then—out it came 1

*• Why ridiculous?" echoed Joan. "My dear,

how could it be anything else? Five days ago,

when we were all together, there wasn't a sign

of such a thing. Stanor was attracted by you,

of course ; but he was not in love. He was

always cheerful, alwaiys merry. How different

from poor Robert, who is eating his heart out for

Honor iWard 1

"

" I hope," said Pixie deeply, " that Stanor will

always keep cheerful- It won't be my fault if

he does not. No man shall * eat his heart out

'

for me if I can help it I

*t

Joan glanced at her quickly. She had caught

the tone of pain in the beautiful voice, and softened

to it with instant response.

** Yes, dear, of course. You'd never flirt,

you're too honest, but, all the same, Pixie, I stick to

my opinion. I don't believe for a moment that

Stanoi: Yaughan is in love with you, and I'm

ositivfily sure that you are not in love with him 1
'^

"^CaXiL you look into my heart, Esmieraldla, and

what is there?"

frtft
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t»
Yes, I can. In this instanc*e I can. Fifty

times better than you, can yourself. You are

pleased, you are flattered, you are interested. You

were miserable and lonely (that's my fault, for

leaving you alone. I don't know what Bridgie

will say to me !) and Stanor was sorry for you,

you appealed to his chivalry, and you were just

in the mood to be swept off your feet, without

realizing what it all meant. Pixie, when you told

me just now, you were quite calm-, you never even

blushed I
'^

I don't think," reflected Pixie thoughtfully^,
t«

'-I ever blushed in my life."

It occurred to her uncomfortably that Stanor

also had noticed the omission, and had felt himself

defrauded thereby. She wondered ujieasily if one

could learn to blush I

As for Esmeralda, the words carried her back

in a rush to the dear days of childhood, when the

little sister had been the pet and pride of the

family. Indeed, and Pixie had had no need to

blush I her very failings had been twisted round

to pose as so many assets in her favour, while hec

own happy self-confidence had instilled the beliel

that every one wanted her, every one appreciated.

iWhat cause had Pixie O'Shaughnessy to blush?!

inn
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" Mavoumeen I
" cried Esmeralda tenderly, " I

know. Thank God yiOuVe never need^' to blush

or feel afraid, but. Pixie, when love comes, it's

different, everything is different I It's a new birth.

The old confidence goes, for it's a new life tKat

lies ahead, and one stands trembling on the

brink. . . > If what you feel is the right thing,

you'll understand. Pixie, dear, do I seem the

wrong person to talk like this? You know how

it has been with us. iWe drifted apart—Geoff

and I—so far apart that I thought . ;. >: I can't

talk of it—you know what I thought—but, Pixie^

think ! if the feeling between us had not been

the real thing, if we had married on affection only,

wnere should we have been now? Geoffrey loved

me so much that he bore with me, through all these

years of strain, and w'hen this great trouble caniQ,

he forgave me at once, forgave everything, blotted

it right out, and thought of nothing but how to

help me most. A cloud had rolled up between us,

but it was only a cloud, the love wa3 there all

the time, hidden, like the sun, ready to shine out

again. . . . Oh, Pixie, dear, the right thing is

so wonderful, so grand, that I can't let you miss

it for the sake of a mistake. You are so young.

You don't understand. Let me write to Stanoc

'^rn
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to-night and tell him it's a mistake, that you

didn't know your own mind !

" You may talk till doomsday, Esmeralda," said

Pixie quietly, " but I shall keep my word I
''

Mentally Pixie had been deeply impressed by

the other's confidences, and not a little perturbed

thereby, but it was against her sense of loyalty

to allow such feelings to appear. To her own

heart she confessed that she was altogether with;-

out this strange sense of elation, this mysterious

new birth which Esmeralda considened all ime-

portant under the circumstances. Shfe was cer-

tainly happy, for with Stanor's coming the cloud

which had hovered over the house had begun to

disperse. She had opened' her owa eyes to the

good news of Jack's first sleep, scud eaidh day thte

improvement had continued, while Stanor motored

over, to sit by her side, dieering her, saying loving,

gentle things, building castles in th^ air of a life

together. . . . Yes, she was very happy, but u > !•

she had been happy before, there was nothing

astoundingly, incredibly neu^ in her sensations.:

Pixie sent her thoughts back into the past, en-

deavouring to recall recollections of Joan's engagje-

ment, of Bridgie's, of Jack's. Yes, certainly they

had all become exceedingly different under the
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new conditions. She recalled in especial Bridgie's

face beneath her bridal veil. Child as she herself

had been at that time she had been arrested by

that expression : nor had she been allowed to

forget it, for from time to time during the last

six years she had seen it again. " The shiny

look I
** she had christened it in her thoughts.

Sweet and loving were Bridgie's eyes for every

soul that breathed, but that one particular look

shone for one person alone 1 Pixie's heart con-

tracted in a pang of longingi ; it waa almiost like

the pang she had felt in the drawing-room of

Holly House on that dread afternoon when the news

of her fathjcr's death had been broken to her—ai

pang of longing, a sore, sore feeling of something

wanting. She shivered, then drew herself together

with indignant remembrance. She was engaged!

What sentiments were these for an engaged girl?

How could she feel a blank when still more love

was added to her share?

" If you talk till doomsday, Esmeralda, I'll

keep my word. Stanor loves mte and says I can

help him. I said I would, and, me dear, / will!

Wfie've been through a lot of trouble this last

week, isn't it a pity to try to make; njore for m>

good? My mind's made up I

"'

in'y
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Joan Hilliard was silent. In her heart of hearts

she realized that there was nothin:g| more to

say. Pixie was Pixie. As well try to move a

mountain from its place, as persuade that sweet,

loving, most loyal of creatures to drawi back from

a solemn pledge. Something might be done with

Stanor perhaps, or, failing Stanor, through that

erratic person, his uncle. She must consult with

Geoffrey and Bridgie, together they migfat insist

upon a period of waiting and separation before a

definite engagement was announced. Pixie was still

under age. Until her twenty-first birthday her guar-

dians might safely demiand a delay. Joan knew

that Stanor Vaughan had had passing fancies

before now, and had little belief that the present

entanglement would prove more lasting. Circum-

stances had induced a sj^cial intimacy with Pixie,

but when they were separated he would repent,^

, . . If he himself set Pixie free I ^ . .So fax

did Joan's thoughts catry her, then, looking at

the girl's happy face, she fielt a sharp paa^ of

contrition.

** Me dear, I want you to be happy:l If it

makes you happy to mjarry Stanor, I'll give you

my blessing, ^nd the finest trousses^ that mon;ey

can buy. You're young yet, and he has his way
20^
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to make. You'll have to wait patiently for a few

years, until he can make a home, but it's a happy

time, being engaged. I feel defrauded myself

to have had so little of it. Storing up things in

a bottom drawer, and picking up old furniture

at sales, and polishing it up so lovingly, thinking

of where it is going, and letters coming and going,

and looking forward to the time when he'll comfe

down next—'tis a beautiful time. Three or four

years ought to pass like a trice I

** Besides leaving plenty of time to change your

mmd. I know you;, me dear 1 " cried Pixie

shrewdly. ** I see through you f You'll be re-

lieved to hear that the date has not beem

mentioned, but you can start with the trousseau as

soon as yo(u; please;. I'll take it in quarterly,

instalments, and spin out the pleasure, besides

sparing my friends the shock of seeing me sud-

denly turn grand. My affianced suitor is coming

to proffer a formal demand for my hand. Will ye

be kind to him now, and give him some tea? "'

** I will," said Joan readiiy. To herself she

added : '* iWe are all alike, we O'Shaughnessys,

we wUl be led, but we will not be driven. It*s

no use appearing to object I Things nxust just

take theii: course . m -^
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CHAPTER XVI

The "Runcle'' Intervenes

S little Jack continued to progress towatds

convalescence, the attention of the house-

hold became increasingly absorbed by

the astounding fact of Pixie's projected engagfe-

ment. Bridgie, detained' at home by malapropos

ailments on the part of the children, wrote urgejnt

letters by daily posts, contradicting herself on every

point saving one alone—the advisability of delay.

Geoffrey Hilhard sls host, Dick Victor as guardian.

Jack, Pat, and Miles as brothers, proposed,

seconded, and carried by acclamation the same

waiting policy. And no one who has the faintest

knowledge of human nature will need to be told

that such an attitude had the effect of rousing the

youthful lovers to the liveliest impatience,

Stanor in particular was moved to rebellion.

His pride was hurt by so lukewarm a reception

of his addresses, which was all the more disagree-
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able for being unexpected. The Hilliards had

shown so much friendship and hospitahty to him

as a friend, that he had taken for granted that

they would welcome him in a closer relationship.

He was not a great parti it was true, but then

by her own confession Pixie had no fortime of

her own, and had been accustomed to modest

means. Stanor did not say to himself in so many

words that he happened to possess an exceptionally

handsome and popiilar personality, he refused

even to frame ^ definite thought to that effect

;

nevertheless the consciousness was there, and added

to his chagrin.

Lounging along the country lanes, his hands

thrust deep into his pockets, Stanor told himsel£

that it was a disappointing old world ; a fellow

always imagined that when he got engaged he

would have the time of his life ; in books a fellows

was represented as walking upon air, in a con-

dition of rapture too intense for belief—it was

disappointing to find his own experience fall so

short of the ideal I

Sweet little Pixie, of course, was a; beguiling

creature. Stanor would not admit any short-

comings in his fianci0, but he did allow himsetE

to wonder tentatively if he had spoken too soon t

• t
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if she were not, perhaps, a trifle young to under-

stand the meaning of the new claim. The daily

interviews which he had been vouchsafed had been

full of interest and charm, but they had not suc-

ceeded in stifling* the doubt which had mailred

the first minutes of acceptance, for alas 1 it was

when Pixie was the most affection^ate that her

lover was most acutely conscious of the subtle

want. And then, as if there was not already

enough worry and trouble, there was the Rimkle.

, . . The Runkle would be bound to put in his

oar I

Stanor had delayed sending word of his engage-

ment to the mail who stood to him in the place of

a father, silencin^g his conscenice by the assertion

that there was yet nothing to announce. Until

Pixie's guardians came down from their present

unnatural position, there might be an understand-

ing, but there could not be said to be a: formal

engagement.

It was Pixie herself who finally forced him to

dispatch the news. It was Stanor's first experi-

ence of arguing a^ point with a woman, and a

most confusing experience he found it. Pixie in-

variably agreed with every separate argument as

he advanced it, saw eye to eye with hitn on each
'>r\'7
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sepat^te point, sympathized warmly with his

scruples, and then at the very moment when she

was expected to say " yes " to the final decision,

said " no/' and stuck to it with conviction.

jQuestioned as to the reason of such inconsistency,

she had only one excuse to plead, and she pledl

it so often and with such insistence that it seemed

easier to give in than to continue the argxmaent.

" Yes, but he's lame 1
" came back automatically

as the answer to every remonstrance, till Stanor

shrugged his shoulders and sat down to write his

letter.

Pixie was indeed, as the family had it,
** the

soft-heartedest creature I
** He loved her for it,

but none the less depression seized him anew.

Now there would be the Runkle to tackle ! More

arguments I More objections I A fellow ought

to be jolly happy when he was married, to makej

up for all the fuss and agitation which went

before. • >

Stanor's letter of announcement was short and

to the point, for he was not in the mood to lapse

into sentiment. ' By return of post came the

Runkle *s reply, short also, and non-commital-

nothing more, in fact, than the announcement that

he preferred to discuss the matter in person, and
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would the following' day arrive at a: certain hotels

where he bade his nephew meet him. Stanor

therefore made his excuses to his hostess, packed

his bag, and dispatched a letter of explanation to

his fiancie, unconscious of the fact that she was

at that very hour receiving information first hand.

It came about in the most natural and simple

fashion. As Pixie, roaming the grounds bare-

headed to gather a bouquet of wild flowers to

present to the little invalid, emerged suddenly upon

the drive, she found a tall, grey-coated stranger

leaning against a tree in an attitude expressive

of collapse- He was very tall, and very thin ; the

framework of his shoulders was high and broad,

but from them the coat seemed to flap around a

mere skeleton of a frame. His hair was dark,

his complexion pale, and leaning back with closed

eyes he looked so alarmingly ill and spent, that^

dropping the flowers to the groimd. Pixie leaped

forward to the rescue.

" You're ill. « .. ., Let me help I There's a seat

close by. .: , > Lean on me I

'*

The stranger opened his eyes, and Pixie started^

as most people did start when they first looked

into Stephen Glynn's eyes, which were of XixaJi

deep, intense blue which is romantically dubbed
The Love Affairs of PixU. 200 O
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purple and fringed with dark lashes, which added

still further to their depth. They were sad eyes,

tired eyes, eyes of a;n exceeding and pitiful beauty,

eloquent of suffering and repression. They looked

out under dark, level brows, and with their in-

tense earnestness of expression flooded the thin face

with life. As she met their gaze Pixie drew si

quick, gasping breath of surprise.

The stranger in his turn looked surprised and

startled ; he bent his head in involuntary salute,

and glanced down at the tiny arm offered for his

support. Six foot two he stood in his stockinged

feet, and there was this scrap of a girl offering her

little doll-like arm for support I His lips twitched,

and Pixie pounced on the meaning with her usual

agility.

" But I'm wiry," she announced proudly. ** You

wouldn't believe my strength till you try it. Just

for a few yards. . . . Round the comer by the

oak-tree. Please!
"

" You are too kind, I am not ill, but the walk

from the station is very steep aad I found it tiring,

that's all. I shall be glad to rest for a moment,

but I assure you no help is needed.'*

He took a step forward as he spoke, a quick, halt-

ing step, and Pixie looking on, exclaimed sharply-
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ft< ft
The Rankle t Stanor's Runkle ! It is You!

The stranger looked down sharply, his dark

brows puckering in astonishment.

" I am Stephen Glynn— * The Runkle/ as my
nephew is pleased to call me. But you—you

cannot be
»f

Pixie nodded vehemently.

"I am!—Pixie O'Shaughnessy. Going to be

your niece. I made Stanor write to tell

you. . .
'"

They seated themselves on the bench under the

oak-tree, and turning, faced each other in a long,

curious silence, during which each face assumed

a puzzled expression.

But you are younger than I expected 1
" cried

•i

Pixie.

" That is exactly what I was on the point ol

saying to you,** returned Mr. Glyim.

'" And yet we know exactly how old we bottt

are—twenty and thirty-five 1 " Pixie continued

volubly. " But you know how it is with yoimg

men—they have no patience to explain ! You'd

be amused if you could see the ima:ge I'd made

of you in my own mind. I expect 'twas the same

with yourself?
»f

" It was," agreed Mr. Glynn, and for a moment
-^T T
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imagined that his disappointment was his own

secret-only for a moment, however, then Pixie

tilted her head at him with a sideways nod of

comprehension.

*' Knowing, of course, that I was a sister of the

beautiful Mrs. Hilliard I No wonder you are dis-

appointed I
" The eyes smiled sympathy at him,

and the wide lips parted in the friendliest of smiles.

** You'll like me better when you know me 1

"

" I—I am quite sure," stammered Mr. Glynn,

and then drew himself up suddenly, as if doubtful

if agreement were altogether polite under the

circumstances. Once more his lips twitched,

and as their eyes met he and Pixie collapsfed

together into an irresistible laugh. He laughed

well, a rare and charming accomplishment, and

Pixie regarded him with benign approval.

"Quite romantic, isn't it? The noble kinsman

journeying in state to demand the hand of the

chatming maid, falls ill of the perils of the way,

and encounters a! simple cottage maid gathering

flowers, who succours the stranger in distress.

Their identity is then revealed. . . :« I do love

romances 1
'* cried Pixie gushingly. " And it's

much nicer having an interview out here than in a!

•tuflfy roon^. * ji . Please, Mr. Kinsman—begin. I

**
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He frowned, bit at his under lip, and moved

restlessly on the seat, glancing once and again at

the girl's bright, unclouded face.

** I'm afraid," he began slowly, '- that the matter

is not altogether! as simple as you suppose. Stanor

is not in a position to marry without my consent*

I think he has not sufficiently appreciated this fact.

If he had consulted me in the first instance I should

have endeavoured to prevent
ft

She turned her eyes upon him like a frightened

child. There was no trace of anger; nor wounded

pride—those he could have faced with! ease—but

the simple shock of the young face smote on his

heart.

seen

quickly. " My decision had no personal element.

I object at this stage to Stanor becoming engaged

to—anybody. He has, no doubt, explained to you

our relationship. His parents being dead, I made

myself responsible for his training. He may have

explained to you also my wish that for a few years

he should be free to enjoy his youth without any

sense of responsibility?"

Pixie nodded gravely.

** He has. I understood. You had missed those

years yourself, and knew they could never coma
9T2
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back, so you gave them to him as a gift—young,

happy years without a care, that he could treasure

up in his mind and remember all his life. Twas

a big gift I Stanor and I are grateful to

you. . > i.*^

Stephen Glynn looked at her : a long, thoughtful

glance. The programme which he had mapped

out for. his nephew had been unusual enough to

attract much notice. He had been alternately

annoyed and amused by the criticism of his neigh-

bours, all of whom seemed incapable of under-

standing his real motives. It seemed a strange

thing that it should be reserved for this slip of

a girl to see into his inmost heart. He was touched

and impressed, but that ** Stanor and I " hardened

him to his task.

** Thank you. You do understand. At the

moment Stanor may perhaps be inclined to ques-

tion the wisdom of my programme, but I think in

after years he will, as you say, look back. The

fact remains, however, that he has not yet tackled

the real business of life. He has haid, with my
concurrence, plenty of change and variety, which

I believe in the end will prove of service in his

life's work, and he has stood the test. Many young

fellows of his age would have abused their oppor-
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tunities. He has not done so. My only dis-

appointment has been that he has developed no

definite taste, but has been content to flit from

one fancy to the next, always carried away by the

latest novelty on the horizon.''

Once again she tilted her head and scanned him

with her wide, clear eyes.

" You mean Me? '* she said quickly. " I'm the

* Latest Novelty 1
" You mean that he'll change

about me, too? Isn't that what you mean? "

" My dear—Miss O'Shaughnessy " (incredible

though it appeared, Stephen had been on the verge

of saying " Pixie/* pure and simple) " you leap

too hastily to conclusions. I am afraid I must

appear an odious person 1 Believe me, I had no

intention of rushing into the very heart of this

matter as we liave done. My plan was to call

upon your sister and explain to her my
position

'*

«> f

Tis not my sister's business, 'tis mine,
ff

interrupted Pixie firmly. - * And it would be a

waste of time talking to her, for she'd agree with

every word you said. They don't want me to be

engaged. They think I'm too yoimg. If you

have anything to say, say it to ME. Vm the person

to be convinced.'*

^T e
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She settled herself more comfortably as she

spoke, turning towards him with one arlii resting

on the back of the bench, and hjer head leaning

against the upturned hand. The sim shone on

her face through the flickering branches. No,

she was not pretty; not in the least the sort of

girl Stanor was accustomed to fanjcy. Yet there

was something extraordinarily attractive about the

little faae, with its clear eyes, its wide, generous

mouth, its vivacity of expression. Already, after

a bare ten minutes* acquaintance, Stephen Glynn

so shrank from the prospect of hurting Pixie

O'Shaughnessy that it required an effort to keep

an unflinching front.

** I agree with your people," he said resolutely.

it and Staiior are too young;, and

this matter; has been settled too hastily. Apart

from that, I should object to any engagement

until he has proved his ability to work foil a wife.

I have a. position in view for him in a large

mercantile house in New York. After a: couple

of years' experience there he would come back to

the London house, and, if his work justified it, II

am prepared to buy him a partnership in the firm.

He would then be his own master, free to

do as he chose, but for these two years he miflst
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be free, with no other responsibility than this

work,"

•* You think," queried Pixie slowly, " that I

should interfeiie .. .. ,. that he would do his work

better without mte?
If

**
It's not a question of thinking, ^iss 0*Shaugh-

nessy. I am not content to think. I want to

make sure that Stanor will settle seriously to work

and keep inj the same mind. He is a good fellow,

a dear fellow, but, hitherto at least, he has not

been stable."

" He has nevet been. engaCged before? ''

" Not actually. I have been forewarned in

time to prevent matters reaching that length.

Twice over

A small hand waved imperiously for sileace.

" I don't ihink^'' said Pixie sternly, ** that you

have any right to tell m^ things like that. I£

Stanor wants me to know, he can tell me himself.

It's his affait. I am not sat all curious." She

drew a fluttering breath, aad stared down at the

ground, and a; silence followed during which

Stephen was denouncing himself as a hard-hearted

tyrant, when suddenly a minute voice spoke in his

• * iWere they—pretty P ft
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It was impossible to: resist the smile which

twitched at his lips. Unpleasant as was the

nature of his errand, he, the most unsmiling of

men, had already twice over been moved to merri-

ment, Stephen was reflecting on the incongruity

of the fact, when Pixie again answered his xmspoken

retort.

" It's not curiosity, it*s interest. Qaite a

different thing J And even if they were, it's much

re serious when a man cares for sL girl for hert

er—mental attractions, because they go on

getting better, instead of fading away like a pretty

face;. It's very difficult to know what is right.

. .: . I've promised Stanor, and he has promised

me^ and it se:ems a: poor way of showing that

you know your own, mind, to break your word at

the begiiming I

'- I don't ask you to break your word, Miss

O'Shaughnessy ; only to hold it in abeyance.

I am speaking in* Stanor's interests, which we

have equally at heart. I know his character—for-

give me I—better than you can do, and I am ask-

ing you to help me in arranging a probation which

I know to be wise under the circumstances. Let

him go to New York a free man ; let him work

and show his mettle, and at the end of two years.
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if you are both of the same mind, I will give you

every help in taiy power : but meantime there must

be no engagement, no tie, no regular correspond-

ence. You must both be perfectly free,: I am
sorry to appear hard-hearted, but these are

my conditions, eind I can't see my w!ay to alter

them.'*

" Well—why not? *'- cried Pixie un,expectedly.

iWhat time

hate writing". Stanor

not to have to bother about the mails. H.e can do

without letters. H-e *will know that I am waiting*."

She held out her hand with a suddeo, radiant smile.

*' And yoa will be pleased I It is thje least we

can do to 'consider your wishes. If I persuade

Stanor—if I send him away alone to wort;'* the

small fingers tightened ingratiatingly overt his,

"you will like me, won't you? You will think

of me as a real nieqe? '*

Stephen Glynn's deep blue eyes stared deeply

into hers. He did not deliberately intend to put

his thoughts into speech ; if he had given himself

a moment to thin,k he would certainly not have

done so, but so strong* was the mental conviction

that the words seemed to form ,themselves without

his vohtion.

'>TO
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«« You don't love him I You could not face a

separation so easily if you loved him as! you

should.
>f

time a flash of real ansTier showed

itself on Pixie's face. Her features hardened ; the

child disappeared and he caught a glimpse of the

woman that was to be.

" iWhat right have you to say that? " she asked

deeply. ** You prove to mfe that it would be for

Stanor's good to wait, and then say I cannot

love him because I agree ! You love hin\ yet

you can hurt him and bring him disappointment

when you feel it is right. I understood that, so

I was not angry, but in return you might under-

stand me! . . ."

*' Forgive me I
" cried Stephen. " I should not

have said it. You deserved a better return for your

kindness. I suppose I must seem very illogical,

but it did not occur to me that the two cases were

on a parallel. The love of a fiancee is not a^

a rule as well balanced as that of an imcle. Miss

O'Shaughnessy 1

"

" It ought to be,'* asserted Pixie. ** It ought

to be everything that another love is, and morej

!

A man's future wife ought to be the person of all

others to be reasonable, and imselfish, and logical
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where he is concerned, even if it means separa-

tion for a doze/t years."

No answer. Stephen gazed blankly into space

as if unconscious of her words.

" Oughtn't she?
"

" Er~theoretically, Miss 0*Shaughnessy, she

ought!''

"* Very well, then. I am proud that I am, and

so ought you to be, too. . . . It's strange how

I'm misunderstood ! My family say the same

thing—Esmeralda^ Geoffrey, Stanor himself, and

it hurts, for no one before has ever doubted if V

could love, • .
.'* She was silent for a: minute,

twisting her fingets together in restless fashion,

then looking suddenly into his face she asked :

" iWhat do you know about it to be so sure? Have

you ever been in love? "'

Stephen flushed.

»4

Never. No. I was My accident cut mte

off from all such things."

" kWhat a pity 1 She would have helped you

through.' • She smiled into his eyjes with a beauti-

ful sweetness. " Well, Mr. Glynn, if I am too

Reasonable to please you, perhaps Stanor will makte

up for it. You mayn't find it so easy to influenc<5
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"I'm sure of that. I look forward to a: stiff

time, but if you are on my side we shall bring

him round. Now perhaps I ha:d better continue

my way to the house and see Mrs. Hilliard. Thl«^

is pre-eminently your business, as. you say, buv

still

" She'll expect it 1 Yes "—Pixie rose to her feet

with axi air of depression
—"and she'll craw!

They'll all crow I It's what they wanted^ and when

you come and lay down an ultimatum, they'll rejoice

and triumph." Her small face assumed an aspect

of acute dejection. " That's the worst 6f being

the youngest. . . . It's a trying thing when your

family insist on sitting in committees about your

own affairs, when you understand them' so much

better yourself. I'm not even supposed to under-

stand the feelings of my own heart without a sister

to translate them for me. Shouldn't you think,

now, a girl of twenty—nearly twenty-one—is old

enough to know that?"

I don't think it is a foregone conclusion.^

More things than' yea;rs go to the formation of

character. Miss O'Shaughnessy, iand if you will

allow me to say so, you seem tP me very yowjig

for your age.''

I always was," sighed Pixie sadly. *- They've

4«

«(
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said that all my life. Some i>eople always atis

young, and some are old. There was a girl at

school, middle-aged at thirteen, poor creature, and

had been from her birth. My sister Bridgie

will never bte more than seventeen if she lives

to a hundred, and I mean myself to stick at twenty.

It doesn't mean trying to look yotmger than you

are, or being iashamed of your age, and silly, and

frivolous : it's just keeping your heart yotmg I
*•

The man, who was young in years and old in

heart, looked down at the girl with a very sad

smile. She spoke as if it were such an easy thing

to do : he knew by bitter experience that under

such circumstances as his own it was of all tasks

the most difficult. To stand aside during the

best years ; to see the tide of life nish by, and

have no part in the great enterprise ; and then

to regain his powers when youth had passed, and

the k^n savour of youth had died down into a

dull indifference ; to be dependent for love on the

careless affection of a lad,—^how was it possible

warm

stances as these?

*• Life has been kind to you," he answe

dryly, and Pixie flung him a; quick retort

'• I have been kind to It! If I'd chosen I might
oni
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«; .•

have found it hard enough. We were always

poor. I never remember a time when I hadn't

to pretend and tnake up, because it was impossible

to get what I wanted. Then: I was sent to school,

and I bated going, and my father died when I was

awiay, and they told me the news with not a soul

belonging to me anywhere near, and I. loved my
father far more than other girls love theirs 1 .

llien we left Knock. .: . . If you'd lived in a

castle, and jgone to a villaL in a street, with a parlour

in front and a dining-room behind looking out on

the kitchen wall, yoa wouldn't talk about life being

kind ^11

*' I was in France for years being educated,

and not able to repine because it was a friend and

she'd taken me cheaply. Perhap.s you'd say that

was luck, and an advantage, and it was^ but all

the same it's hard on a yoimg thing to have to

enjoy herself in a foreign language, and spend

the holidays with a; maiden lady and a snuffy old

PirCy because there wasn't enough money to come

home. Yes," concluded Pixie, with a smir^k o£

satisfaction, "I've had my trials, and NOW I'm

to be crossed in love, arid have my young lover

rent from me. ., . . You'couldn't have the audacity

to call life easy after that I

*'
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Stephen tried valiantly to look sympathetic, but

it was useless ; he was obliged to smile, and Pixid

smiled with him, adding dieerily-

" Anyway, it's living 1 . .. . And I do love it

when things happen. It's so dreadfully interesting

to be alive."

The man who wais old before his time looked

down upon the girl with a wistful glance. Small

as she was, insignificant as she had appeared at

first sight, he had never seen! any one more in-

tensely, vitally talive. Hei; tiny feet skimmed

the gtoimd, her tiny head reSred itself jauntily

on the slender neck, the brilliance o£ heit smile,

the embracing kindliness of her glance more than

compensated foi; the plainness of her features.

Like most people who made the acquaintance of

Pixie O'Shaughnessy, Stephen Gl3mn was already

beginning to fall xmder her spell and marvel at

the blindness of his first impression. She was not

plain ; she was not insignificant ; she was, oa

the contrary, imusually fascinating and attractive 1

if But she does not love him,** Stephen repeat «i

to himsett. " She does not know what Jove means.:

When she does—when she has grown mto a woman,

and understands—what a wife, what a companion

she will make 1 "'
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CHAPTER XVII

Thinking Alike

IXIE'S prophecy that her relatives would

'• crow " on hearing Mr. Glynn's ultima-

ttim, was fulfilled in spirit, if not in letter.

Geoffrey and Joan Hilliard assumed their most

Btaid and dignified airs for the important inter-

view, referred to " my sister Patricia " with a

deference worthy of a royal princess, and would

have Stanor's guardian to understand that the man

was not bom who was worthy to be her spouse?;

all the same, as mortal young men went, thejy

had nothing to say against Stanor Vaughan, and if

time proved him to be in earnest, both in love and

work, they would be graciously pleased to welcome

him into the family. ^Then, the business part of

the interview being ended, the ambassador wais

invited to stay to limch, and Esmeralda swept

from the room, leaving the two men to a less

formal colloquy over their cigarettes.

** It*s a comfort to find that we think alike on
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this matter," began Geoffrey, holding out a match

for his guest's benefit. **
I have felt rather guilty

about it, for Pixie was left too much to herself

during our little fellow's illness. She was in

trouble herself, poor little soul, and, being lonely,

was no doubt unduly susceptible to sympathy.

Neither my wife nor I suspected any attachment

before the night of the boy's accident, and if

things had gone on in a normal wlay I doubt if

the engagement would have come off. Pixie is

very young ; we have hardly accustomed ourselves

to the idea that she is grown up. This is the first

visit she had paid to us by h'erself, so that we

feel responsible."

** You are imoertain of her feelings? I had the

same doubt myself, but when I said as much

Miss O'Shaughnessy was indignant. She insists

that she does love the boy."

Geoffrey Hilliard laughed.

" It would be difficult to find the person whom
Pixie does not love. He is handsome, and he was

kind to her when she was lonely. She loves him

as she loves a^ dozen other friends. But

*' But!" repeated Stephen Glynn eloquently.

He who had missed the greatest of earthly gift*

yet realized enough of its mystery to join in that
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eloquent protest. He smoked in silence for several

moments, while his thougiits wandered backwards.

*' She would have helped you through! "

The echo of those words rang in his ears?; he

heard again th^ musical tone of the soft Irish

voice, saw again the; sweet, deep glance. Sttange

that those words h!a^d in the very moment of

utterance; uprooted the conviction of years ! Lying

prisoner on his couch, hte had been thankful, in

a grim, embittered fashion which! had belied the

true meaning of the word, that love had not

entered into his life. It would have been but

another cross to bear, since no woman could be

expected to be faithful to a maimed and querulous

invalid. Now in ^ lightning flash he realized

that there were women—this Irish! Pixie, for

example—whose love could triumphantly overcome

such an ordeal. Sh0 would have " helped him

through,'' andj supported and cheered by her in-

fluence, his recovery would doubtless have been

far. more speedy. He straightened himself, and

said quickly

" Miss O'Shaughnessy would make; a diarming

wife. For Stanor's sakq I could not wish anytiiing

better than that she may be ready to fulfil her

promise at the end of the two years.''
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'• There's no doubt about that," said Geoffrey

gravely, *' She will be ready. There's more than

a grain of obstinacy in Pixie*s nature—very

amiable obstinacy, no doubt, but it ntay bei just

as nuschievous on such occasions as thtei present.

She has given her word and she'll stick to it, even

if she recognizes that she has made a! mistake.

We may talk, but it will have no effect. Unless

your nephew himself releases hter, she will feel

as much bound as if they hiad' been married in

iWestminsteij Abbey. It's the way she's made—^the

most faithful little creature under the sun I It will

be our duty to: protect her against herself, by

making the young fellow understand that for her

sake, ahnost more than his own, he must be honest,

and not allow a mistaken sense of honour to urge

him to repeat his proposal if his heart is not in it.

He could make Pixie his wife, but he could never

make her happy. The most cruel fate that could

happen to that little soul would be to be married

to a man who did not love her absolutely I

"

Stephen Glynn nodded, his lips pressed together

in grim determination.

•' He shall understand. If I know Stanor, there

will be no difficulty in persuading him. He is a

good lad, but it is not in him to sacrifice himsejf

.
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I have been so anxious to secure him an unclouded

youth that he is hardly to be blamed for putting

his own interests in the foregroimd."
4«

that many

early twenties/' said GeoflFrey lightly. He thought

the conversation had lasted long enough, and was

glad when the sound of the gong came as an inter-

ruption and he could escort his guest to the dining-

room, where the two ladies were already waiting .

Luncheon was a cheerful meal diespite the some-

what difficult position of the diners, and Stephen

Glynn felt th^ pang of the lonely as he absorbed

the atmosphere of love and sympathy. The

beautiful hostess looked tired and worn, but her

eyes brightened as she looked at hfer husband,

and, in a quiet, unostentatious fashion, he watched

incessantly over her comfort. It was easy to see

that the trial through which this husband and

wife had passed had but riveted the bond between

them and brought them into closest sympathy,

while the httle sister comported hierself with a

brisk cheeriness which was as far ajs possible

removed from the attitude of the proverbial

damsel crossed in love. The time passed so

pleasantly that the visitor was imfeignedly sorry

when it was time to make his farewells.
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Pixie ran jipstairs for the small son and heir,

who had by now returned home, and in her absence

Stephen exchanged si few last words with

Esmeralda.

** I am immensely relieved and thankful that

you and your husband feel with me in this matter.
r

And Miss O'Shaughnessy has been wonderfully

forgiving I She does not appear to bear me any

rancour."

Esmerajda gave a short, impatient laugh.

^'Rancour! Pixie! You know very little of

my sister, Mr. Glyim, to suggest such a possibility.

She is incapable of rancour 1

*'

Pixie returned at this knoment, leading Geoff by

the hand, and when the g^eat car glided up to the

door she and thej boy went out together to see

the last of the departing guest. Stephen stepped

haltingly into the car, and leaned over the side

to wave his own farewells. Pixie smiled, and

waved in reply, and the stm shone down on her

uncovered face. Stephen would have been thank-

ful if he could have carried' away that picture as

a last impression, but as the car moved slowly from

the doon shej stepped back into the shadow of the

porch, and he caught a last glimpse of her standing

there, gazing after him with a grave, fixed gaze.
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CHAPTER XVIII

*'I will be True"

TEPHEN GLYNN'S dreaded interview with

his nephew was a: typical example of the

unexpectedness of events, for instead of

the indignant opiK)sition which hei had feared, his

proposition was listened to in silence, and accepted

with an alacrity whlcji was almost m,ore discon-

certing than revolt.

In truth Stanor saw in the proposal jaii csoapie

from what had proved a disappointing and

humiliating position. His pride had be,en twrt

by the attitude of Pixie's nelatives, and he could

not imagine himself visiting at their houses with

any degree of enjoyment. A dragging engage

ment in England would therefore be ai trying

experience to all concerned, and it seemed a; very

good way out of the diffioUty to pajss thci tim;e of

waiting abroad.

From his own point of view, moreover, he was

jceU^ved not to begin his business life in London,
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where so far he had been free to pursue his

pleasures only. To be cooped up in a dull city

office, while but a mile or two away his friends

were taking part in the social fimctions of the

season, would be an exasperating experience,

whereas in New York he would be troubled by

no such comparisons, but would find much to enjoy

in the novelty of his surroundings. Two years

would soon pass, and at the end he would comfe

home to an assured position, marry Pixie, and

live happily ever after.

He sat gazing thoughtfully into space;, the

fingers of his right hand slowly stroking his chin,

a picture of handsome yo\mg manhood, while the

deep blue eyes of Stephen Glynn watched him

intently from across the room. A long minute of

silence ; then the two pairs of eyes met, and

Stanor found himself flushing with a discomfort

as acute as mysterious. He straightened himsell

and put a hasty question-

^ iWhat does Pixie say?
ft

" Miss O'Shaughnessy was "—Stephen hesi-

tated ovec the word—'* she seemed to think that

my wishes should have weight. She will consent

to anything that seems for your good. S,h,e said

that two years would quickly pass."
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Stanot frowned. The thought had passed

through his own brain, but no man could approve

of such sentiments on the part of a fiancee. There

was an ledge of irritation in his voice

'** Of course your wishes should be considered,

I don't need any one to teach me that. I am

quite willing to go to America and do my best.

I shall be glad of th^ dhiange, but it's nonsense

to talk of not being bound. iWie ate bound I We
need not correspond regularly, if you make a

point of that. I don't think much of letters in

any case. .Writing once; a week; or once in two

or three months, can make no difference. There's

only one thing that counts' I

"

Stephen assented gravely.

*' Just so. From what I have seen of Miss

O'Shaughnessy, I realize that her only hope of

happiness is to marry a man who can gives her

a wholehearted love."

Stanor's glance held a: mingling of surprise

and displeasure—surprise that the Runkle should

offer any opinion at all on matters sentimental

;

displeasures that any one should dictate to him

concerning Pixie's welfare. He switched the con-

versation back to more practical matters.

^* When shall I start ? The sooner the better^
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If the post is open there is no object in wasting

time." His face lit up with sudden animation.

*" I say I Could we manage it in a; fortnight,

should you think? Miss iWard is sailing by the

* Louisiana/ and it would be topping if I could

same boat. I might wire to-day

a berth."

*• .Who is Miss Ward? "

** Honor iWard—an American. Awfully jolly I

No end of an heiress I I've met her a good deal

this year, and she was staying at the Hilliards'

at the time of the accident. Awfully fond of

Pixie, and a real good sort 1 " He laughed

shortly, *' We ought to go out together, for we

are mentally in the same boat. She had intended

to stay over the; summer, but . -^ :. her romance

has gone wrong too J
***

" Indeed !

"

Stephen was not interested in Miss Ward's

romance, but he made no objection to the sending

of a wire to the Liverpool office of the steamship

company, and before evening the berth was

secured and Stanor's departure definitely dated.

-"I'll spend the rest^of the time with Pixie,"

was Stanor's first determination, but each hour

that passed brought with it a recollection of some
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new duty which must needs be performed. One

cannot leave one's native land, even for a oouple

of years, without a: goodly amount of preparation

and leave-taking, and the time allotted to Pixie

dwindled down to a few hasty visits of a few

hours' duration, when th,c lovers sat together in

the peacock walk, and talked, and built castles

in the air, and laughed, and sighed, and occa-

sionally indulged in a little naild sparring, as very

youthful lovers are apt to do.

- 1 mtist say you are imcommbnly. complacent

about my going 1 A fellow hardly expects the

girl he's engaged to, to be in such uproarious

spirits just on the eve of their separation," Stanor

would grumble suddenly at the end of one of his

'fiancee's mirthful sallies, whereupon Pixie, hier

vanity hurt by his want of appreciation, would

snap out a quick retort.

" If Tm sad you want me to be glad, and if I'm!

glad you're annoyed that I'm not sad I There's

!easmg that

I'm so strong and self-controlled. . . . Would

it make it easien if I were hanging round your

neck in hysterics?
"

'** Oh, bar hysterics I But a. tear or two now

and then. .. l. . Suppose it was Bridgie who was
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going instead of m^—would you be as ' strong and

self-controlled
'

'?
tff

-* If Bridgie were going I'd . m * I'd jump "

In the midst of her passionate declaration Pixie

drew herself up, shot a frightened glance, and

concluded lamely, " Td . .. . be very much dis-

tressed 1

fi

If* That's not what you were going to say. You

were going to say that you'd jump into the water

and swim after her, or some such nonsense. You

can be perfectly cool and calm about my. going,

but when it comes to Bridgii

- If it'll please ypu better, I'll begin to howl

this minute 1 I don't often, but when I do, it

seems as if I could never stop. I though,'*

Pixie added reproachfully, ** when a girl was

engaged the man thought her perfect, and every-

thing she did^ and shte; sat listening while he sang

her praisqs from mom to night.. B.ut you find

fault
"

^** I don't call it finding fault to: wish you would

show more feeling 1 It's the best sort of compli-

ment, if you could only see it."

** I like my compliments undiluted, uot wrapped

up in reproaches, like p<owder in jam. Besides,

you're fairly complacent yourself 1 I heard you
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telling Geofffey that you expected to have a; real

good time."

" And suppose I did? iWhat about that? Would

you prefer me to be lonely and misera,ble?
"

" Oh dear! " cried Pixie poignantly ;
** we're

quarrelling I iWhose fault was it? Was it mine?

I'm sorry, Stajior. Don't let's quarrel I I want you

to be happy. Could I love you if I didn't do that?

I want it more thiaii anything else. Honor is

coming to-motrow, and I shajl ask her to look

after you for me. She knows so many people^

and is so rich that she has the power to help. She

will be glad to have you so near. Why is she

going home so soon, Stajior? I thought

" So did we all, but it's fallen through somehow.

I met Carr in town looking the picture of woe,

but, naturally, he didn't vouchsafe any explana-

tion. Honor will probably unburden herself to

i»
you to-morrow.

" She will. If she doesn't I shall ask her," said

Pixie calmly. '* I'm crossed in love myself, so

I can imderstand. It's no use trying to sympa-

thize till you've had a taste of the trouble yourself.

Has it ever occurred to you to notice the mad

ways most people set about sympathizing? Stick-

ing needles all over you while they're trying to
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be kind. Sympathizing is an art, you know, and

you have to adapt it to each person. Some like

a little and some like a lot, and some like cheenng

up, and others want you to cry with thcan and make

the worst of everything, and then its off their

minds and they perk up. Bridgie and I used to

think sometimes of hiring ourselves out as pro-

fessional sjmipathizers, for there seems such a

lack of people who can do it properly."

" Suppose you give me a demonstration now 1

You haven't been too generous in that respect.

Pixie."

Pixie looked at him, her head on one side, her

eyes very intent and serious.

" You don't need it/* she said simply, and

Stanor looked hurt and discomfited, and cast about

in his mind for a convincing retort which should

prove beyond doubt the pathos of his position,

failed to find it, and acknowledged unwillingly

to himself that as a matter of fact he ivas very

well satisfied with the way in Which things were

going. Pixie was right—^she usually was right.;

it might, perhaps, be more agreeable if on occa-

sions she could bq judiciously blind I He adopted

the pained and dignified air which experience had

taught him was the surest method of softening
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Pixie's heart, and.' in less than S minute shte was

hanging on his arm and contradicting all her

former statements.

Stanor was very much in love as he travelled

back to town that day, and the two years pt

waiting seemed imbearably long. Perhaps, if he

got on miusually well, th^ Kunkle .might be induced

to shorten the probatioK. He would sound him

at the end of the first year.

The next day Honor Ward made al farewell

visit to the Hall, and took lunch with the family

in the panelled dining-room, where she had joined

in many merry gatherings a few weeks before-

Pixie saw the brown eyes flash a quick glance at

the place which had been allotted to, Robert Carr,

but except for that glance there was no sign of

anything unusual in either looks or manner. Honor

was as neat, as composed, as assured in manner

as in her happiest moments, and the flo,w! of her

conversation was in no wisei moderated. Her

hurried departure was explained by a; casual ** I

guessed I'd better," which Mr, and Mrs, Hilliard

accepted as sufficient reason for a girl \dio had

no ties, and more money than she knew how to

use. Even Pixie's lynx-eyes failed to descry any

sign of heart-break. But when the meal was over
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«<

and the two girls retired upstairs for a private chat.

Honor's jaunty manners fell from her lite a cloak,

and she crouched in a comer of the sofa, looking

suddenly tired and worn. For the moment, how-

ever, it was not of her own affairs that she elected

to speak,

Pat—ricia," she began suddenly, turning her

honey-coloured eyes on her friend's face with a

penetrating gaze, -* I guess this is about the last

real talk you and I are going to get for a good

long spell. There's no time for fluttering round

the point. What I've got in my mind I'm going

to say! What in the land made you get engaged

to Stanor Vaughan? "

*' Because he asked me, of course I
" replied

Pixie readily^ and the American girl gave a shrug

of impatience.

^*' If another man had asked you, then, it would

have b€^en just the same . You would have

accepted him for the same reason I

"

Pixie's head reared proudly ; her eyes sent out

a flash.

*• That's horrid, and you meani it to be I I

shan't answer your questions if you're going to

be rude."
<*

'ShaughAessy. You're
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a real sweet girl, and I want you should b^ as

happy as you deserve, which you certainly won't

be if you don't take the trouble to understand

your own heart. .What's all this nonsense about

being bound and not bound, audi waiting for two

years without writing, he on one side of the ocean,

and you on another?. I can understand ^ old

uncle proposing it—it's just the sort of scheme

an old uncle would propose—but it won't work
ff

out, Patricia, you take my word foe thatll

"Thank you, my dear, I prefer, to take my
own ; and he's not old. He has the most beautiful

eyes you ever beheld . ,What do you suppose

Stanor would say if he knew you were talking to

me like this?
"

** I'm not saying a word against Stanor I Who
could say a word against such an elegant creature?

He's been a good friend to me, and he's going

to make a first-rate man when he gets to work,

and has something to think about besides his^

beautiful self. America '11 knock' the nonsense

out of him. At the end of two years, it will be

another, man who comes home, a man instead of

a boy, just as you will probably be a woman

instead of a girl. It's the most critical time in

life when that change is taking place, and you'd
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better believe I know what rm talking about. If

I were in your place I'd move mountains, Patricia,

if mountains had to be moved, but I'd make sure

that the man I loved didn't go through' it apart

from me I

"

*- But if the mountain happened to be afi imcle,

ajid the uncle had done everything, and was willing

to go on doing everything, and was older and

wiser, and knew better than you? Oh, dearie

me," concluded Pixie impatiently, " everybody

seems against me 1 I'm lectured and thwarted

on every side.. I've not been brought up to it,

and it's most depressing. And it'$ not a bit of

good, either ; it's my own life, and I shall do as

I like. And what about yourself, me dear? You

are very brave about lecturing me.: Suppose /

take a turtt I .Why are you going badkl to America

and leaving Robert Can; behind? iWhat have you

been doing to him? "

««
asked him to marrv me. and

Pixie sat stunned with surprise and consterna-

tion. Honor's voice had been flat and level as

usual, not a break or quiver had broken its flow,

but there was a pallor round the lips, a sudden

shaxpening of the features, which spoke eloquently

enough, and smote the hearer to the heart,.
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•* Oh, me dear, forgive me" I
" she ctied deeply.

Tm ashamed. Don*t say any more. I'd no

right to ask."

" I meant to tell you. I'd have told you in any

case. You guessed how it was when we were

here. You can't be in love like that and not

show it. ... I thought of him all day ; I dreamt

of him all night . . . when he was out of the

room I was wretched ; when he came in I knew

it by instinct ; before I could see him I knew it I

In a crowded room I could heat; every word he

said, see every movement. . • . .When I was

sitting alone, and heard his voice in the distance,

my heart leapt ... it made me quite faint. I

loved him. Pixie I

"

Pixie sat staring with startled g'aze.: She did

not speak, and for a moment it seemed that her

thoughts had wandered from the story on hand,

for her eyes had an inward look, as though she

were puzzling out a problem which concerned her-

self alone. She started slightly as Honor again

began to speak, and straightened herself with a

quick air of attention.

" Sometimes I thought he loved me too, but he

was not the sort of man who would choosy to

marry an heiress.. My money stood between usi.
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.••'

So I . . . I tried to make it easier by showing

him . . . how! I felt. When we went back to

London he said g^ood-bye, and refused my invita-

tions, but I met him by accident, and," she

straightened herself with a gesture of pride, '* I

am not ashamed of what I did. It would have

been folly to sacrifice happiness for the sake of

a convention. > :.; .., I asked him'

—

"And?"
** He cared! " Honor said softly. - I had my

hour. Pixie, but it wias only an hour, for at the

end we got to business, and that wrecked it all.

I've told you about my factory. Over here in

England, when people have looked at me through

monocles, there have been times when I've been

ashamed of pickles, but at home I'm proud 1

Father started as a working lad, and built up

that great business, brick by brick. Three

thousand * hands * are employed in the factory,

but they were never * hands ' to him, Patricia, they

were souls! He'd been a working man himself,

and there was not one thing in their lives he

didn't know and understand. One of the first

things I can remember, right away back in my
y

childhood, is being taken to a window to see

those men stream past, and being told they were
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my friends and that I was to take care of them.

He had no airs, my pappa ; he never gaVe him-

self frills, or pretended to be anything different

from what he was—there was only one thing he

was proud of, and that was that his men were the

happiest and most contented in the States. When

than

me his men! "

Honor piaused, her eyes bright with suppressed

feeling, and Pixie, keen as ever to appreciate an

emotional situation, drew a fluttering breath.

'* Yes, yes:l How beautiful I How fine 1 All

those lives, r? > . Honor, aren't you proud?
"

"I've told you before, my dear^ The best part

of me is proud and glad, but we're pretty complex

creatures, and I guess a big duty is bound to

up against a pleasure now and then.. At the

moment I was speaking of, it was one man a^inst

three thousand, and the one man weighed down

the scale.^**

"But K '. . but I don't understand." Pixie

puckered her brows in bewilderment.. ^' WJiy

couldn't you have both?
"

" I thought I could, Patricia. I calculated, as

my work was full-fledged, and his had hardly

begxm, that he would be willing to come over with
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me. woman

run a big show like that, and I'd have been glad

of help. He allowed I'd have to sell up and keep

house for him in England, and make a splash

among the big-wigs to help him in his cjareer.

He put it as politely as he knew how, but he made

me understand that it was beiieath his dignity to

live in America and work in pickles, and he;

guessed if I sold out I could find a buyer who

would look after the men as well as or better than

I did myself. So "—she waved her sm^ll white

hands—"there we were! He wouldn't, and I

couldn't I That's the truth, Patricia. I could

not! I don't dispute that another person might

not manage as well as I, that's not the question.,

It's my work, it's my. responsibility ; those men

were left to me^ and I can't desert. So the

dream's over, my dear, and I'm going back to

real hard life."

Pixie nodded, the big tears standing in her

eyes,

*' I should have done the same.. He didn't love

you enough'*

Honor gave a quivering laugh.

** He said the same of me. Couldn't seem to

see any difference between the two * give-ups *

;
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but there is a difference, Patricia. Well, my dear,

that's the end of it. We said good-bye, and there's

no reason why we should meet again. . . . Our

lives lie in different places, and it's no use trying

to join thena."

"Honor, dear, are you very unhappy?"

Honor's neat little features puckered in a

grimace.

" I wouldn't go so far as to say I feel exactly

gay, Patricia, but don't you worry about me. Til

come up smiling. You wouldn't have me pine for

the sake of a man who wouldn't have me when

he got the chance? I guess Honor P. Ward has

too much grit for that 1

"

Pixie nodded slowly.

" But you mustn't be too hard on him. Honor.,

It's natural to want to live in one's own country,

and he loves his work just as you do yours. He'll

be a judge some day—chins like that always do

succeed—and ambition means so much to a man.

You might have been pleased for your own sake ;

but would you have thought more of him as a

wn it all uo and

pickles?
'^

Honor brought her eyebrows together in a

frown.
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" Now, Pixie O'Shaughnessy, don*t you go

taking his part I I guess I've got about as much

sense of justice as most, and in a few months' time

rU see the matter in its right light, but for the

moment I'm injured, and I 'choose to feel injured ;

and I expect my friends to feel injured too. I've

offered myself to an Englishman, and he's refused

to have me. There's no getting away from that

fact, and it's not a soothing experience for a

free-born American. I'm through with English-

men from this time forth 1

"

" Except Stanor I Be ki^d to Stanor. He's

always liked you, Honor, and he knows no one

in America. Promise me to be kind to Stanor,

and see him as often as you can 1

"

Honor's brown eyes searched Pixie's face with

a curious glance. Then, rising from her chair,

she crossed the room and kissed her warmly upon

the cheek.

"Yes, rU look after him. I'll do anything

you want, and nothing you donH want. You

dear Remember that, won't

you? You're a real sweet thing, Patricia 1

"

Pixie laughed with characteristic complacence.

** Yes ; but why especially at this moment?

I always am, aren't I ? And how superfluous,
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me dear, to talk of trust I What have I got to

trust?
»»

A fortnight later Geoffrey and Joan Hilliardi,

Stephen Glynn, and Pixie journeyed to Liverpool

to see the last of the travellers. The little party

stood together on the deck of the great vessel,

surrounded on every side by surge and bustle, but

silent themselves with the silence which falls when

the heart is fuU. Travelling down to Liverpool

they had been quite a merry party, and there

had been no effort in keeping the conversation

afloat ; but the last moments sealed their lips^j

Honor drew a few yards apart with the elderly^

kindly-faced maid who was her faithful attendant
;

Stephen Glynn and the HiUiards strolled away in

an opposite direction. Pixie and her lover stood

alone.

" Well, Httle girl, >: r, . this is good-bye I Don't

forget me, darling. . >
>**

Pixie gulj^.
*' Take care of yourself, Stanor. Be happy I

r. ., , I want you to be happy."

" I shall be wretched I " said Stanor hotly.

" Tm leaving you. Oh I Pixie " He broke

off suddenly as the last bell sounded its warning
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note, and bent to kiss her lips.j " Good-bye, my,

little love I
"

IThe tears fX)ured down Pixie's face as she

turned aside, and Geoffrey Hilliard led her tenderly

down the gangway on to the landing-stage, where

they stood together, tightly jamtnied in the crowd

which watch^ the great steamer slowly move into

the; stream.' Stanor and Honor were^ standing

together leaning over th^ towering hull ; their faces

were palei, but they were smiling bravely, and;

Pixia wiped away her own tears and wjaVed an

answering hand< Esmeralda was holding] her hand

in; a tender pressu^ ; Geoffrey on one side, and

Stephen Glyim on the other were regarding! hen

with anxious solidtude.; She smiled back with

tremulous gratitude and gripped Esmieralda's hand.

Hhough Stanor was going, there was still much

left, so many people to care and be? kind.

rrhe great vessel quivered and moved slowly

forward. Honor drew a little white handkerchief

from her bag and waved it in the air j on iall

sides the action was repeated, a<;companied by cries

of farewell mingled with sounds of distress. Pixie

caught the sound of a sob, and craned forward

to look in the face of a girl about her own age

who stood on the other side of Stephen Glyim*
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She wore a small, close-fitting cap, which left her

face fully exposed as it strained towards that

iving deck, and on the small white features was

printed a very extremity of anguish. She was not

crying ; her glazed eyes showed no trace of tears,

she seemed unconscious of the deep sobs which

issued from her lips ; every nerve, every power

was concentrated in the one effort to behold to

the last possible moment one beloved face.

Instinctively Pixie's eyes followed those of the

girl's, and beheld a man's face gazing back,

h^g^gard, a-quiver, almost contorted with suffering.

The story was plain to read. They also were

lovers—this man and this girl. They also were

facing years of separation, and the moment of

parting held for them the bitterness of death.

Pixie O 'Shaughnessy glanced from one to the

other, and then thoughtfully, deliberately along

the deck to the spot where stood her own lover,

handsome Stanor, bending his head to overhear

a remark from Honor, stroking his blonde

moustache. He looked dejected, depressed ; but

compared with the depth of emotion on the other

man's face, such meagre expressions faded into

nothingness. The moment during which she gazed

at his face held for Pixie the significance of
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years ; then once more Kei: eyes returned to the

girl by her side. ...
With every minute now the great vessel was

slipping farther and farther from the stage ; the

faces of her passengers would soon cease to be

distinguishable ; in a few minutes they would

be lost to sight, yet Pixie's gaze remained riveted

on the girl by her side, and on her own face was

printed a mute dismay which one onlooker at

least was quick to read.

" She understands! "* Stephen Glynn said to

himself. -That girl's face has been an object

lesson stroller than any words.. She understands

the difference."

A moment later he met Pixie*s eyes, and realized

afresh the truth of his diagnosis ; but she drew

herself up with a sort of defiance, and turned

sharply aside^

'•

In the train returning to town Pixie sat mute

and pallid, and was waited upon assiduously by

her sister and brother. To them it seemed natural

enough that the poor child should collapse after

the strain of parting.. Only one person understood

the deepest reason of her distress. He offered none

of the conventional words of sympathy, and fore-*
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bore to echo Esmeralda's rosy pictures of the

future. It brought another pang to Pixie's sore

heart to "realize that he understood. "But I will

be true," she repeated to herself with insistent

energy ;
'- 1 will be true. I have given my word."

She felt very tired and spent as she lay back in the

corner of her cushioned seat. On heart and brain

was an unaccustomed weight ; her very limbs felt

heavy and inertj, as if the motive; power had

failed. Virtiie had gone out oi her. At the sight

of that anguished face, the years of Pixie's un-

troubled girlhood had come to an end. Hence-

forth she was a woman, carrying her own burden.,

" But I will be true>" she repeated gallajatly, ;
-* I

will be tnieU*^







CHAPTER XIX

Pixie seeks Advice

TALL young man lay stretched upon a

narrow bed which filled an entire wall

of the one and only sitting-room in a

diminutive London flat. On the wall opposite was

a fireplace and a small sideboard ; against the third

wall stood a couple of upright chairs. In the

centre of the room stood a table. A wicker arm-

chair did duty for an invalid tray, and held a

selection of pipes, books, and writing materials,

also a bottle of medicine, and a plate of un-

appetizing biscuits.

The young man took up one of the biscuits,

nibbled a crumb from the edge, and aimed the

remainder violently at a picture at the other end

of the room. It hit, and the biscuit broke into

pieces, but the glass remained intact, a result which

seemed far from satisfactory to the onlooker. He

fumbled impatiently for matches with which to
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light his pipe, touched the box with the tips of

his outstretched fingers, and jerked it im-

patiently, whereupon it rolled on to the floor to a

spot just a couple of inches beyond the utmost

stretch of his arm. There it lay—obvious and

aggravating, tempting, baffling, inaccessible. Pipe'

and tobacco lay at hand to supply the soothing

which he so sorely needed at the end of a lonely,

suffering day, and for the want of that box they

might as well have been a mile away I A bell

was within reach, but what use to ring that when

no one was near to hear? The slovenly woman

who called herself a working housekeeper found

it necessary to sally forth each afternoon on long

shopping expeditions, and during her absence her

master had to fend for himself as best he might.

Dislocation of the knee Was the young man's

malady, just a sharp, swift rush at cricket, a slip

on the dry grass, and—Pat O'ShaUghnessy shud-

dered every time he thought of the hours and

days which followed that fall. He had asked

to be taken home, for the tiny flat was a new

possession, and as such dear to his heart. And

to his home they carried him, and there he had

lain already for longer than he cared to think.

He had progressed to the point when he had
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been able to dismiss an excellent but uncongenial

mirsej and manage with, an hour's assistance mom*^

mg and night ; and what with readii^ the tiews*

paperSj smoking his pipe^ and wtiting| an. occasional

letter the jSrst part of the da.y passed quickly

eh

Lunch «as served at cue o*clocl< oti a papier

-

mScM tray spread with a crum|>led tray dotti*

It was a teptdy tasteless, unappetising meal^ for

the working housekeeper knew neither,how tQ work

k, and Pat invariably sent it awaynor to >

»

H«l

alxnost untasted^ yet every day he looked forflnard

afresh to the advent of one o'clock and the appear^

ance of the tray. It was something to happeoj,

something to
, a change from; the reading^ of

which he was already getting tired. But» after

lunch, after he had wakened from the short siestaL

and leaiized that it was not yet three o^clock^ aud

that six^ seven hours still remained to be lived

through before he could reasonably hope to settle

for the nigjlxt-^that was a dreary time indeed^ and

Fatj whose interests la/ aU outODOt^j knew no

means of lightening it.

For the fir^t wciek of bis confipj^neut Fat had

bad a strine; of visitors. The members of his

cricket team had appeared to express sympathy
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and encouragement ; some of the men against

whom he had been playing had also piit in an

appearance ;
'* fellows *' had come up from ** the

office," but in the busy life of London a man who

goes on being ill is apt to find himself left alone

before many weeks have passed. There was only

one man who never failed to put in an appearance

at some hour of the day, and on that man's coming

Pat O'Shaughnessy this afternoon concentrated

every power in his possession.

" They say if you wish hard enough you

can make a fellow do what you like. If there's

any truth in it, Glynn ought to come along pretty

soon. How am I going to lie here all after-

noon and stare at those miserable matches? That

wretched woman might be buying the town . . .

wish to goodness she'd fetch something fit to eat.

If that doctor fellow won't tell me to-morrow how

much longer I have to lie here, I'll—I'll get up and

walk, just to spite him I
" Pat jerked defiantly and

immediately gave a groan of pain. Not much

chance of walking yet awhile I

He wriggled to the edge of the sofa, and made

another unsuccessful stretch for the matchbox, but

those baffling two inches refused to be mastered.

Pat looked aroimd in a desperate search for help^
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seized a biscuit, and aimed it carefully for the

farther edge of the box, which, hit at the right

angle, might perhaps have been twitched nearer

to the sofa, but though Pat had considerable skill

in the art of throwing, he had no luck this after-

noon. Biscuit after biscuit was hurled with in*

creasing violence, as temper suffered from the

strain of failure, and each time the matchbox

jumped still farther away, while another shower of

biscuit crumbs bespattered the carpet. Then at last

when the plate was emptied, and the last hope

gone, deliverance came at the sound of the opening

of the front door, and a quick, well-known whistle.

Glynn I No one else knew the secret of the hidden

key. Pat halloed loudly in response, and the

next moment Stephen stood in the doorway,

looking with bewildered eyes at the bespattered

carpet.

* What's this? Playing Aunt Sally? Rather a

wanton waste of biscuits, isn't it?
**

*• Try 'em, and see 1 Soft as dough. Give me

that matchbox, Glynn, like a good soul. It fell

off my chair, and I've been lying here pining for,

a smoke, and making pot shots of it, till I felt half

mad. ... If you only knew '*

Stephen Glynn did know. It was that knowledge
OfkT
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which brought him regularly day by day to the

little flat at the top of eighty odd stairs.

He walked across the room, his lim'p decidedly

less in evidence through the passage of the years,

reclaimed the matchbox, and seated himself on the

edge of the couch.

"Light up, old fellow.! It will do you good.**

Pat struck the match and sucked luxuriously.

There was no need to make conversation to Glynn.

He was a comfortable fellow who always under-

stood. It was good to see him sitting there, to

look at his fine, grave face, and realize that bore-

dom was over, and the happiest hour of the day

begun.

" I say, Glynn, I made you come I Mesmerized

you. It drives a fellow crazy to be done by a

couple of inches. They say if you concentrate

your thoughts

—

»t

*- 1 arranged this morning to call at five o'clock.

I should say by the look of things you had concen-

trated on biscuits. ,. •; k Where's that old

woman? " Glynn inquired,

"Shopping. Always is. And never buys any-

thing by the taste of the food. Ypu should have

seen my lunchU I'll be a living skeleton at this

rate.
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Pat spoke laughingly, but the hearer frovmed,

and looked quickly at the sharpened face, on which

weeks of solitary confinement had left their

mark.

" Why don't you round into her? "

'* Daren't I Might make off and leave me in the

lurch. They do, you know. Fellows have told

me. Any one is better than no one at all when

you are minus a leg."

** And about that letter? The time limit runs
r

out to-morrow. You know what I threatened?
"

Pat shrugged impatiently.
4

*- You and your threats I A\^at*s the sense in

worrying when it's got to end in worrying, and can

do no good? I've told you till I'm tired—the

Hilliards are abroad, Dick Victor is down with

rheiimatism, and Bridgie makes sure he's going

to die every time his finger aches. She'd leave

him if I died first, I suppose, but I wouldn't make

too sure even of that. Twould have finished her

altogether to know that I was lying here all these

weeks. However I
" Pat shrugged again, *' you've

got your way, bad luck to you I Bridgie wrote to

ask me to nm down over a Sunday, to cheer Victor,

so there was nothing for it but to own up. She'^U

write me reams of advice and send embrocations.
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Serve you jolly well right if I rubbed them on you

instead I

'*

" Fire away, I don't mind ! Your muscles would

be the better for a little exercise."

Stephen Glynn leaned back in his chair and

looked affectionately at Pat's dark, handsome face.

Twelve months before the two men had been

introduced at a dinner following a big cricket

match in which Pat had distinguished himself by

a fine innings.

Stephen Glynn from his seat on the grand stand

had applauded with the rest of the great audience,

and looking at the printed card in his hand had

wondered whether by chance P. D. O 'Shaughnessy

was any relation of the Irish Pixie to whom Stanor

Vaughan had wished to be engaged. The wonder

changed to certainty a few hours later on as he

was introduced to the young player, and met the

gaze of his straight, dark eyes 1 Pat was the hand-

somest of the three brothers, nevertheless it was

Joa^

was

yoimger sister, who had no beauty at all, for

Esmeralda's perfect features lacked the irradia-

tion of kindliness and humour which characterized

Pat and Pixie alike.
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Stephen Glynn was not given to sudden fancies,

but Pat O'Shaughnessy walked straight into his

heart at that first meeting, and during the year

which followed the acquaintance so begun had

ripened into intimacy. Stephen spent a great part

of his time in chambers in town, where the young

man became a welcome guest, and no sooner had

Pat soared to the giddy height ol possessing a

fiat of his own, and settled down as a householder,

than the accident had happened which made him

dependent on the visits of his friends .

Pat was aware of Stephen's connection iwith

his family, and more especially with Pixie, but

after one brief reference the subject had been

buried, though Pixie herself was frequently men-

tioned. There was a portrait of her on Pat's

mantelpiece to which Stephen's eyes often strayed

during his visits to the flat. Truth to tell it was

not a flattering portrait. Pixie was imfortunate

so far as photography was concerned, since all

her bad points were reproduced and her charm

disappeared. Stephen wondered if Stanor were

gazing at the same photograph in New York, and

if his imagination were strong enough to supply

the want. For himself he had no difficulty. So

vivid was his recollection that even as he looked
F
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the set face of the photograph seemed to flash

into smiles. . . .

** iWell, I am glad you have given in," he said,

continuing his sentence after a leisurely pause,

««
because my threat was real. I should certainly

have written to your people if you hadn't done

it yourself. You are not being properly looked

after^ young man. To put it bluntly, you are not

having enough to eat. iWhen do you expect that

obnoxious old female t<>come back and make tea?
"

" 'Deed, I've given over expecting," said Pat

despondently. " Most days I'm ready to drink

the teapot by the time she brings it in. It's a

toss up if we get it at all to-day as she's gone out.

Stephen rose to his tall height and stood smiling

down at the tired face.

" You shall have it, my boy. I'll mike it myself.

It won't be the first time. Have you any idea

where the crocks live? I don't want to upset

—

ft

ff

Before he could complete his sentence, a

thunderous knocking soxmded at the front door,

causing both hearers to start with astonishment.

So loud, so vigorous, so long continued was the

assault, that the first surprise deepened into indig-

nation, and Pat's dark eyes sent out a threatening

flash.
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** This is too strong 1 Lost her key, I suppose,

and expects me to crawl on all fours to let her

in. You go, Glynn, and send her straight

here to me I rU give her a bit of my mind.

I'm just in the mood to do it. Leaving me

alone for hours and then knocking down my
door I . .

."

Stephen Glyim crossed the floor, his face set

into an alarming sternness, for his irritation against

his friend's neglectful domestic had been growing

for weeks, and this was the culminating point. He

seized the handle, turned it quietly, and jerked the

door open with a disconcerting suddenness which

had the effect of precipitating the new-comer into

his arms.

"Me dear!*^ she cried rapturously, as she fell,

but the same moment she was upright again, bolt

upright, scorching him with disdainful glance

.

•' It's not I . . . Where am I? , . .. They said it

was Mr. O'Shaughnessy's flat 1

"

•* It is I It is I Pixie I Pixie I Come in, come

quick I Oh, you blessed little simpleton, what's

the meaning of this? You'd no business to come.

There's no room for you,. I'm nearly well now.

There's no need—I—I
,
; oh. Pixie!-* and poor,

hungry
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•: W

«<

arms, and came periloiisly near subsiding into

tears. It had been hard work keeping up his

pecker all these long weeks, it was so overwhelm-

ingly home-like to see Pixie's face, and listen to

her deep mellow tones. .

There's got to be room, mfe dear, for I've come

to stay. How dare you be ill by yourself? It's

a bad effect London has had on you to make you

so close and secretive. You. 1 who yelled the

roof down if you as much as scratched your finger !

We got the note this morning »,».

** Glynn made me send it. He's been worrying

at me for weeks. Glynn I
" Pat raised his voice

to a cry. ** Where are you? Come in, you

beggar. It's Pixie 1 My sister Pixie. Come and

shake hands."

Stephen and Pixie advanced to meet each other,

red in the face and bashful of eye. The encounter

at the door had been so momentary that she had

hardly had time to recognize the pale face with

the deep blue eyes, but for him the first note of

her voice had been sufficient.

** I—I thought you were Pat I

'-

** I—^I thought you were the cook."

She straightened at that, with a flash of half-

resentful curiosity.

2fiX
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44 Why? Am I so like her? And do you

always
ti

** No, I don't. Never. But to-day she was

out and your brother wanted ft

•(

" Oh, never mmd, never mind I
" Pat was too

sdy for attention to suffer a long explanation.

What does it matter? She's a wretch, Pixie,

and she goes out and leaves me to starve. That

good Samaritan was going to make tea when we

heard your knock."

** ril make it for you I
* Pixie said smiling, but

she seated herself by Pat's side as she spoke,

and slid her hand through his arm, as though

realizing that for the moment her presence was

the most welcome of all refreshments. She wore

a smartly cut tweed coat and skirt, and a soft felt

hat with a pheasant's wing, and her brown shoes

looked quite preposterously small and bright. In

some indefinable way she looked older and more

responsible than the Pixie of two years before, and

Stephen noticed the change and wondered as to

its cause.

" I think I will go now," he said hastily ;
^ your

sister will look after you, O'Shaughnessy, and

you will have so much to talk about. I'll come

again 1

'*
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But Pat was obstinate ; he insisted that his

friend should stay on, and appealed to Pixie for

support, which she gave with great good will.

'• Please do I We'll talk the better for having

an audience. Won't we now, Pat? We were

always vain."

«• \TT^ I )•

l«

We were I " Pat assented with unction.

Especially yourself. Even as a child you played

up to the gallery." He took her hand apd squeezed

it tightly between his own. " Pixie, I can't believe

it I It's too nice to be true. And Bridigie, what

does she sa,y? Does she approve of you^ coming? "

" She did one moment, and the next she didn't.

She was torn in pieces, the poor darling, wanting

to come to you herself, and to stay with Dick

at the same time. You know what she is when

Dick is ill I His temperature has only to go up one

point, to have her weeping about H€«nes for

Soldiers' Orphans, and pondering how she can get

most votes. He's buried with military honpurs,

poor Richard, every time he takes a cold. So I

was firm with her, and just packed my things

and came off. At my age," she straightened her-

self proudly, " one must assert oneself I I asked

her what was the use of being twenty-two> and

how she'd have liked it herself if she'd been
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thwarted at that zge, and she gave in and packed

up r^nedies/' Pixie picked up the brown leather

bag which lay on the floor, and caning it, took

out the contents in turns, and laid them on the sofa.

•* A tonic to build up the system. Beef-juice, to

ditto. Embrocation to be applied to the injured

part. . . • Tabloids. Home-made cake. . . .

Oh, that tea I I'd forgotten. Til make it at once,

and
f$ jumped up and

looked appealingly towards Stephen. '* vWill you

show me the kitchen? I don't know my way

through these lordly fastnesses I

"

They went out of the room together, while Pat

called out an eager *' Don't be long I

"

was In

another moment Stephen and Pixie stood within its

portals, and she had closed the door behind with

a careful hand. Her face had sobered, and there

was an anxious furrow in her forehead.

'* He looks ill! " she said breathlessly. *' Worse

than I expected. He said he was getting well.

Please tell me honestly—Is it trae? "

" Perfectly true in one sense. The knee is

doing well, but his general health has suffered.

He has been lonely and xmderfed, and at the first

there was considerable pain, I did my best to
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make him write to you before, for he is not fit to

be left alone. That servant is lazy and inefficient."

Pixie glanced round the untidy room with her

nose tilted high.

" Twill be a healthful shock for her to come

back and find a mistress in possession. We'll

have a heart to heart talk to-morrow morning," she

announced, with so quaint an assumption of severity

that Stephen was obliged to laugh. She laughed

with him, struggling out of her coat, and looking

round daintily for a place to lay it.

" That nail on the door ! There's not a clean

spot. Now for the kettle 1 You fill it, while I

rummage. What's the most unlikely place for the

tea? It will be there. She's the sort of muddler

who'd leave it loose among the potatoes."

** It's in the caddy. The brown box on the

dresser. I've found it before."

*' The caddy I
" Pixie looked quite annoyed at

so obvious a find. " Oh, so it is. Where's the

butter then, and the bread, and the sugar? Where's

the spoons ? Where does she put the cloths ? Rake

out that bottom bar to make a draught. Does he

get feverish at nights? It's a mercy I brought

a cake, for I don't believe there's a thing. Does

he take it strong? *'
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She was bustling' about as she spoke, opening

and shutting drawers, standing on tip-toe to peer

over kitchen shelves, lifting the lids of dishes upon

the dresser. One question succeeded fast upon

another, but she did not trouble herself to wait for

a reply, and Stephen, watching with a flickering

smile, was quite nonplussed when at last she

paused, as if expectant of an answer.

*\What strong?'^

li.

iWhat else could it be? We
ing of tea."

**
I beg your pardon. So we were. Yes, he

does like it strong, and there's only one set of cups,

white with a gold rim. There were two left the

other day, but it's quite possible they have dis-

appeared. She is a champion breajker."

*• We'll have tiunblers then," Pixie said briskly.

" The nicest tea I ever had was at a seaside inn

where we made it ourselves in a bedroom to save

the expense. Oh, here they are, and here's the

milk. Now we shan't be long !
" Then suddenly,

standing before the cupboard door, and tilting

her head over her shoulder, " When did yoa hear

from Stanor? " she asked, in a still, altered voice

which struck like a blow,

Stephen Glynn gave no outward sign of surprise.
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yet that sudden question had sent racing half a

dozen pulses, as voicing" the words in his own

mind. ".When did you hear from Stanor? WJiat

do you hear from Stanor? " The first sight of the

girl's face had added intensity to the curiosity of

years—a curiosity which within the last months

had changed into anxiety. He hesitated before

answering the simple question.

"He does not write often. Wje had a good deal

of correspondence when he decided to stay in New

York the extra six months. He seems to have

acclimatized wonderfully, and to be absorbed in

his work, unusually absorbed for his age."

" But that is what you wanted. You must be

pleased about that," Pixie said quietly. She was

arranging the cups and saucers on the tray, but

she looked at him as she spoke, a straight, sweet

look, which yet held so much sadness that it cut

like a knife.

"Miss 0*Shaughnessy,*' he cried impetuously,

"can you forgive me? I took too much upon

myself. I did it for the best, but—two years is

too long. One settles down. It was a blow to

own sake, and ff

Pixie nodded gravely.

" Yes. We were both sorry. Wje wanted of

O'TA
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course to see him, but you should not blaxnfe him

for loving his work. You blamed him before

because he was changeable ; now he has done so

well, you must be proud." She smiled at him

with determined cheerfulness, ** / am proud. And

it is not as if it were making him ill. He finds

time to play. Honor Ward often writes and she

tells me "

** Miss Ward seems an adept at play," returned

Stephen dryly.

In truth, the lavishness of the entertainments

which Honor had planned during the past two

years had called the attention of even the English

papers., Pixie had read aloud descriptions thereof

in the journals in the northern town where Captain

Victor was still stationed, and Bridgie listening

thereto had exclaimed in horror :
" Special liveries

for all the menservants just for that one evening I

How wicked 1 All that money for a few hours,

when poor children are starving*, and myself

wanting a velvet coat. . . ."

At first Pixie had divined that Honor was trying

to drown her sorrow in gaiety, and was even guilty

of a girlish desire to '* show off " before her former

lover, but as the months grew into years it was

impossible to read her letters and not realize that
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her enjoyment was real, not feigned, and that

she had outgrown regret. Yes, Honor was happy ;

and to judge from her accounts Stanor was happy

too, able even in his busiest days to spare time

to join the revels, and, indeed, to help in their

organization.

** Miss Ward is an adept at play. I don't

approve of these gorgeous entertainments," said

Stephen, and Pixie's eyes lightened with a mis-

chievous flash.

** Seems to me you are never satisfied I Now
for myself nothing could be gorgeous enough 1

"

She held out a brown teapot with a broken spout.

i« The water's boiling.' Pour it in please, and

don't splash ! I'll carry it right in, for Pat is

impatient. We mustn't keep him waiting." She

waited until the pot was safely on the tray, and then

added a warninp: :
" Please don't talk about

things—before Pat. He'd worry, but I'd like your

advice. Another time, perhaps, when we are

alone."' Her eyes met his, gravely beseeching,

and he looked searchingly back.

Yes, she had suffered. It was no longer the

face of a light-hearted child. Loyal as ever. Pixie

would not listen to a word against her friend, but

what secret was she hiding in her heart?



CHAPTER XX

Stephen is Answered

OR three days after Pixie's arrival Stephen

Glynn absented himself from the flat, and

on the fourth day found a stormy welcome

awaiting him.
tt

K
Ah, Glynn, is that you? " drawled Pat coldly.

Hope you haven't inconvenienced yourself, don't

you know. After: so many duty visits you are

evidently thankful to be rid of me. Pray don't

put yourself out any more on my account."

Stephen shook hands with Pixie and seated

himself beside the bed with undaunted composure.

*' Rubbish, old fellow I And you know it. If

you have enjoyed my visits, so have I. But of

course now that Miss O.'Shaughnessy

—

** If it's myself that's the obstacle I can stay

in my room, but if you've any pity on me, come! "

interrupted Pixie. *' My life's not worth living

towards the end of the afternoon when Pat is

»»
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watching the clock, and fidgeting for the ring of

the bell. and
4

a man! I'll stay out of the room^ if you'd rather!

;

though I'm not saying," she concluded demurely,

" that I wouldn't be glad of a change of society

myself I

"

" It's horribly dull for thfe poor girl ! Shiei

doesn't like to leave me, and I don't like hex!

going about alone. You might take her about

a bit, Glynn, if you weren't so neglectfiul and

imfriendly f To-morrow's Sunday, and she's dying

to go to the Abbey. . . ."

"May I have the pleasure, Miss O'ShlaugJb.-

nessy? " cried Stephen promptly, and Pixie

wrinkled her nose and said

** You couldn't say anjrthing else but yes, but I'll

not spite myself just for the sake of seeming proud.

Come and take me, and come bairk to lunch'.

You'll get a good one. I've made some changes

in this establishment."

" She telegraphed to the Hilliards' housekeeper,

and she sent off a kitchenmaid—a broth of a girl

who romps through the work. And cooks—You
wait and see 1 I lie'- and dream of the next

meal I
" Pat chuckled, with restored equanimity.

^But if I am living in the lap of luxury Vm
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not going to be chucked by you, old fellow," he

added. " The more one has the more one wants.

I've grown to count on your afternoon visit, and

it upsets me to go without. My temperature has

gone up every night from sheer aggravation. Isn't

that true now, Pixie?
>»

«• More blame to you I
" said Pixie. But her

eyes met Stephen's with an anxiety which was

not in keeping with her tone, and, in truth, after

four days* absence the face on the pillow appeared

to the onlooker woefully drawn and white ^

Stephen registered a vow that Pat's temperature

should not rise again through any neglect of his

own.

** All right, Pat," he said. **
I'll come as usual,

and if it's inconvenient you can turn me out ; and

if Miss O'Shaughnessy will accept me for an

escort I'll be proud to take her about., iWe'll

begin with the; Abbey to-morrow."

" That's all right ; I thought you would.

.What's the good of a; prospective uncle if h«

can't make himself useful I

"

It was the first time Pat had made any reference

to Stanor Vaughan, for, like the rest of the family,

his pride had been stung by the non-appearance

of Pixie's lovej at the expiration of the prescribed
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two years. P,at knew that occasional letters passed

between the young couple, and that the under-

standing between them appeared unbroken, but

it was a poor sort of lover who would voluntarily

add to the term of his exile. During the four

days which Pixie had spent in the flat, almos,t

every subject under the sun had been discussed

but the one which presumably lay nearest the

girl's heart, and that had been consistently

shimned. It was only a: desire to justify a claim

on his friend's services which had driven Pat to

refer to the Subject now, and he sincerely wished

he had remained silent as he noted the effect of

his words. Stephen and Pixie stared steadily into

space. Neither spoke, neither smiled ; their fixed,

blank eyes appeared to give the impression that

they had not heard his words. In another moment

the silence would have become embarrassing had

not Pixie nmg the bell and given an order for tea.

*' Is this your first experience of living in a

flat. Miss O'Shaughnessy? How do you like it,

as far as youVe got? " Stephen asked, with a

valiant resolve to second Pixie's efforts, and she

turned her face towards him, slightly flushed, but

frank and candid as ever. '

-* I love it—it's so social 1 You know eyery
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one's business as well as your own. The floors

soimd

many sounding had

a quarrel last night ... at the high points we

could hear every word. It was as good as a

theatre, though, of course "—she lengthened her

face with a pretence of gravity
—

** 'twas very sad 1

But they've made it up to-day, because she's

singing. She has one song that she sings a dozen

times every day . . . something about parting

from a lover. Pat says she's been at it for months

past
—

' Since we parted yester eve.' . . . She feels

it, poor creature; 1 I suggested to Pat that we

might board him, so that he might always be on

the spot, and she wouldn't have to part. He

says it would be worth the money. . . . The lady

below sings * Come back to Erin * by the hour.

She's always singing it I iWe thought of sending

a polite note to say that we had given her request

every consideration, but that owing to the imsettled

condition of politics in that country we really did

not see our way to move. . . . And they have

anthracite stoves."

" Why shouldn't they? " Stephen asked. He

had greeted Pixie's description with the delight

of one who finds a painful situation suddenly
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irradiated by humour, but the anthracite stoves

conveyed no meaning. ** Why shouldn't they, if

they choose?
"

Pixie scowled disapproval.

*' So selfish I Noise like earthquakes every

time they rake., I wake every morning thinking

I'm dead. This morning I counted sixty separate

rakes I Now, here's a: problem for you, Mr.

Glynn—How can you avenge yourself on an

^pstairs flatter?. If it's below it's quite easy—

you just bang with the pokeH;; but how can you

do that on your own ceiling? 'Tis no consolati

to break the plaster I

"

The tea was carried in as she spoke, and sh;e

rose to seat herself at the table, giving a: friendly

smile at the trim' maid who had replaced the

arrant ** housekeeper."

'*' Hot scones, Moffat? You do spoil us I
" she

said cordially, and the girl left the room abeanK

with content-

** She adores me—all maids do," announced

Pixie, with her complacent air well to the fore.

" It's the way I treat them. My sister, now-

Bridgie Victor—she's a coward with her maids..

She Ues awake half the night rehearsing the best

ways of hinting that she'd prefer pastry lighter
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than lead, after begging us all as a personal faVour

to eat it in case cook should be hurt. When /

have a house " She stopped short and busied

herself with her duties, and neither of her listeners

questioned her further on the subject.

Tea was a merry meal, and Pat consumed the

dainty fare with undisguised enjoyment.

** That's the pull of an accident," he declared,

as he helped himself to a third scone, '* ye can eat!

It's awful to think of poor beggars on a diet. •; > .

Let's have muffins to-morrow, Pixie, swimming

with butter. Glynn's coming I

'*

«t
Don't tempt me I I am coiming to lunch; but

you won't want me to stay on."

'" Rubbish 1 We do. Stay fox the Whole day,

and Pixie shall sine to us. It's the least she can

do, if you take her to church."

Stephen looked at his hostess with a] glance

curiously compounded of dread and expectation.

Music was the passion of his Ufe, so true a passion

that it was torture to him to hear the travestie$

very

imder its name. Bearing in mind

)portion of girls who could really »s

he wished that the proposal had never been made,

since the result would probably mean, a jarring epi-

sode in a delightful day.
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" But you have no piano," he said uncertainly;

«C TT »tHow can

piano would stop me, if I wanted

sing. I don't need an accompaniment," Pixie

declared, and Stephen shuddered in spirit. Un-

accompanied songs were terrible ordeals to the

listeners. Eyes as well as ears were tortured.

One never knew where to look 1 He pondered

as he drank his tea how the situation could be

ameliorated, if not escaped, and reminded him-

self thankfully that if necessary he could hire a

piano and send it in. Then, looking up, he met

fixed him with a quizzical smile

Pat showed at times an uncomfortable faculty

for: reading his friends* thoughts, and Stephen

realizeid that it was in force at this minute, and

was thankful that at least it did not find vent in

words. Pixie's happy complacence about her own

powers was so far removed from ordinary conceit

that he dreaded to wound it. He therefore hastily

changed the conversation, and avoided thfe subject

of music for; the rest of his call.

The next morning, after arranging for Pat's

comfort. Pixie retired to her eerie, and spent what

appeared to the invalid an unconscionably long

time over her toilette. After the cfeeierful rnaimer
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of flats, by slightly raising the voice it was easy

to carry on a conversation with a! person in an

adjoining room, and Pat therefore favoured his

sister with a statement that he " expected to see

something pretty fetching, after all this time !

"

" Ha 1 ha 1
" cried Pixie in return, and her voice

gave no hint of modesty. Nevertheless, and for

all his expectations, Pat gave a gasp of surprise

when a few minutes later she sailed into the room.

She wore a coat and skirt of a soft, mouse-

coloured velvet, very quiet and nondescript in hue,

and the hat, with its curling brim, was covered

with the same material. So far, very douce and

quiet ; but entirely round the hat, and curling

gracefully over one side, was a magnificent ostrich

plume, which was plainly the pride of its owner's

heart. She tossed her head in answer to Pat's

uplifted hands, pirouetted roimd and round, and

struck a telling attitude.

"Yes 1 AMt I smart? Me dear, regard the

feather 1 I've longed for years to possess a

scnamptious feather, and have talked by the hour,

trying to convince Bridgie it was economical in the

end. But she wouldn't. She said 'twas expensive at

the start, and she couldn't see any further. Some-

times she is dense. She can't help it, poor
^8r
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creature, living with Dick I However, Esmeralda

did, and she bought it in Paris to match my coat.

It measures a yard, loved one I and isn't it kind

of it to turn blue at the end? That little touch of

blue just behind my ear does set me off 1 Honest

Indian, Patrick I if you didn't know better, and

came suddenly into the room, wouldn't you think

I was a pretty girl?
"

** I should 1
" answered Pat ; but a moment

later he added, with true brotherly candour, " But
9f

you're not.

"All the more credit to me I" retorted Pixie

glibly. She lifted a chair which stood at the left

of the fireplace, carried it to a similar position

on the right, and seated herself upon it. " This

side's the best. ... I must sit here, and let Mr.

Glynn see my splendour in full blast. Won't he

be pleased?"

•" He'll never notice. Glynn's above hats," Pat

maintained ; but, nevertheless, he could not take

his own eyes off the dainty grey figure, with the

piquant face smiling beneath the brim of the

wide hat, and that fascinating little tip of blue

ending the long, grey plume. His admiration

showed in his eyes, but he felt it his duty to be

bracing in words.
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** I never thought I should live to see you

conceited about clothes 1

"

** Ye do get these shocks m life. It's a sad old

world 1
•" answered Pixie, and grimaced at him

saucily, as she buttoned her glove.

And, after all, Stephen Glynn never did notice

the feather. For a ten-pound note he could not

have described the next day a single article of

Pixie's attire. He was aware, however, it was

pleasant to walk ^bout with Pixie O'Shaughnessy,

and that passers-by seemed to envy hini his post,

and he was relieved that she was disfigured by none

of the extremes of an ugly fashion ; and, after all,

nine men out of ten rarely get beyond this point.

They sallied forth together, bidding Pat sleep

all morning so as to be ready to talk all afternoon,

and descended the gaimt stone stairs to the hall.

They walked quietly, but with enjoyment

in each other's company. The usual crowd

blocked the Abbey door, and Stephen and Pixie

stood waiting imder th^ statue of the " third great

Canning " for some time, before at last they were

escorted to seats in the nave. The sermon,

imfortunately, they could not hear, but the exquisite

service was to both a deep delight. Remembering

the conversation of the night before, Stephen
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dreaded lest Pixie should be one of the mistaken

ones who sing persistently through an elaborate

choral service, thereby nullifying its effect for those

around. He was thankful to find that his fears

were unnecessary, but once or twice in ian unusually

beautiful refrain he imagined that his ear caught

the sound of a deep, rich note—a soft echo of the

Strain itself, evoked by an irresistible impulse.

He looked inquiringly at his companion, but her

head was bent and the brim of her hat concealed

her face. Her stillness, her reverence appealed

to his heart, for it was easy to see that she was

enjoying the music not as a mere concert, but,

above all things, as an accompaniment to the

words themselves. One time, when he glanced

at her as she rose from her knees, he surprised

a glimmer of tears in her eyes, and the sight

brought a stab to his heart. ,Why should she

cry? What was the reason of the air of repression

and strain which from time to time flitted across

her face? If it were Stanor's doing. . . . Stephen

frowned, and resolutely turned his attention to the

service.

They came out of the Abbey to the majestic

strains of the organ—out of the dim, blurred light

shining shaft-like across the glowing mosaic of

2R8
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gold, and marble, and great jewelled windows,

into the hard, everyday world. The pavements

were crowded with pedestrians hurrying here and

there ; restaurants had opened their doors, tobacco

merchants and newspaper vendors were hard at

work, and country-bred Pixie stared around in

amazed disapproval. They crossed the crowded

thoroughfares and, led by Stephen, found quiet

byways in which it was possible to talk in

comparative comfort alone.

*' It was better even than I expected, and that's

saying so much 1 It does one good to go to a

service like that. It's so big!''

** The—^the Abbey? *' queried Stephen vaguely,

and Pixie gave a quick denial.

" No. No! Not only the building—every-

thing I There's an atmosphere of peace, and

dignity, and calm. One gets away from littleness

and quarrelling. It's so sad when people quarrel

about religion, and one sect disputes with

another. . . ."

" It is indeed," repHed Stephen, sighing. ** The

chances of conciliation would be so much greater

if they fought with honey, not with gall, ..; . .

The world needs kindness "

*• Oh, it does 1 There is such sorrow, such

Tht Love ASain ofPixU. 289 T
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pain 1
" Pixie's voice rang suddenly sharp, and

a wave of emotion flitted over her face. She

raised her eyes to his> a^d said suddenly, in a voice

of melting" pathos :
** Her face! , . . That girl's

face ! All these years IVe never forgotten. . . •

It's lain here! " She touched her heart with an

eloquent finger. -* All these years—every night

I've prayed that they might meet. .. . ." She

shook her head with a, determined gesture, as

though shaking off a: haunting thought. -* I

couldn't forget, you see, because—it taught me

. . . things I had not understood Ij . . ."

*• Yes," said Stephen dully. For; his life he

could not have said another word. He waited

with dread to hear the next words.

** But it was worth learning I
" Pixie said

bravely. " I was glad to learn. Love is such a

big, big thing. When it is given to you it's a

big responsibility. You must not fail ; nothing

in the world must make you fail I

"

Stephen said no word. The questions which had

filled his brain for the last five days were answered

now. There was no more room for doubt. Pixie

O'Shaughnessy was ready and waiting to marry,

Stanor Vaughan at any time when it pleased him

to come home and claim her promise,.

• •



CHAPTER XXI

A Musical Evening

IXIE had recovered her spirits by the time

that the flat was reached, but the invalid

was discovered in a distinctly ** grumpy "

mood. Like many enforced stay-at-homes, his

unselfishness bore him gallantly over the point

of speeding the parting guests, and expressing

sincere good wishes for their enjoyment. But

the long, long hours spent alone, the contrast

between their lot and his own, the rebellious

longing to be up and doing, all these foes preyed

upon the mind, and by the time that the voyagers

returned, a cool, martyr-like greeting replaced the

kindliness of the farewell, which was sad, and sel-

fish, and imworthy, but let those suspend their

judgment who have never been tried I

•* Really? Oh I Quite well, thank you. Did

you really? "
-* . . The cold, clipped sentences fell

like ice on the listeners' ears, and Pixie, going

20
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ance

Glynn, and wrinkled her nose in an expressive

grimace. Somehow or other Stephen felt his

spirits racing upward at sight of that grimace.

There was a suggestion of intimacy about it,

amounting even to confidence : it denoted a

camaraderie of spirit which was as flattering as

it was delightful.

Pat, as usual, recovered his good humour at

the sight of food, and thoroughly enjoyed the

simple but well-cooked meal, while Pixie and

Stephen tactfully avoided the subject of their

morning's excursion. Time enough later on to

describe the beauties of that Abbey service I

•* Moffatt is going out this afternoon. A
friend is to call for her and bring her back this

evening. It will be a change for the creature,"

announced Pixie when the meal was finished, and,

meeting Pat*s eye, she added quickly, "I'll make

tea.
f f

" What about supper? " queried Pat sternly.

*' If there's a meal in the week which I enjoy

better than another it is Sunday night supper^

What's going to happen about it to-night? "
. . .

" 'Deed I don't know. Don't fuss I It's beyond

me to think two meals ahead. There's cold meat.
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^ - • ril rummage up something when it comes

to the time."

Pat turned gloomily to his friend.

** You^d better be off, Glynn. I asked you to

stay for the day, but in view of unforeseen

circumstances, - . . Pixie evidently puts Moffatt's

pleasure before our food."

" / do! " cried Pixie sturdily.

Stephen smiled, his bright, transforming smile,

and said quickly

"I'll stay I I'd like to, if you will just excuse

me one moment while I telephone to my man.

You have a telephone, I think, in the basement? "

Pixie shuddered.

** They have ; in an ice-box, where every draught

that was ever bom whirls around your feet, and if

you speak loud enough, every maid in the place

will hear what you say. It's quite diverting to

listen I

"

Stephen went off laughing, and Pixie shook up

Pat*s pillows, bathed his hands, and kissed him

several times on the tip of his nose, a pro-

ceeding which he considered offensive to his

dignity, and then went off to change the crushable

velvet skirt for a house dress of her favourite rose

hue^-a quaint little garment made in a picturesque

2Q\
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style, which had no connection whatever with the

prevailing fashion. When she returned to the

sitting-room she seated herself on the floor beside

the fire, and Pat, now entirely restored to

equanimity and a little ashamed of his previous

ill-humour, himself inquired about the morning's

experiences. Like all the O'Shaughnessys he

was intensely musical, and during his sojourn in

London had taken every opportunity to hear all

the good concerts within reach. He now wanted

to hear about the music in the Abbey, and

especially of the anthem, and at the mention of

it Pixie drew a deep sigh of enjoyment.

** Oh, Pat, a boy sang ' Oh, for the wings M If

you could have heard it I ... A clear, clear voice,

so thrillingly sweet, soaring away up to that

wonderful roof. And he sang with such feeling.**

. . . She began softly humming the air, arid

Stephen knew then for a certainty whence had

come those rich, soft notes which had come to

his ears in the Abbey.

** Sing it. Pixie, sing it I
" cried Pat impatiently.

** You promised, and it's one of my favourites.

Go on ; I'll accompany 1

"

Stephen looked roimd inquiringly. No piano

was in the room, no musical instrument of any
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kind, and Pat lay helpless upon his bed. How,

then, could he accompany? The O'Shaughnessy

ingenuity had, however, overcome gteater diffi-

culties than this, and it was not the first time by

many that Pat had hummed an effective and

harmonious background to his sister's songs. As

for Pixie, she opened her mouth and began to

sing as simply and naturally as a bird. She had

a lovely voice, mezzo-soprano in range, and though

she now kept it sweetly subdued, the hearer realized

that it had also considerable power. She sang as

all true singers do—as if the action gave to herself

the purest joy, her head tilted slightly on one

side, as if to listen more intently to each clear,

sweet note as it fell from her lips. ..." OA,

for the wings, for the wings of a dove; far away,

far away would I roam,** . . , The words blotted

out for the hearers the gathering twilight in the

prosaic little room ; far away, far away soared

their thoughts to heights lofty and beautiful. ** In

the wilderness build me a nest^ and remain there

for ever at rest.** . . . How had so young a

thing learnt to put so wonderful a meaning into

that last word ? Pat's rolling accompaniment

swelled and sank ; now and again for a phrase

he softly joined in the words, and in the concluding

3QC
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phrase still another voice joined in in a soft tenor

note agreeable to hear.

Pixie's eyes met Stephen's with a glow of

triumph. ** He sings! " she cried quickly. " Pat,

he sings—pure tenor 1 Oh, what music we can

have, what trios I Isn't it delightful? You can

have real concerts now, old man, without leaving

the flat I

'•

" It was a very beautiful solo, Miss O'Shaugh-

nessy," said Stephen gravely. He was still too

much under the influence of the strain to. think of

future events. As long as he lived he would

remember to-day's experience, and see before him

the picture of Pixie O'Shaughnessy in her rose

frock, with the firelight shining on her face. Her

unconsciousness had added largely to the charm

of the moment, but now that the tension was

relaxed there was a distinct air of complacence

in her reply.

" 'Tis a gift ; we all have it. The concerts we

had at Knock, and every one playing a separate

instrument, with not a thing to help us but our

own hands 1 I was the flute. D'ye remember,

Pat, the way I whistled a flute till ye all stopped

to listen to me? "

••
I do not," said Pat. " I was the 'cello myself.
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fiddling with a ruler oa me own knees, double

pedalling with two knees 1 I had no thought for

flutes. Ye made the most noise, TU say that

for ye r*

As usual in any discussion, brother and sister

fell back to the brogue of their youth, which time

and absence had softened to just an agreeable

hint of an Irish accent. Stephen smiled with

amusement, and expressed a wish to hear the

exhibition on another day.

" But do sing us something else now," he said
;

" something worthy to come after * The Wings.' "

And for the next hour, while the light waned

till they could no longer see one another across the

room, Pixie sang one beautiful strain after another,

always in the sam/e soft, restrained voice, which

could neither disturb the neighbours above or

below, nor be too strong for the size of the little

room. It was not show singing—rather was it a

series of " tryings over," prefaced by " Oh, do you

know this?" or "Don't you love that bit?" so

that each man felt at liberty to join in as the

impulse took him, tiU at times all three were

singing together.

The hours sped by with wonderftd quickness,

and when tea-time arrived Stephen insisted upon
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his right to help his hostess to dear away the

meal, and when they returned to the sitting-room,

lo I Pat had fallen asleep, and there was nothing

to do for it but to return to the kitchen, now

immaculately clean and neat under the rule of

the admirable Moffatt.

" We might as well begin to think about supper,

and forage around," Pixie sugg*ested, but Stephen

echoed her own dislike of thinking of meals too

far ahead, and pled for delay.

" It's rather a strain to sit and look at cold

meat for a solid hour at a stretch, don't you

think?" he asked persuasively. "It would spoil

my appetite. Can't we just-4)e quiet?
"

" You can," was Pixie's candid answer ;
" I'm

going to write I I've the greediest family for

letters ; do as I will, there's never a time when

somebody isn't gnunbling I Never mind me, if

you want to smoke ; I approve of men smoking,

it keeps them quiet. Can I get you a book? "

Stephen shook his head. Pat's library did not

appeal to his more literary taste, and he announced

himself content without further emplo)mient.

"Oh, well the;ti, talk! It won't disturb me,"

said Pixie easily ;
*'

I'll just listen or not, accord-

ing as it's interesting. I'm accustomed to it with
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Bridgie. If you want to set her tongue going.

just sit down and begin to write. . . ."

Stephen, however, had no intention of taking!

advantage of the permission. He was abundantly

Qontent to sit in his comfortable chair, enjoy his

novel surroundings (how very cheerful and attrac-

tive a clean kitchen could be I), smoke his cigarette,

and watch Pixie scribbling at fever pace over

innumerable pages of notepaper. There were

frequent snatches of conversation, but invariably

it was Pixie herself who led the way.
a D'you illustrate your letters when

Aft 1_ 1_^_* ._-• 41T.
write

them? " she asked at one time. " I always do I

Realistic, you know, and saves time. At this

present moment **—she drew back from the table,

screwing up one eye, and holding aloft her pen

in truly professional fashion
—

** I'm drawing

You!''

"May I see?"

" You may. ... It's not quite right about the

chair legs, they get so mixed up. Perspective

never was my strong point," said Pixie, holding

out a sheet and pointing to the masterpiece in

question with the end of her pen,. " There I

"

Stephen looked and beheld a rough drawing of

a preternaturaUy thin man, with preternatural
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large eyes, holding a cigarette in a hand joined to

an arm which had evidently suffered severe

dislocation. It was the type of drawing affected

by schoolboys and girls, yet it had a distinct

cleverness of its own. Despite the cart-wheel

eyes and the skeleton frame there was a

resemblance—there was more than a resemblance,

it was actually UkSf and Stephen acclaimed the

fact by a shout of laughter.

I say I Could I have it? It's imcommonly

good I

"

Pixie shook her head.

" It's for Bridgie. . . , Ye notice the mouth?

Did you know it twisted when you thought? . . .

Aren't they /wV^, narrow boots? I'll do one for

you another day. . , . Turn over the page I

There's another of Pat, as he will look at the

supper to-night."

The second drawing was even rougher than

the first, but again the faculty for hitting off a

likeness was displayed, for Pat, reclining on a

bed sloping at a perilous angle towards the floor,

gazed at a fragment of mutton-bone with droop-

ing lids and peaking brows, which represented

so precisely his expression when injured, that

Stephen shouted once again.

srv^
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Saccis fou!" commented Pixie jauntily, as

she settled herself once more to her work. " Quite

a gift, haven't I? Couldn't do pretties to save

my life, but I can caricature I Now, please, do

be quiet I I must get on. . .

Half an hour later a loud rapping on the wall

announced the awakening of the invalid, who was

once more discovered in a fractious mood.

** Asleep I Nonsense I For two minutes,

perhaps. How d'you suppose any fellow could

sleep, with you two shrieking with laughter every

two minutes I If you choose to keep your jokes

to yourself, aU right, it's nothing to me ; but it's

half-past seven. . , . Where's supper?

Even as he spoke another rap sounded on the

front door—a brisk, imperative rap which brooked

no delay. Pixie darted forward, imagining a

surprise visit from the doctor, and found herself
i

confronted by a man in black, standing sentinel

over a hamper.

"Mr. O'Shaughnessy's flat, madam? I have

instructions from Mr. Glynn "

tf

'* All right, Saunders, bring it in, bring it in I

"

cried Stephen quickly. He met Pixie's eyes,

flushed, and stammered

" It's , . . supper I " he said lamely. " I

«riT
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telephoned. It seemed a good plaja, and I thought

that, Pat. ... Do you mind? "

" Mind! " repeated Pixie, laughing. " Faith I

do 1 I mind very much ; but it's the right way

about ; it won't be cold mutton, after all 1 TU

have to draw another picture,"

The man carried the hamper into the sitting-

room, unpacked it deftly, and laid the contents on

the table. Soup, smoking hot from a thermos

flask, chicken and salad, a shape of cream', and

a fragrant pineapple. Pat's lips ceased to droop,

his eyebrows to peak : his dark eyes lit with

enjoyment.

Good old Glynn 1
'* he cried. -' What a

great idea I Now let's begin, and eat right

through. . . ."

As he took part in the happy meal whicJ^

followed, Stephen Glynn reflected that generosity

in giving went also with generosity in receiving.

Pat and his sister would cheerfully give away

their last i>enny to a friend in need. It never

occurred to them to show less readiness to accept

when it came to their own turn. Never was a

surprise more happily planned ; never was a

surprise more heartily enjoyed^

li
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He loved Her

OK the next week all went well. Pat's

improvement, though slow, was so sure

that a definite date was named on which he

should be allowed to take his first few steps. The

doctor grimaced to Pixie as he gave this promise,

as if to insinuate that the experiment would not

be pleasant, but Pat was prepared^—in theory at

least—for anything and everything, if thereby he

might regain his freedom'.

Stephen Glynn paid daily visits to the flat, and,

in addition, escorted Pixie to various " sights
'^

of the great city, in which, to tell the honest truth,

she showed but little interest. Music was a passion

with her, but of pictures she had no knowledge,

and little appreciation. The antiques in the

and

seemed

companion the most uninteresting men and women

who were employed in copying the canvases.
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When with the frankness of criticism wnich he

had learned from herself he rallied her on this

inconsistency, Pixie's answer was characteristic-

"One is dead, and the other's alive. The most

uninteresting live person means more to me than

a world of pictures. That girl in the grey dress

had tears in her eyes. . . . Did you see? She

looks so poor. Perhaps she wants to sell her

and man

talking to the fat woman next to her as we passed

through before. He was writing something in his

pocket-book. I believe he was buying the picture,

and the poor grey girl felt so sad. ... If

Esmeralda were here, I'd make her buy her copy,

too."

** It's a very bad copy I
" Stephen pronounced.

Then he looked down at the girl, and the trans-

forming smile lit up his face. " All the same

—

would I do instead of 'Esmeralda'? I'll buy it

at once, if you wish it 1

'*

The grey eyes brightened, beamed, then clouded

with uncertainty.

" Really? Ought you? Are you sure? It may

cost
"

" That's my affair 1 Leave that to me. Would

you like me to buy it?
'*
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" I would I
" came back at once in the deepest

tone of the eloquent Irish voice, and at that

Stephen strode forward, his limp hardly observable

on the wide, -smooth floor, and came to a halt by

the grey girl's side.

Then followed what was to one spectator at

least, a delightful scene . The surprise on the

grey girl's face, the incredulity, the illimitable con-

tent, as the tall stranger made known his request,

took out his pocket-book and handed her a card.

Emotional Pixie had the softness of tears in her

own eyes as Stephen rejoined her, and they walked

away together down the long room.

" Well," he said smiling, ** on your head be it f

Now she'll go on painting atrocities, and wastingt

good time, when she might be sweeping a floor 1

It's against my principles to encourage the dese-

cration of art."

"Why did you do it then?" Pixie demanded

heartlessly, but next moment she smiled a beautiful

smile. ** / know! Thank you I Never mind

about desecration. Art can look after itself, and

she can't 1 And even if that particular picture isn't

beautiful, you have given me another that is, the

picture of her happy face I I think," she con-

cluded slowly, " it's going to help me. ... It

Tk€ Love Affairs of Pixie. 3OS U
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will be a contrast to turn, to, when I se^—thai

other! " She sighed, as she invariably did, when

referring to those moments on the Liverpool land-

ing-stage, but she shook off the depression with

a characteristic gesture, a defiant little shake

not only of the head, but of the whole body, and

cried briskly :
" Now let's imagine what she does

when she goes home with that cheque I

"

At home in the little flat, music made part of

every day's programme. Pixie, seated on the

hearthrug, would sing Irish ballads in a voice of

crooning sweetness, she and Pat would join in

duets, occasionally Stephen was persuaded to join

in a trio, and presently, as the performers became
** worked up " to their task, they would recall

one by one performances of bygone days, and

perform them afresh for the delectation of their

visitor. Pixie whistled a bird-like accompaniment

to Pat's deep drone ; Pat, retiring bashfully be-

neath a sheet, whistled in his turn not only an air,

but actually at the same timfe an accompaniment

thereto, a soprano and contralto combination of

sounds, so marvellous to hear that he was compelled

to repeat the performance tmmasked, before

Stephen would believe in its authenticity. Fired

by the success of their eflforts, combs WQre then pro-
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duced, and, swathied in paper, turned into wind;

instruments of wondrous amenability. Sur-

prising effect of a duet upon combs 1 Again, when

towards the end of the week the repertoire gave

out, and "What shall we sing next? " to fail of

an answer, Pixie revived another old " Knock "

accomplishment, which was neither more nor less

than impromptu recitatives and choruses. A bass

recitative by Pat, on the theme

—

'^ And she went—to

find some mat—ches. And there—were—none. . , .

Tum-Tam! " led the way to the liveliest of

choruses, in which, goaded by outstretched fingers

and flashing eyes, Stephen was forced to take

his part. ** There were none!—there were none! **

piped Pixie in the treble. " And she went—and

she went! *' rumbled Pat in the bass. *' Matches!

Matches!'* fell from Stephen's lips, on a repeated

high tenor note. Through ever-increasing intri-

cacies and elaborations ran the chorus, until

at last at a signal from the soprano it ap-

proached its close, the three singers proclaimed in

unison that '* ther0—were—none !
'* and promptly

fell back in their seats in paroxysms of laughter.

In the course of the last twenty years, had he

laughed as much as he had done within the last

wonderful week? Stephen asked himself the ques-

9nT
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tion as he walked home the night after the singing

of the " Matches " chorus, and there was little

hesitation about the answer.

A week, ten days of unshadowed happiness and

companionship, and then a cloud arose. Pat was

not well ; he grew worse ; he grew seriously ill.

The knee itself had done all that was expected of

it, but the first attempt at walking, to which the

poor fellow had looked forward as to a festival,

proved in reality a painful and depressing experi-

ence. Back in his bed, limp with pain and exhaus-

tion, poor Pat realized his own weakness with a

poignancy of disappointment. He had expected

to be able to walk at once, though not perhaps

for any length of time, and these few stumbling

steps had been a bitter revelation. All these weeks

of confinement and suffering, and now a long and

dragging convalescence 1 Pat's heart swelled with

bitterness and rebellion. Despite the presence of

Pixie and the constant visits of his friend, he was

sick, sick to death of the one small room, and the

monotonous indoor life, and as a young man

successfully started in a yoimg business, he longed

with ardour to get back to his work.

The world looked very black to Pat

O'Shaughnessy for the rest of that day^ and
9nk
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atmospheric conditions did not help to cheer him.

It was raining", a slow, relentless rain, and in the

air for days past had been a rawness, a chill which

crept to the very bone. Pixie drew the curtains

over every chink, and hung a shawl over the end

of Pat's bed to still further screen him from

draughts, but Pat was not in the mood to be

coddled, and had that shawl whisked to the ground

before one could say Jack Robinson. He was

curt and silent in his manner, and—rare and sig-

nificant sign 1—partook of a fragmentary tea.

Nothing was right ; everything was wrong ; his

patience was exhausted, and though he remained

studiously polite to his friend, with his sister he

unrestrainedly ** let himself go."

" Don't wriggle. Pixie ! . . . Don't shout 1 . . .

Don't tell us that story all over again. . . . Don't

lean against my bed. . . . Don't sit between me
and the fire !

" so on it went all through the

afternoon, which asi a rule was so cheery and peace-

ful, and if Pixie preserved a placid composure,

Stephen Glynn was far from following her example.

He relapsed into a frigid silence, which added but

another element to the general discomfort.

The final stroke came when Pixie lifted the

despised shawl and attempted to wrap it roupd

arm
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Pat's shoulders, and was rudely repulsed, and told

to mind her own business and not be a fool. Then,

with his air of grand seigneur^ Stephen Glynn rose

from his chair and made his adieux. Cold as

crystal was his manner as he extended his hand

to the invalid on his bed, and Pixie followed him

on to the little landing, apologetic and miserable.

You are going so soon? If you could stay

and talk hard it might divert him' fronl himself.

He needs diverting I

•* I cannot,** Stephen declared. " It's beyond

me. After all you have done—after all your care,

to speak to you so rudely I ,

He had passed through the front door of the fiat,

and Pixie stood within the threshold, her hand

clasping the handle of the door, bier face, tured and

strained, raised to his own.

•• He didn't I
" she cried quickly. '^ Oh, he

didn't. It wasn't Pat who spoke—it was the pain,

the pain, and the tiredness and the disappointment.

They force out the words. Haven't you found

that yourself? But his heart doesn't mean them.

He's all raw and hurting, and I worried him, . ... .

I shouldn't have done it 1 You must be angry

rr

with me, not with Pat.
ti

Stephen gave her a long, strange look

^lO
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I think I " he began, and stopped short

suddenly.

•4 What? " queried Pixie, and there was a long

pause
<4 I—don't know I

" he answered dreamily then,

and without a word of farewell turned away and

descended the steps.

But he did know. In the moment in which

he had stood facing her while she pled her

brother's cause, the secret of his own heart was

revealed. Never under any circumstances could

he be angry with Pixie O'Shaughnessy. He loved

her ; she was for him the one woman in the world ;

with all the stored-up love of his empty life he

loved her, and longed for her for his own. That

was the reason of his happiness during the past

days, of the extraordinary new zest and interest in

life which had filled his mind ; of his content in

Pixie's contentment, his anxiety for her anxiety,

his furious resentment when she was abused. AyM

he loved her. He loved her when she lapsed into

her Irish brogue, and said ** Me dear "
; he loved

her when she assumed Frenchified airs, struck atti-

tudes, and cried " Ma foil " he loved her when

she was sad, when she was glad, when she was

youthful and mischievous, when she was serious

an
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and old, when she walked beside him in the street

in the hat with the curling* feather, when she sat

on the hearthrug in her rose-hued dress crooning

songs in her soft, sweet voice. Always, and

always, he loved her ; she had crept into his

heart like a ray of sunshine lighting up unused

rooms ; she had melted his coldness, as the south

wind melts the frost. He loved Pixie, and Pixie

was going to marry Stanor Vaughan. . . ..

Stephen Glynn stepped shuddering into the

clammy street, and away up on the fifth floor

landing Pixie still stood motionless, holding the

handle of that open door, repeating to herself

dreamily that he would come back, he must come

back I He had never said good-bye I
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Complications

N the following afternoon Stephen Glynn

failed to pay his daily visit to the flat.

After the revelation of the night before

he had neither the strength nor the courage to

encounter Pixie anew. Little use to shut the stable

door after the steed had flown, but he must at

least have time to think, to face the future, and

decide upon his own course. And then at seven

o'clock came the ring of the telephone^, and Pixie's

voice speaking piteously in his ear-

**Is it you? You yourself? Oh, why didn't

you come? I was waiting for you. I wanted

you. Pat's ill I He*s ill, and he won't let me send

for the doctor. Oh, do come round 1

"•

** I'm coming I " Stephen said, and hung up

the receiver. Pixie wanted him, that settled the

matter. In half an hour's time his car stopped

before the entrance to the flat, and the chauffeur

^T1
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was bidden to wait for further orders, while his

master mounted the long flights of steps.

Pixie was seated beside the fire, and the glance

of her eyes spoke of a warning which he was

quick to understand. Pat was not to suspect that

his friend had been summoned on his behalf. He
turned towards the bed, and said lightly-

i4 man How goes it?

Tried the walking again ? ft

««
This morning. Yes. But "—Pat shrugged

wearily—" not since. Got a head »f

Stephen looked at him critically. Bright eyes,

flushed cheeks, siiortened breath, all the danger

signals to the fore.

** Bit feverish, old man, that's the trouble !

Exerting yourself too much perhaps. Good thing

I didn't come to tire you further. Get that doctor

fellow to give you something to cool you down,

and give you a good night's rest, and the little

cherub will wake up bright as a button."

" Shan't I
" Pat cried. •* No more doctors 1

Sick of the sight of doctors I ,What have doctors

done for me? Chained here all these weeks, and

worse at the end 1 I can look after myself."

"Taken your temperature by any chance?"

"What*s the good? Don't you start worrying,
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Glynn'! IVe had enough of it from Pixie. Vxrt

n
not going to be worried with temperatures.

" Don't behave Hke a child, O'Shaughnessy.

No one wants to worry you with doctors if it can

be helped. I don't wonder you are tired of them,

but you can't run risks. Take your temperature

like a sensible fellow, and if it's under a hundred^

I'll leave you in peace. Otherwise I go down-

stairs this minute and telephony for Braithey

.

I'

tWhere's the thermometer, Miss O'Shaughnessy?
ffNow then, in with it 1

Pat scowled, but submitted. The glass tube

was held; between set lips, and a silence ensued

which Stephen made no effort to break. Pixie

waited expectantly for him to join her, but he

kept his position by the bed, withput so much

as turning his head in her direction. And upon

entering he had avoided her glance, had dropped

her hand after the most perfionctory clasp, and

last night he had gone away without even saying

good-night. ,. . . She had offended him : cer-

tainly she must have offended him', Pixie told her-

self, though how she was unable to think. She

stared into the fire, feeling tired, and sad, and

discouraged.

"Three minutes. Yts, that's enough. Let ffle
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see I Tm getting quite clever with these puzzling

things. Ye—s 1
" With a deft jerk of his wtist

Stephen shook the thermometer, and returned it to

it's case. " Slightly up ! No escape for it, Pat.

Braithey must come 1
'*-

" I won't see him, I won't see him if he comes I

Look here, Glynn, it's my affair 1 Leave me

alone, there's a good fellow 1 I can look after

myself . . .

•ff

Stephen walked steadily to the door.

"I'll take good care you don't. That's enough,

Patrick, don't waste your strength ! I'm going

downstairs to telephone, and if Braithey's at home

my car shall bring him; round. It's waiting out-

side."

He disappeared, and the storm burst over Pixie's

head, but she bore it meekly,, with a kind of stunned

acceptance. Everything seemed going wrong I

The sunny harmony of the last ten days had sud-

denly changed to gloom. Pixie's thoughts made a

lightning review of those different days. How
perfectly, incredibly happy they had been I Until

this moment she had not fuUy realized their per-

fection.

«< Ah boy I It's

not my head 1 . . . uWait till to-morrow and you'll

iifi
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be better than ever, and think of the trouble it'll

give you to apologize. ;. . . It's because we

care !
9»

" Wish to goodness you didn't then," cried the

impenitent one. However he might wish to

apologize to-morrow, he was in no mood to begin

to-night, but the pain in his head was so acute

that by sheer exhaustion he was forced into

silence.

Stephen did not return as had been expected

after sending his telephone message. He pre-

ferred, it appeared, to go on the car, and personally

bring back the doctor, and half an hour later

the two men entered the room together. Then

ensued the usual tapping and sounding, the en-

forced reiteration of " Ah-h 1
" the feeling of the

pulse, the ignominious presentation of the tongue.

Pat went through the performance with the air

of a martyr at the stake, sank back against the

pillow when it was over, and hunched himself

beneath the clothes.

" That's right I That's right 1 Lie still and

rest. We'll soon have you all right again. Have

a little nap if you can, while I give Miss

O'Shaughnessy my instructions in the

Doctor Braitheit reminded himself in time that

ai'y
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there was no second sitting-room, and concluded

grandiloquently—** in the hall I

"

They went out into the tiny passage, and Stephen

and Pixie waited for the verdict.

Well I the right lung is touched. He has

taken a chill. Now we must see what we can do

to prevent it from going farther."

He cast an inquiring glance at Pixie.

D'you know anything about poulticing?
"

Yes, everything 1 I've helped my sister with

i(

<*

«•

her children, and I brought the things. . . ."

" That's well I Poultice him then, a fresh one

every two hours. Here I you understand, in this

position,'* he tapped himself in illustration. "I'll

send in medicines, and we'll see how he is to-

morrow morning. If he is no better you'll need

help. We'll see about that when I call."

A few more words and he was gone, racing

down the long stairway, while Stephen lingered

behind with an air of uncertainty.

**
I—suppose I can be of no use I Pat ought to

be quiet, and I'm no hand at poulticing. You

are sure you can manage alone? "

Pixie nodded, struggling with a lump in her

throat. Why wouldn't he.stay? Why did he

SQ obviously not want to stay?

•2 IX
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I can. It will be all right. MofFatt will

help me.'-

** And to-morrow . . . to-morrow you must get

a nurse I

'*

" No 1
•' cried Pixie with sudden energy, **

I

will not. ril have no stranger. 1*11 have Bridgie."

Her heart swelled at the sound of the beloved

name ; she felt a helpless longing to cast herself

on that faithful breast. " Bridgie must come.

There's no room for a nurse in this tiny place.

Bridgie co^ld share my room."

"We'll telegraph for her," Glynn said. "I

will come round after breakfast, and if Pat is not

quite himself, I'll telegraph at once. She could

be with you by tea-time."

He was kind and considerate. He was thought-

ful for her comfort, ready to help by deed as well

as word. Pixie could not explain to herself

wherein lay the want, but the reality of it gnawed

at her heart, and darkened still further the hours

of that long, anxious night.

Despite poultices, despite medicine, there was

no doubt even to Pixie's inexperienced eyes that

Pat was worse the next morning. His breathing

was heavier, he was hotter, more restless. With-

out waiting for Stephen she sent the little maid
am
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to telephone to the doctor, and through the same

medium dispatched a summoning wire to Bridgie

in her northern home.

The succeeding hours were filled with a night-

mare-like struggle against odds which palpably

increased with every hour. Stephen came in and

out, turned himself into a messenger to obtain

everything that was needed, sent round a hamper

of cooked dainties which would provide the small

household for days to come, drove to the station

to meet Bridgie and bring her to the flat, and

oh I the joy, the relief, the blessed consciousness

of help, which came to nurse and patient alike

at the sight of that sweet, fair face I In one

minute Bridgie had shed her hat and coat, in the

second moment she was scorching herself by the

fire, to remove all trace of chill before she ap-

proached the bedside, in the third she was sitting

beside it—calm, sweet, capable, with the air of

having been there since the beginning of time, and

intending to stay until the end.

For the next few days Pat had a sharp struggle

for his life. Pnexunonia clutched him in its grip,

and the soimd of his painful breathing was heard

all over the little flat. There was a dreadful night

when hope was wellnigh extinguished, when
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Stephen Glynn and the two sisters seemed to

wrestle with the very angel of death, and Pat

himself to face the end, " Shall I—die? " he

gasped, and Bridgie's answering smile seenied to

hold an angelic sweetness.

** I hope not, dear lad. There's so much work

for you to do down here, but if you do—it's going

home I Mother's there, and the Major I They'll

welcome you 1

"

But Pat was young, and the love of life was

strong within him. He had loved his parents,

but still more at that moment he loved the thought

of his work. He fought for his life, and the fight

was hard.

Into most lives there comes at times such a night

as this ; a night of dark, illimitable hours, a night

when the world and all its concerns withdraws

itself to unmeasurable distance, and the division

between life and the eternal grows thin and faint.

Would Pat live to see the morning? That was the

question which to his sisters overwhelmed every

other thought. Afterwards, looking back. Pixie

could recall certain incidents registered by the

sub-conscious self. Being gently forced into a

chair ; being fed with cups of something hot and

nourishing, placed suddenly in her hands by

Tiu Lovt Affairs of PixU. 321 X
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Stephen Glynn, always by Stephen, who seemed

by his actions to regard her as a secondary invalid,

to be tended with tenderest care. Once, becoming

suddenly conscious of his presence, as she stood

in the kitchen preparing some necessary for the

sick man, a growing; fear burst into words, and

she asked him pitifully

—

ho\^ pitifully she herself

could never know-
«* Was it my fault? Was there anything I could

have done? If

" No, dear," he said simply. " It is not your

fault."

Pixie was certain that he had said " dear."

The rhythm of it remained in her ears, that, and

the deep gentleness of his tone. He had been

sorry for her, so sorry I And he was so much

older, and he was Stanor's uncle. ^Why should

he not say " dear"?

Short and sharp was the attack, but by God's

mercy the crisis passed, and brought relief. Weak

as a child, but peaceful and quiet, Pat slept, and

took his first steps back towards life.

At last the danger was over, and Pat's natural

vigour of constitution made the convalescence un-

usually quick, but even when he was comparatively

well again, B ridgie refxxsed in an altogether
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amazing and unprecedented manner to return to her

beloved home. She suggested not once, but many

times in succession, that Pixie should return in

her place to take the head of the household, but

here Pat grew obstinate in his turn.

No I Pixie had had all the dull work of nursing ;

he was not going to allow her to return until she

had had some fim. And when he began to go

out for walks, pray, who was going to accompany

him, if Pixie went away? "You'd be off after

her, the moment you saw me on my feet. Don't

deny it, for I know better 1
" Pat declared, and

Bridgie blushed, and did not deny it. Already

she was pining for Dick and the children ; already

counting the hours to her return, but . . .

Movement was evidently in the air ; perhaps it

was caused by the bright, spring days which had

replaced the former gloom. Pat on his bed dis-

cussed a possible holiday before returning to work.

'* It might hurry things," he said. " What do you

say. Pixie, seaside or cotmtry? Must go some-

where where there's something to do 1 Winter

garden, concerts, bands, people to look at. I

want to be amused. We'll have a week somewhere,

and blow expense. You might come too^ Glynn^

and bring the car.'*

901
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Glynn was sitting in his usual place beside the

fire ; Bridgie was by the bed ; Pixie prone on the

hearthrug. During the last few days the invalid

had been sufficiently strong to enjoy the society

of his fellows, had even called upon Pixie to sing,

and had apparently greatly enjoyed the hearing,

though Bridgie seemed for once unappreciative,

and had discouraged further efforts. Now his

mind had turned on to holidays, and he had made

this direct appeal to Stephen, which seemed to

find scant favour from two out of the three hearers.

Bridgie frowned, and stared at the carpet

;

Stephen's pale face showed a discomfited flush.

" You shall have the car with pleasure. It

shall take you wherever you decide to go, and

be at your service for as long as you please, but

for myself, I must get home. I—I am not usually

in town for so long at a time. There are several

things waiting attention which shoiild not be

delayed. I must get back, . .
.*'

There was a dead silence, while each one of the

three hearers realized the futility of the excuse.

Stephen's estate was in the hands of a capable

agent : an extra week's absence could mate little

difference ; moreover, previous statenxents had

made it plain that he had originally intended to

'3'>A
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stay for some considerable time iis towtt. Plain,

therefore, as print, and impossible to misunderstand

was the fact that he did not want to accompany

his friends on their holiday ; that in addition he

did not for the moment desire more of their com-

pany in town.

Bridgie raised her head : she was smiling, a

bright, imaffected, r^//Vr^-looking smile.

" There's no end to the work on a big estate.

The Major—my father—used to say that every man

was his own best bailiff, though he made a fine

muddle of it himself, poor darling I But my
brother Jack agrees with him'. He's educated Miles

to look after the Irish property, and so does

Geoffrey Hilliard. * ;. > It's true he is away half

his time
"

At the best of times Bridgie was scarcely a

special pleader, and to-day she seemed no sooner

to make a statement than she contradicted it

straight away. She mumbled vaguely, and relapsed

into silence.

"Of course we won't take your car. You will

need it for your business exciu-sions 1
" Pat said

icily. "iWe are very much indebted to you for

letting us have the use of it here. It's been of

great service, hasn't it, Pixie?.**

9^f
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** It has I I don't know what we'd have done

without it. We <ire grateful," agreed Pixie warmly.

Her voice out of all the four was the only one

which rang true ; her eyes smiled across the room

with unembarrassed friendliness. Nevertheless

Bridgie, looking on, felt a cramp of pain. How

much older Pixie had grown in appearance I The

lines of strain and repression over which she had

sighed more than once before now had surely

deepened during the last weeks I Anxiety, no

doubt, the strain of nursing—Bridgie comforted

herself as best she might, but no explanation could

take away the pang which the mother heart feels

at the sight of pain on a yoimg face I

** Come, Pixie," she said, rising, ** we'll make

tea I I promised Pat potato cakes as soon as the

doctor allowed them, and that's to-day. We'll

have a feast. . . i.**

Leave them to themselves," she said con-

fidingly to Pixie when the kitchen was reached.

" They'll shake down better without us. Pat's

fractious ; he always was from a child when he

was crossed, but the potato cakes will soothe him.

I'm sorry for Mr. Glynn. Really, you know, dear,

Pat's exacting!

*- 'Deed he is. It's no wonder he is tired of
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it," Bridgie needed no explanation as to the

significance of that second he. "He's been fuss-

ing about us for Weeks, and now he'll go home and

rest. It's a good thing 1 WiU I mash the potatoes

for you, Bridgie?
"

** Thank you, darling/* said Bridgie humbly,

but her face remained troubled. Once more, and

with all her heart, she wished that Pixie were safe

at home.

The rumble of men's voices could be heard

from the kitchen—an amicable rumble it appeared

to be, though with mysterious breaks from time

time hand

the middle of one of these breaks, and surprised a

look of sadness on each face. She decided that

Stephen was to depart forthwith, but such was

not the case, since over tea he alluded to an old

promise to take Pixie to the Temple, and included

Bridgie in an invitation for the following Sunday.

" And then I must be off—on Monday

perhaps on Tuesday," he said vaguely. " One day

next week."

" I leave on Monday too,'* said Bridgie, and

ate her pota,to cake with recoyered zest.



CHAPTER XXIV

He loves You

HAT ev'ening Pat showed early signs of

fatigue, and rfequested Bridgie to settle

him for the night, bidding the while so

marked a farewell to Pixie that she had no alter-

native but to retire forthwith to her own; room:.

Truth to tell she was not sorry, for sleep had

been an uncertain quantity of :late, and the pros-

pect of a long undisturbed night was agreeable.

She dallied over her undressing!, and when

Bridgie joined her half sal hour later, sat perched

upon the bed, dressing-gowned, her hands clasped

round her knees, watching with admiring eyes

the picture of her sweet-faced feister seated before

the dressing-table engaged in brushing out her

long fair hair.

" You've a fine head of hair, me dear I It's

wearing well. . . • D'you remember the day you

and Esmeralda had the trick played on you about
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going to bed, and sat up half the night brushing

and combinig to tire out the other? "

** I do so," answered Bridgie, but it wSs but a

faint smile which she gave to the memory of that

youthful joke. She parted her hair with a sweep

of the brush, and gazing at her sister between the

long gold strands said suddenly, and earnestly.

««

»f

Pixie I

"

•" Me dear?

" There's something I want to say. . -.- . To-

morrow Mr. Glynn will be here. Pat's asked him

to- come back after church. He is going away

on Mon,day, so it will be the last time. Be careftdy

darling ! Think what ypu're about.
,
lYou don't

want to be unkind
"

Pixie stared—a stunned, incredulous stare.

"Unkind 1 To him! Are you raving? What

am I to be careful about? "

" Oh—oh

—

everything! " Bridgie's breath csime

in a gasp of helplessness. It had been difficult

to speak, but aL sense of duty ^d driven her

on, and now it was too late to stop. " Don't

don't talk to him so much. Don't look at him."

(Did Pixie realize how instin,ctively her eyes sought

Stephen's for sympathy and appreciation?) " Don't

sit by the fire and sing,"'

^Of\
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A flush spread over Pixie's cheek ; heir eyes

widened.

'• Why? Doesn't he like it? Isn't it nice?''

" Oh—h, Pixie! " cried Bridgie helplessly. A
vision rose before her of a little figure in a rose-

coloured gown, of the firelight playing on the

upturned face. She heard again, the deep croon-

ing notes which filled the room with sweetness.

To herself, a sister, the picture was full of charm

what must it be to a lonely man, in love fot the

first time in thirty-five years? She rose from her

chair and came across to the bed : face to face,
+

within the stretch of an arm, the sisters waited

in silence, while the clock on the mantelpiece tickesd

out a long minute. ** Pixie," iwhispered Bridgie

breathlessly, " don't yoa know? '

"What?"

"Don't you know. Pixie, that he loves you? t»

*' Who loves me? "

"Stephen Glynn. Oh, Pixie, didn't you see?"

The colour faded from Pixie's face ; she threw

out her hand as if to ward off a threatened danger.

There was a note almost of anger in her reply

" It's not true ; it's not ! It couldn't be true.

. . . He care for me ! For Me I You're mad,

Bridgie 1 You're dreaming I There's nothing- . .
,"
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"Dh, Pixie, there is! I saw it the first even-

ing, I'd have spoken, before, but Pat was so

ill. Then I tried—you know how. I tried I—to send

you away. I knew that every day was making it

him I was

so sorry for him I Pixie, he is thirty-five, and

has suffered so much. It's hard on a man when

he gets to that age, and
«• Don*t! " cried Pixie sharply. She thrust out

her hand once more, and cowered as if from a

blow. " Bridgie, I ca^'t bear it I Don't torture

me, Bridgie. . . . It isn^t true I You are making

it up. Ah, Bridgie, it's because you love pie

yourself that you think every one must do the

same I He's—Sta;nor's uncle . • . Pat's friend

• . . he was just kind like other friends.

. . . He never said a! word • . . looked a look."

Suddenly, unexpectedly the blood flared in her

face as memory took her back to the hour when

she stood at the door of the flat ajid watched

Stephen's abrupt descent down the flagged stair-

way. *' Dh, Bridgie, are ye sure? Are ye sure?

How are ye sure? It's so easy to be deceived I

Bridgie, you've no right to say it if you are not

sure. I don't believe you I Nothing could make

me believe imless he said '*

««T
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Pixie, he has said I
" The words fell from

Bridgie's lips as though in opposition to her

judgtnent she were compelled to speak them.

** Pat was hurt that he was going ; he reproached

him to-night after we left ; they had a discus-

sion about it, and he said Stephen Glynn said

that he daren't stay, he daren't see more of you.

. . . Pat does not think he meant to say it, it

just—said itself 1 And afterwards he set his lips,

and put on his haughty air, and turned the con-

versation, iand Pat dared not say another word.

But he had said enough. . . . His face ,. . - his

voice I . . ;. Pat did not believe he could feel

so much. He cares desperately. Pixie."

Pixie sat motionless—so silent, so motionless,

that not ia bteath seemed to stir her being. Bridgie

waited, her face full of motherly tenderness, but the

silence was so long, so intense, that by degrees

the tenderness changed into anxiety. It was unlike

emotional Pixie to face any crisis of life in silence ;

the necessity to express herself had ever been

her leading characteristic, so that lack of expression

was of all things the most startling in her sister's

estimation. She stretched out her hand, and laid

it on the bowed shoulder with a firm, strengthen-

ing touch.

444
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««
Pixie I Look up I Speak to me I iWhat are

you thinking, dear?
>»

Pixie raised her face, a set face, which to thte

watching eyes seemed apiece with the former

silence. There sefemed no expression on it ; it

was a lifeless mask which, had been swept of

expression. As the blank eyes looked into her

own and the lips mechanically moved, Bridgie

had the sensation of facing a stranger in the place

of the beloved little sistel:.

" I am honoured 1
"- said Pixie flatly. " I am

honoured I

*f

She rose slowly from the bed, moving stiffly as

though the mere physical eff'ort were sL strain, and

passing by Bridgie's inviting arms walked over

to the dressing-table and began to loosen her own

hair.

"You have ffnished, Bridgie? I'm not in your

way? ' she asked quietly, and Bridgie faltered a

weak "No 1
" and felt that the world was coming

to an end.

Pixie silent ; Pixie dignified; Pixie quietly but

unmistakably holding her: sister and guardian at

arm's length, this was an experience petrifying

in its unexpectedness I She had not spoken oci

the impulse of a moment ; for. days past she had

333
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been nerving berself to open Pixie's eyes. At the

bottom of her heart had lain a dawning hope

that such an opening might not be in vain, for

Pixie had never really loved Stanor Vaughan. At

the time of their engagement she had not even

understood what love meant ; during the years

of their separation there had been nothing but an

occasional letter to preserve his image in her mind,

and when the allotted two years were over, Stanor

himself had voluntarily extended his exile. Bridgie

set her lips as she recalled a fact so hurtful to her

sister's dignity. She heard again Pat's voice,

echoing the sentiments of her own heart. ** Tell

her, Bridgie 1 She ought to know. He's worth

a thousand of that other fellow. Don't let her

throw away the substance for the shadow."

So she had spoken, and a new Pixie—a Pixie

she had never even imagined in dreams—had

listened, and made her reply. " I am honoured 1

"

she had said, and straightway, sweetly, courteously,

irrevocably, had closed the subject.

Bridgie bent her head and plaited her hair in the

two long ropes which made her nightly coifTure.

She was thankful of the employment, thankful of

an excuse to hide her face ; she listened to the

ticking of the clock upon the mantelpiece and
39^
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asked herself what she should do next. The in-

credible had come to pass, and she, Bridgie, sister,

guardian, married woman, mother of a family,

was nervous in Pixie's presence I Not for any

4<

bribe that could have been offered would she have

ventured to hint at that hope which she and Pat

had shared in common.

Suddenly through the little flat rang the sound

of the postman's knock. The last of the many

deliveries of the day had arrived, and Bridgie peep-

ing out of the door spied a couple of white enve-

lopes prone on the mat. She crept out to get

them, thankful of the diversion, and was overjoyed

to behold on one her husband's writing.

One for me, Pixie, and one for you—an

enclosure forwarded from home. Tm so glad to

get mine. It's nice for the postmen in London

to have Sundays fr^e, but we coimtry people do

miss letters," she said glibly, as she handed Pixie

her share of the spoil, and seated herself in the

one comfortable chair which the room afforded, to

enjoy to the full the welcome message from home.

Perhaps Dick had divined the double anxiety

which was burdening his wife, perhaps he realized

how long she would feel a Sunday without news,

perhaps out of his own loneliness had arisen a
»5C
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need for words—in any case, that special letter

was the longest and, to Bridgie's heart, the dearest

which she had received since her departure from

home. He told her of the children, and of their

latest sayings ; he told her of himself and his

work ; he comforted her where she; needed com-

fort, cheered her where she needed cheer, called

her by the sweet love names which she most loved

to hear, and held before her eyes the prospect

of a swift return. And Bridgie reading that letter

thanked God for the thousandth time, because on

her—undeserving—had been bestowed the greatest

gift which a woman can receive—the gift of a

faithful love I

Ten minutes had passed before she had read

and re-read her precious letter, but when she turned

her head it was to find Pixie standing in the same

position as that in which she had seen her last,

gazing down upon a sheet of paper on which a

few short lines were written in a masculine writing.

At Bridgie's movement she raised her head, and

spoke in a curiously low, level voice

** It is from Stanor. He has sailed for home.

Honor Ward and a party of friends were crossing,

and he decided at the last moment to come with

them. ^1^ shall see him on Thursday next.."-



CHAPTER XX

Stanor comes back

T was Thursday: morning. iWith the doctor's

permission Pat's bed had been carried back

to the minutes apartment which was grandilo-

quently termed a ** dressing-room." A sofa took

its place in thei dining-room, and with the aid of

a stick he could walk from one refuge to another,

and enjoy what—after; the confinement of the past

months—^appear^ quite an exciting variety of

scene.

Bridgie Victor was still a: joint occupant of thq

" best '" bedroom, for since Pat refused to part

with' Pixie it was plainly the eldei: sister's duty

to stay on over the important meeting with Stanor

Vaughan. The modem girl scoffs at the idea of

chaperonage, but the O 'Shaughnessys were not

modem. Bridgie felt the impulse to protect, and

Pixie's piteous *' Stay with me, Bridgie I
'* marked

the one moment of weakness which she had shown.
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So Bridgie remained in London, comforted by

the knowledge that her husband was well and her

children in good hands, and seldom in her life had

five days passed so slowly. Sunday itself had

seemed a week long, the atmosphere strained and

unreal, each member of the little party talking

to pass the time, uttering platitudes, and discussing

every imaginable subject under the sun but just

the one which filled every mind. No need to bid

Pixie to be discreet, to warn her not to sing, nor

glance too frequently in a certain direction—B

talking automaton could not have shown less sign

of feeling.

As for Stephen Glynn, the news of his nephew's

sudden return obviously came to him as a shock,

but as a man of the world he was an adept in

hiding his feelings, and though he curtailed his

visit, so long as he was in the flat he «certed

himself to preserve an ordinary demeanour. His

adieux also were of the most commonplace!

description.

** It's hardly worth while to say good-bye. We
shall meet, we shall certainly meet before long.

I will write to welcome Stanor, and you "—he held

Pixie's hand and looked down at her with an in-

quiring glance
—

** you will let me hear your—news? '*

^^8
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I will," answered Pixie simply.

Bridgie would have given a fortune to be able

to see what was in ** the child's " head at that

moment, to know what she was really thinking.

The sisters walked together to the door, Pat, on

his stick, bringing up the rear, and stood watching

Stephen descend. Once and again he looked up,

smiled, and waved his hand, and as he did so his

eyes had the same piteous glance which Pixie had

noticed on their first meeting. Thfe expression of

those upturned eyes hurt all three onlookers in

different degrees, and sent them back to their little

room with downcast looks.

" Now he'll bury himself in the country again

and mope I It's been the making of him being

here in town. Goodness knows what will happen

to him now I
" said Pat, dropping on to the couch

with an impatient sigh, and Bridgie murmured

softly

** The deai: man 1 The dear man I So hard

foi: him to be alone. But you needn't be anxious,

Pat. He's so good. He'll be looked after I . . t*

Don't you think, now, his eyes are the least thing

in the world like Dick's?
"

" Not the least least I
" snapped Pixie, and

that was ber one contribution to the conversation.
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And now it was Thursday—Thursday afternoon^

within an hour of the time fixed by telegram for.

Stanor's arrival. Pat had elected to stay in bed,

in consequence of what he called' beadaiche and

his sisters translated as " sulks." He didn't want

to see the fellow. . . . iWh^t was thei fellow to

him? Didn't know how the fellow had the face

to turn up at all, after dawdling away an extra]

six months. Hoped to goodness thte fellow would

make short work of it and be off, as he wanted to

get up for ditmer. . . .

In her heart Bridgie agreed with each sentiment

in turn, but she felt it her duty to be stem and

bracing.

** 'Deed, and I hope so, too I Else I shall have

to sit here, and you're not the best company. I'm

your guest, me dear—if you haven't the heart to

be civil ye might at least have the good manners 1

My little Jack would ntever ,dr-eapi^
"•

•* Little prig he must be, then," mlimbled Pat ;

but the reproof went home, and he; grumbled no

more.

Just before the clock struck the hour Bridgie;

paid a flying visit to the little sitting-room to see

that the tea-table was set, the kettle on the hob,

the dish of hot scones on the brass stand in the

^Ar\
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fender, and everything ready to hand, so that no

one need enter unless specially summoned. She

found Pixie standing gazing into the fire, and

started with surprise and disappointment.

-" Pixie, your dress 1 That dull old thing? .Why

not your pink? Me dear, youVe time. . . .

There's still time. . . . Rim off and change it 1

"

But Pixie shook her head.

" Bridgie, don't fuss! " she said, and there was

a note in her; voice which checked' the words on

Bridgie's lips. She literally dared not say any

more, but her heart was heavy with disappoint-

ment.

She had been so anxious that Pixie should look

her best for this important interview, had been:

so complacently satisfied that the rose-coloured

gown was as becoming as it could be, and now

the aggravating^ mysterious little thing had

deliberately left it hanging in the wardrobe, and

put on instead an old brown dress which had been

C failure at the beginning, and was now well

advanced in middle age. One result of Pixie's

sojourn in Paris had been an acquired faculty

for making the best of herself : she put on her

clothes with care, she wore them *' with an air,"

she drj^ssgd btr hair with n^t precision, and ih^su
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with a finger and thumb gave a! tweak here', a pat

there, which imparted to the final effect something

piquant and attractive. To-day it appeared as if

£hat tfansforming touch! had been forgotten, and

Bridgie, looking on, felt that pang of distress

which all motherly hearts experience when their

nurslings showi otherwise than at their best.

" Are you not going to sit with Pat? " inquired

Pixie at the end of si pregnant silence, and at th'at

very obvious hint Bridgie retired perforce, repeat-

ing gallantly to herself, " Looks don't matter I

Looks don't matter I They don't matter a bit I

"*

and believing just as much of what she said as

would any othen yoxmg woman of her age.

Another ten minutes and the sound of the

electric bell rang sharply roxmd the flat. The

door opened and shut, and Mofi*att, entering the

sitting-room in advance, announced loudly-

*' Mr. Vaughan I

"

A tall, fair man entered with a' rapid step.

Pixie looked at him, and felt a consciousness of

unutterable strangeness. This was not the man

from whom shfe had parted on the deck of that

ocean-bound steamer I This man was older,

broader ; the once lazy, laughter-loving eyes were

keen and shrewd. His shoulders also were padded
•J A'y
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into the exaggerated sqiiare, characteristic of

American tailors.

^* WeU—Pixie 1

"

Even the voice was? strange. It had absorbed

the American accent, the American clip and drawl.

Pixie had the consciousness of struggling with

stiffened features which! refused to smile.

i' iWell—StanoE 1

"

He took hex: hand and held it in his, the while

he stared down at hfer upturned face. His brows

contracted, as though what he saw was more

painful than pleasant. " I guess youVe been

having a; bad time," he said. " I was sorry to

hear your brother's been sick.
ft

^* He is betteH now," Pixie said, and gently

withdrew her hand.

Ti^o and a half years' waiting, and this was the

meeting! She drew hje;rself up, with the little air

of dignity which she knew so well how to assume,

and waved him to a seat.

" W^n't you sit down? I will give you some

tea. It is all ready, and the kettle is boiling.

.When did you arrive in town? "

" Two hours ago. I went straight to my hotel

to write some letters, and then came along here.

.. >: . This is your brother's apartment? Nice little

'iA'i
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place I It's good news that he is bette;i;. Hard

luck on him to: be bowled over like that I

"

The accent, the intonation carried' Pixie's

thoughts irresistibly towards another speaker,

whose memory wa? associated with! her own first

meeting with Stanor. On the spur of the monx^t

she mentioned her name.
*' iWhere is Honor iWard? Is shts in London,

too?
.ft

Stanor started ; over his features piassed a

quiver as of anxiety or dread. He glanced across

the fireplace, and the newi keenness in his eyes

became still more marked.
<• Er^-no I She stopped half way. Later

V '. perhaps
"

•• She is quite well?
"

Again a moment's hesitation
'<•

Fairly well, only . . . Very tired."

* I don't wondec she is tired; she do^ so

much. Always rushing about after something new^

Hiey seem very r^tless people in America."

'*' They're alive, anyway.; they don't rust I

They're botmd to get the most that's possible out

of life, and they get it I It shakes a fellow up

to get out of the rut here and liave a taste of

their methods."
9 A A
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'• You like it—better than Jmme? " Pixie;

paused, teapot in hand, to cast upon him a glance

full of patriotic reproach, whereat he laughed and

shrugged his shoulders.

" Isn't home the place where one settles down,

and which] feels to be roost congenial?
"

*' You find America more congenial than

England? "

He shrugged' again, and the old gleam of

laughter showed in his eyes.

** Now look here, isn't it bad luck to begin

asking embarrassing questions straight away qST

I hoped I was gioing to avoid this point ! If

you must have the truth—I Irfo/ America: suits

me, I "—his smile was full of complacence—" I

suit America. That's not by any means a sure

thing. Many Englishmen throw up the sponge

and return home. They can't adapt themsejves,

don't want to adapt themselves. In my case I

had had no business experience; in England, so

I began with an open mind^ without prejudioe,

and—it v^ni: I Uke the life, I lik^ th;e people.

I like the climate. Thle climate is answemble for

a lot of the extra energy which you over here

call * restlessness.' You want to do just about

twice as m,uch beneath! those skigs !
" He east
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an impatient glance towards the window. *' It's

all so grey! . . . I've had a headache straight

on the last two days."

** Tea's ready now ; it will do you good. There

are hot scones in that dish," Pixie said quietly.

The greyness of thfe street seemed to have entered

the room—to have entered her heart. It was alt

gney. . • .
" We knew, of course, that you must

likie it, when you stayed &Q long."

Now there was something which was not grey.

Stanor's face flushed a painful red ; he looked at

his cup, at the floor, in the fire, at anything but in

Pixie's face. His voice was hard with repressed

embarrassment.

" Er—just so; you would, of course 1 There

was work on hand. I waited to see it through^

When a man has spent two years in the same

place so many claims arise, in social life as well

as in work. It is difficult for him to break away

at a moment's notice. He is hardly his own

master."
i« I'm sure it is. And

you were quite right to stay on. It would have

wrong to have left it unfinished
ti

Stanor looked up sharply, met clear, honest

which looked

2y|fi
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of sarcasnt. She meant it I Voice and look alike

were transparently genuine. At that moment she

was essentially the Pixie of old, th^ Pixie to whom

it came naturally to believe the best. The flush

on Stanor's cheeks deepened as he realized the

nature of the " work " which had made his excuse.

deepened with the first real

intimacy.

** That's like you. Pixie 1 You always under-

stood. . . • And now tell me about yourself.

What's happened to you since I heard last? Six

nths ago, was it? No I barely four. Didn't

you write for Christmas? Been jogging along

as usual at home, playing games with the babies?
"

" Yes ; just jogging," said Pixie. Then of a:

sudden her eyes flashed. '* ' Over here ' we don't

find It comes to some

of us quite satisfactorily in a jog I
* I guess,' as

you say> that my life as been as much * worth

while • as if I'd spent it in a; round of pink

luncheons and green teas, as your American

friends seem to do."

The imexpected happened, and, instead of pro-

testing, Stanor sighed, and looked of a sudden

grave and depressed.

~ .You're right there. Pixie ; that's so, if you
lAT
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are built the right way I But some of us
"

He checked himself, and began afresh in 2C voice

of enforced enthusiasm. ** iWell I . . . and thiwi

you came up here to nurse your brother, and found

the Runkle already in possession. I Was surprised

to read about that in your letter at Liverpool.

Odd, isn't it, how things come about? And how is

the old fellow? "^

sent out a: flash'. How wa^

it that every fresh thing that Stanor said seemfed

to hurt her in a new place?

*" Considering his great years and infirmities;,

the - old fellow ' seems surprisingly well."

"Halloo, what's this? " Stanor stared in sur-

prise. *' Said the wrong things have I? iWihat

have I said? He seems old, you know, if he isn't

actually so in years. I used to look upon him as

a patriarch. Not so much his looks as his

(jharacter. Suchi a sombre old beggar 1

"

*• He wasn't sombre with as/ "

Memory flashed back pictures of Stephen's face

as he sat in the arm-chair by the fire, listening to

those impromptu concerts Which had enlivened

Pat's convalescence. Pixie saw him sis hfej leaned

forward in his chair, waving his hand baton-like,

heard his voice; joining lustily in the '* Matches ''
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dioinis. In that very, room—in the very, chair in

which Stanor now sat. > w >; What centuries

seemed to have rolled by between that day and

this I

'•* Wasn't he? That's good ! I'm glad to hea;r

that," Stanor said perfunctorily. -* It takes time,

course shall

to be running down to see him one of these days.'^

*' Oh, of course ; he'll expect you. And ther

then you'll begin yjOM work over here,. In London,

I suppose? "

** I . . . cr . . . the firm is in town. There

. . . er . . . there will be a lot to arrange."

Suddenly Stanor leaned forward, his elbows on his

knees, his eyes S:earching her face. ** Pixie, this

is. an odd sort of conversation for our first

meeting I . .. . We've got wrong somehow. . . .

Can't we get right? Why waste time on generali-

ties. . 1. :.. Are you glcul to see me back, Pixie?
"

** I am I
'* Pixie's eyes gazed back without a

flicker. ** When I got your letter I was—thank-

ftil I I think it was—^time—you came back."

*^ Have you missed me. Pixie, while I've been

away? "

Now she hesitated, but her eyes remained steady

and candid^ •
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" It had been such' a: little time, you know.

;

and you had never stayed with us at home. I

could hardly miss you out of my life, but I > . .

thought of you I

"

41 Did you. Pixie? Did you, little Pixie? .

I wonder whai you thought I

"

Pixie did not answer that question. The answer

would have been too long, too complicated. She;

smiled, a wistful little smile, and turned away

her head.

Then Stanor rose. She heard him rise, heard

the chink of the tea-things on the tray as hft

pressed upon it in rising, heard his footsteps

passing round the table towards her chair, heard

in a sickening silence his summoning] voice—
ti
Pixie 1

"

" Stanor I

"

They looked at eachi other;—white, Strained;

tense.

-* Pixie, will you marry: me? *f

^' yes, Stanor, I will.. If you want ft
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CHAPTER XXVI

'•What have I done?"

HERE was a moment's silence, a moment

which seemed like an hour. Then Stanor

spoke

" Thank you. Pixie 1

"

He put his arms round her, made as if to kiss

her cheek, but the small hands held him off with

unexpected strength.

(( Not yet I Not yet I You haven't answered

my question I

"

"What question?"
«i

// yoa want me? " The grey eyes were very,

near his own. They seemed to search into his very

soul. " Do you want me, Stanor? "

" Pixie, what la question 1 .You . . . you

know the answer,"

" I think I do." She nodded her head with a:

grave certainty. ** I'm sure I do.^ > ., -. You don't

want me, Stanor, I

"
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He started jat that, and his hands relaxed their

hold. The dull red flush mounted once more to

his forehead, his lips twitched, and twitched again.

The man was suffering, and the marks of his pain

were plain to read.

** iWhy . . . should you say that? Pix'ie, what

is it? I explained about that extra six months.

. . . You said you understood. It was part of

the agreement .that we were not to write except

on occasions. Were my letters wrong? Didn't

they please you, ? I was never a good hand

at letter-writing. Was that it? What was it?

What have I done. Pixie, to mak)e you doubt

me? ff

" I don't think," said Pixie "dreamily, " you have

done anything." ,It seemed for ai moment as if she

had nothing more to say, then suddenly she asked

another question: " Stanor I that day in Liver-

pool, on the landing-stagie, did you notice a girl

standing near mjC—a girl with a) fur cap?"
*• No, Pixie.. I noticed only one girl-

yourself 1

"

" She was parting from a man—her lover or

husband—who was leaning over the rail and look-

ing down at her. Stanor . ., . they . . . cared!

They loved each other. . . _. All these; years I

Id
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have had their faces in my heart. I looked at

them, and I looked at you, and I understood the

difference I

"

" I was miserable enough. Pixie. All men do

aot show their feelings in the same way,**

" I knew you were sorry. I was sorry, too.

. . .I'm not blaming you. I've no right to blame

you, I have waited for you, and you've come

back. You have asked me to marry you.

Stanor 1
'' She clasped his arms with her hands,

her eyes intently gazing into his. " I'll tell you

the truth about myself. ... I was a child when

you went away. I didn't know how to love. Now
I do ! If you love me, Stanor, with your whole

heart iand soul, more than any one in the world,

more than anything in the world, then marry me,

dear, and I'll make you happy I If you don't . . .

if there is any doubt in your mind, if there is some

one else who has grown nearer to you while you've

been away ... I shouldn't be angry, Stanor,

only," her voice shook, a quiver passed over the

upturned face, i" please tell me now! Be honest 1

It's for all our lives, remember. . . . We've no

right to spoil our lives. God gave them to us ;

we're responsible to Him, it will spoil tbeniy

Stanor, if there's not real, rqal love be.twe,en us*
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Now tell me . . . look in my eyes and tell me.

Stanor . , . do you want me? >i

But he could not face her. He wrenched him-

self free of her grasp, turned towards the mantel-

piece, and with a groan buried his face in his

hands.

" Pixie, you . . . you shame me • . . you

cover me with shame 1 I ought to have known

that I could not deceive you. . . . You are not

the sort to be deceived. • . . It's worse than you

think. . . . .When the temptation came, I could

have kept out of the way . . . she wanted me

to keep away, but I wouldn't do it. I followed

her wherever she went. . . . I , . . you'd better

know the whole truth, and then you'll understand

the kind of fellow I am. It's not my fault that I

wasn't married months ago, that you didn't read it

in the papers without a word of preparation 1

That's what I wanted • . . what I proposed. It

was she who refused. It is her doing that I am

here to-day. She would have nothing to say to

me till I had asked you first. ... I wanted to

stay on in America, settle down there, and keep

out of the way. . .
."

He had spoken with his face hidden ; now, as

he finished speaking, he remained in the same
9CJ
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« «

and

the ticking of the clock in the comer. He might

have been alone in the room ; a miserable con-

viction seized him that he was alone, that between

himself and the girl by his side there had arisen

an impenetrable wall.

As for Pixie she had promised not to be angry,

but it appeared to her at that moment that she had

never before known what anger meant. It burned

within her—a flame of indignation and wounded

faith, a throwing back on herself of all the arduous

mental battles of the last few days. Never, even

to herself, had Pixie acknowledged that she had

learned to love Stephen Glynn. That it hurt her

to know of his love for her ; hurt intolerably to

see him depart, were truths which could not be

ignored, but while Stanor lived and was faithful

it was impossible even to contemplate love for

another man. Pixie had enough knowledge of

her own nature to realize that she could be happy

in giving Stanor a happiness which he could only

gain through her. It was as natural to her to

be happy as for a flower to lift its face in the sun,

but for both the sun was needed. A more intro-

spective soul would have realized that there were

degrees in happiness, and that she would be miss-
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"What have I done?''

ing the best ; Pixie with characteristic simplfcity,

accepted what seemed to her the right step, and

shut her mind against vain regrets.

But—Stanor did not want her. He was not

faithful. He had had so Httle consideration for

her feelings that he would have let her read of

his marriage in a public print. He had appeared

now only at the command of another. . . .

I think," said Pixie deeply, " you are a

cowardly man. I am sorry for the girl you are

going to marry. She seems to have a conscience.

but it would have been kinder of her if she had

made you tell me the truth without first trying

to spoil my life. I suppose you would have

married me if I had said * yes/ or was it only

a form which you never intended to keep? "

" You are hard on me. Pixie, but I deserve it.

I have no excuses to make. My only comfort is

that I have not ruined your happiness. Like you,

I have learnt my lesson, and I can see one thing

clearly : You don't love me. Pixie I

"

" No, I don't love you, but I have kept myself

for you. I have closed my heart to ev^ry other

thought. I would have loved you if you had

needed me. Nothing, nothing in the world could

have miade me deceive you 1

'*
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ti

I knew it 1 We both knew it 1 Honor

said
»f

" Honor! " Pixie's cry rang sharp. " Is it

Honor? Honor Ward? " Somehow the know-

ledge seemed an additional hurt ; she sat down on

a chair and clasped her cold hands. The brain

flashed b^ck memories of occasions dating back

to the very beginning of Stanor's life in America,

when his name and Honor's had been coupled

together. " Honor Ward and I," '- Stanor Vaughan

and I." . . . Memories of an earlier occasion still

when Honor had said with empressemeni, " You

can trust me, Pixie 1 " Even then, had she fore-

seen what might happen—even then, with her

knowledge of her own character and Stanor's, seen

danger ahead? Well, Honor had been loyal

!

From Stanor's manner, even more than his words,

it was obvious that had there been no impedi-

ment in the way as regards her own wishes, yet

she had refused him, had sent him home to keep

his troth. After that first sharp moment Pixie

had no coldness in her heart towards Honor Ward.

Stanor was talking, moving restlessly to and

fro, telling the story of the past years in

jerky, disconnected sentences, blaming himself,

exonerating Honor. The sound of his words
^ r T
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penetrated to Pixie's brain, but not the sense.

there wasIt seemed to her usele

nothing more to be said.

Suddenly she rose from her seat with an air of

decision,

" I think you had better go. Bridgie, my sister

Mrs. Victor—is here. I would rather you didn't

see her. She will be angry ; they will all be

angry. They are fond of me, you see ; and they

will think I have been humiliated. I am not

himiiliated I No one can humiliate me but myself
;

but just at first they won't be reasonable. . . .

Will you please go?
"

** Pixie, don't think about me . < . think of

yourself I I will leave it to you to tell your own

story. ... I have asked you to marry me, and

you have refused. . . . Tell them that . . . tell

them that you refused, that it was your doing,

not mine. . . .•"

The glance of the grey eyes gave him a hot

tingling of shame.

•• You don't understajad," said Pixie softly. " I

am proud of being the faithful one I You don't

imderstand. , .
." She laid her hand on the

door, but StanoT stopped her with another

question

9C^
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*• And—Honor? .What shall I say to Honor?

She thinks so much of you. She'll do nothing

without your consent. Some day when she comes

to London . . . will you . * - see her, Pixie?
"

Pixie shook her head.

" It would hurt us both, and do no good. Give

her my love. As for you—I can't give her what

is not mine. .: . . You belong to hery so there's

nothing more to be said. . . *. I hope you will

make her happy."

** I will . . • I will I At this moment I seem

to you an unmitigated scoundrel, but things will

be different. . . . We shall settle in America.

I will help her with her work. We'll work

together. I'd give my life for her .> . . I will

give it I I'll make amends. . . ." He stood still,

waiting as if there w^re still more to be said.

" My uncle will be angry, but it is his doing.

If it had not been for him, we should have been

married years ago. He shouldn't blame me for

what he has brought about. His is the blame. If

I see him

—

when I see him—can I say anything

from you? '^

••Tell him," said Pbcie clearly, "that I am
grateful to Jhim. tips is the praise! '*



CHAPTER XXVII

Honor's Letter

RIDGIE was angry. It was ra:rely: indeed

that her placid nature was roused' to

wrath, but she did the thing thoroughly

when she was about it. In a flow of eloquence,

worthy of Esmeralda herself, she revived incidents

in Pixie's life, dating from babyhood onwards,

to prove to the chairs and tables, and any odd

pieces of furniture which might happen to be

listening, the blameless and beautiful character of

the maid who had even been spumed (" spumed "

was the word used) by a recreant unworthy the

name of scoimdrel. She dived into th^i past, and

pictured the feelings of those past and gone ; she

projected herself into the future, and bequeathed

a Corsican legacy of revenge. She lavished blame

on Joan, Geoffrey, herself, Jack and Sylvia, Pat

and Miles, even the beloved Dick himself, and

refused to hear a word in Honor's defence. The
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only person who came unscathed through the

ordeal was Stephen Glynn, whom, it would appear,

had absorbed in himself the wisdom which eve;ry

one else had so shamefully lacked.

When Bridgie ended Pat began. The news

had had an unexpected effect, in rousing the invalid

and restoring him to a; feeling of h'ealth more

powerfully than a. hundred tonics could have done.

For the first time for weeks past he forgot himself

and his woes, and behold a new man, with a

strength and vitality astoimding to witness. Pat

announced his intention of sallying forth and

thrashing the beggar forthwith ; he dealt bitterly

with the squeamishness of the English law with

regard to duels, declared in the same breath that

he could never have believed in the possibility

of such behaviour, and that he had prophesied it

from the first. He adjured Pixie repeatedly, and

with unction, to "Buck up 1" and when the poor

girl protested valiantly that she wiis bucking, im-

mediately adjured her to be honest, for pity's sake,

and " let herself go I

"

An ordinary person would have found such a

form of comfort far from soothing, but Pixie

was an O'Shaughnessy herself, and it did soothe

het. She understood that Bridgie and Pat were
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relieving themselves by saying all that they felt,

more than they felt, and that presently the storm

would pass and the sun shine again. By

to-morrow all bitterness would have passed. She

sat in her chair and submitted meekly to be

lectured and cajoled, wrapped in a shawl, provided

with a footstool, ordered to bed, supplied with

smelling-salts, and even—tentatively—with sal-

volatile, but she made no attempt to still the storm.

She knew that it would be useless I

Finally Pat stiunped off to his bedroom, to

draft a rough copy of a letter intended to be the

most scathing communication which had ever

passed through the post ; and Bridgie, very white

and shaken, seated herself on a chair by her sister's

side.

'* Pixie, dear ... I'm afraid we've not been

helpful. ^ • . I lost my head, but it was such a

shock. ... I flew into a passion without hearing

what you had to say for yourself. •. . . Darling,

tell me—tell me honestly—Aow do you feel?
"

'*
I feel "—Pixie raised both hands, and moved

them up and down above her shoulders, as though

balancing a heavy load
—** as though a great ton

weight had been rolled off my shoulders. .< rw .

Bridgie 1 you are angry ; I was angry too, but

^62
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now I've had time to think. • . . There have

been two and a half years since he went away^

that's about nine hundred days. . . . Bridgie 1 if

you only knew it—there's not been one day out of

all that nine hundred when you hadn't more cause

to pity me than you have to-day I . .
."

Suddenly, passionately, she burst into tears.

Two days later Bridgie Victor returned home.

The need for chaperonage was over, and it was

abundantly evident that Pixie was in no need of

consolation. The first shock of disillusionment

over, it was pre-eminently relief that she felt

relief from a bond which had weighed more and

more heavily as time passed by. If Stanor had

come home, looking his old self, caring for her,

depending on her as he had done during the days

of their brief engagement, she would have been

ready and willing to give him her life, but it had

been a strange man who had entered the sitting-

room of the little flat, a man with a strange face,

and a strange voice, and a heart that belonged to

another girl. Pixie was free; the bonds which had

boimd her were loosed, and with each hour that

passed hec liberty became more sweet,. Shje
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shared in her sister's relief that the understanding

with Stanor had been known to no one outside the

family, for! no human girl enjoys being pitied

for such an experience, and Pixi^ had her own

full share of conceit. It was comforting to know

that there would be no talk, no fuss ; that she

could go her way, free from the consciousness of

watching eyes.

On the morning of Bridgie*s departure two

arrived bv the first Dost. and

in silence by their respective owners. Bridgie's

was in a man's handwriting, and the perusal of

its lines brought a flush to. her cheeks and thei

glimmer of tears to her eyes. She put it in her

pocket when she had finished reading, and

remained densely oblivious of her sister's hints.

" What does he say? "

*'.Who?"
** Mr. Glyim, of course. Don't pretend 1 I

know his writing."

*• He's very . , . very ... I don't know

exactly what he is. Pixie. He is as we all were

at first—^upset 1

"

"What does he say?
"

t (

Oh, er—er—the usual things. Sorry. Ashamed.

It's so difficult for him, because, of course, in

^fiA
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a certain sense it is his doing . .... Naturally

he feels
'*

*• RVhat does he say? *9

** Pixie, don^t go on repeating that I It's stupid.

I've told you 1 And there's a message for you.

He thanks you for your message (I didn't know

you had sent one I), arid says it was * like you.'

What did you say? "

But Pixie did not enlighten her.

** I think he ought to. have written to me !

"

she said decisively. *' After all, Bridgie, it is

my business, not yours. I thought he would

write.
>t

Bridgie had the grace to blush.

** But just at first, dear, it is difficult. , . , He

feels it so much. It's easier to a third person.

Later on, in a few months* time, when things have

settled down, he wants tQ come north to see us.

It will be easier then. . , ."

" Oh !
" Pixie seemed of a sudden as eager

to avoid the subject as she had been to continue it.

She handed her own letter across the table with

a short '* From Honor 1 You may read it," and

thereby protected herself against the scrutiny of

Bridgie 's eyes.

The sheet was covered with a large, straggling
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handwriting, and Pixie, reading it, had seemed

to hear Honor's very voice speaking to her.

»i My dear Patricia,—I guess you may not

•(

want to hear from me, but I m bound to write,

and maybe I can say a few things that will help

us both. You're feeling pretty badly at the

moment. But I want you just to realize that I've

been feeling that way for a good year back, and

to try to see both sides.

It began, Patricia, through our both feeling

lone and lorn and trying to comfort each other.

You'll recollect you asked me to be good to him I

Things went on all right for a spell, but before

we knew where we were that friendship had got

to be too important to us both. There wasn't a

thought of disloyalty in it, Patricia, on his part or

mine, and the very first time I had an inkling of

what was happening I went off west for a tour of

four months. I presume it was too late by that time,

for when I went home (I was boimd to go home 1)

matters didn't seem to have mended. After a

while we had it out—it was bound to come some

time—and I told Stanor straight he'd either got

to make a clean breast of things to you or never

see me again. Up till then, I guess, we'd behaved

^66
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as well as any two youngsters could have been

expected to do under the circumstances, but after

that things went to pieces. He wouldn't tell, and

he couldn't keep away I I'm not defending

Stanor. He's shown up pretty badly over this

business. He's been weak, and obstinate, and

dishonourable. I don't delude myself a mite, but,

you see. Pixie, I love him I It's the real thing

with both of us this time, and that makes a

mighty difference. I can see his faults and feel

sorry about them, but it don't make me love him

any the less ; and if all my money were to pan

out to-morrow he'd be sorry, but he*d love me
just the same. So there it was. Pixie—and a

wearing time IVe had of it, fighting against his

wishes—and my own I In the end I decided to

join some friends and come over to Europe, and

leave him to think things over by himself. Maybe

I guessed he'd follow and be forced to meet you..

It's difficult to understand one's own motives at

these times. Anyway, before I knew where I was

he'd taken a berth in the same boat, and—here we

are 1

•* Stanor says you have grown up, and look

different. You are both different after these years

apart, and, anyway, it was a mistake from the

167
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beginning, Patricia, and wouldn't have worked out.

Now, we suit each other, and the hfe we are going

to lead will bring out the best in us both. He

seems to you pretty contemptible at this moment,

but there's so many sides to one human creature,

and that is only one side. He's got lots of others

that are good and true. . . .

** Yesterday I had an ordeal. I was introduced

to the * Runkle.' Why didn't I know he was like

that? He was quite courteous—he couldn't be

anything else. But his eyes (what eyes !) made

arches at me, as if to say, * He prefers her! * and

I felt frozen stiff., Now I shan't riest satisfied

till that man's my friend, but it will take;

time. . . .

" Pixie, we're going to be married quite soon

as soon as ever we can fix up the necessary for-

malities, spend a honeymoon in Switzerland, and

get back to our work. I don't ask to see you

just at the moment it would do no good, but

couldn't you just manage to send me a line to

melt this stone in my heart? I'd be so happy

if it wasn't there. But it won't melt till I hear

from you, that you understand, and you forgive I

'** Lovingly,

i* Honor."
'V^Q
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Bridgie read and sighed, folded the sheet care-

fully, and sighed again.

** It's so difficult " she began.

^"What is difficult?"

'** To be as angry with people as you would

like 1
" replied Bridgie unexpectedly. -* You start

by thinking that all the right is on your own side,

and all the wrong on theirs, and that you're a

martyr and they are brutes, and that your case is

proven and there's not a: word that could be said

in their defence ; and then of a. sudden "-—^she

lifted the letter in her hand—*' you get this! and

they have a side, and they are not brutes ; and

instead of being angry you have to be—you are

forced into being—sorry instead 1 It does feel

hard I I didn't want to be sorry for Honor

iWard. . .
."

-** I'm not sorry for her," said Pixie softly.,

*' I'm glad. She's going to be happy. . . .

Bridgie, dear, what can I send her for a wedding

present?
"

The Lav€ Affairs ofPixU^ 369 lA



CHAPTER XXVIII

Pixie finds her Happiness

S soon as Pat had sufficiently recovered,

he and Pixie travelled to Ireland to

spend a few weeks in the old home-

stead, now blooming in fresh beauty under

the management of Jack O'Shaughnessy and

Sylvia his wife. The great hall which had

been of old so bare and desolate was now em-

bellished with Turkey carpets and tapestried walls :

so far as the eye could reach there was not one

shabby, nor broken, nor patched-up article in

sight ; the damp and fusty odour which had filled

the great drawing-room, and which for years had

been associated with State apartments in Pixie's

youthful mind, was a thing of the past. Even in

the chilliest weather the room remained warm,

for electric radiators, cunningly hidden from sight,

dispelled the damp, and were kept turned on night

and day, ** whether they were needed, or, whethei;

i'7r\
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they were not," to the delight a^d admiration of

the Irish staff. For pure extravagance, for pure

pagan delight in extravagance, the Irishman and

woman are hard to beat. The very warmth and

generosity of their nature makes it abhorrent to

them to stint in any direction, which is one reason,

out of many, for the prevailing poverty of the

land.

Jack and Sylvia made delightful hosts, and it

was a very happy and a very merry quartette

which passed those spring days together in Knock

Castle. They were complete in themselves, ajid

any suggestion of " a party " was instantly vetoed

by the visitors, who announced their desire to

t( • * ^ _ »»remam just as we are.

Sylvia and Pixie rode or drove about the

country, pulling up every half mile or so to chat

with cottagers, who were all eager to see Miss

Pixie, to invoke blessings on her head, and

begging her honoiu-'s pardon I—to sigh a sigh for

the memory of the times that were no more.

On frequent occasions this same curious, and to

English-bred Sylvia, inexplicable regret for the

days of old was manifested by the dwellers on

the country-side. " What did they want? " she

asked herself impiatie,ntly. *' ^What could they wish

«*7T
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for that had not already been done? Repaired

cottages, improved sanitation, Jhigher wages, per-

quisites without number—since the new reign all

these things had beein bestowed upon these un-

gratefuls, and still they dared to regret the past I

Sylvia had not yet grasped the fact that her

birth and upbringing made a chasm between her-

self and her tenants which no kindness could span.

They would bum her peat, waste her food, accept,

and more or less waste again, ail that she chose

to bestow, but given a choice between the present

days of plenty and the lean, bare ye,ars of the

reign of the jovial " M;ijor " ap.d his brood, tl^ey

enthusiastically harve acclaimed

return.

Occasionally something of the same spirit would

manifest itself in the O'Shaughnessys themselves,

as when Jack's voice, would take on an apologetic

tone in telling his brother of some improvement

in the estate, or Pixie gazing at the old Persian

carpet in the dining-room would sigh regretfully,

** There used to be a hole; I
'* Oa such occa-

sions Sylvia was sometimes forced to depart on

a visit to the nursery and relieve her feelings by

a stamp en route. When she l"etumed Jack's

twinkling eyes wou,ld search her face, and he would
9*7 *>
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take an early opportunity of passing her chair

and touching her with a; caressing hand^ and once

re all would be peace and joy.

Jack ^d his wife heard from Pat's lips ajU

details as to Stanor Vaughan and his approaching

marriage, but to Pixie herself the subject was

never mentioned.

" Anyway, she*s not fretting I
** said Jack.

" Never saw her brighter and happier. Bless

her big, little heart ( I'm thankful the fellow

has taken himself out of her way. She'd never

have given him up of her own accord. We've all

been so happy in our tnarriages that we can't

stand any second-bests for Pixie I IWhen are you.

going to settle down, old chap? "

** Oh, about next June year," replied Pat calmly.

" Always said I would about twenty-eight. Nice

time of year, too, for a honeymoon I

"

i« But . . . but . . ,." Jack stammered in sur-

prise. " Have you met the girl?
"

*' My good man I Dozens 1 There's no diffi-

culty there. Faith, I love them all 1 " sighed

handsome Pat.

Well, it was a happy holiday, but there was

no sadness when it came to an end, for Pat was

ready and eager to get back to work, and Pixie
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to the northern town which' meant Bridgie and

home. Brother and sister parted \vith mutual

protestatioins of gratitude and appreciation, and

with several quite substantial castles in the air as

regards future meetings, and within a few days

both had settled down to the routine of ordinary

life.

** Pixie is just the same. All this business

has not altered her at all," Captain Victor said to

his wife, and Bridgie smiled at him, the same

sort of loving, indulgent smile which she bestowed

on her small son when he guilelessly betra.yed

his igTioran,ce.

She knew that Pixie had altered, felt the altera-

tion every day of her life, in a subtle, indefinite

manner which had escaped the masculine observa-

tion. There was a: certain expression which in

quiet moments hlad been wont to settle on the young

face, an expression of repression and strain, which

now appeared to have departed for good, a certain

reserve in touching upom any subject connected

with love and marriage, which was now replaced

by eager interest ^d sympathy. Gradually, also,

as the months rolled on there came moments

when a very raidiance of happiness shone out of

the grey eyes, and trilled in the niusical voice.

X'7A
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The time of Stephen Glynn's visit was drawing

near ; another week, and he would actually arrive.

What would be the result of that visit? Bridgie

could not tell. In a matter so important she

dared not take any definite r61e, but in her prayers

that week she implored the Divine Father to send

to the dearly loved little sister that which He in

His wisdom knew to be best.

And then, as usual, Pixie did the unexpected*

thing. The sisters were sitting together at tea

the day before Stephen was expected, when sud-

denly she looked across the room, and said as

quietly and naturally as if she had been asking

the time

** Do ye think now, Bridgie, that he will ask

me to marry him? '*

Bridgie started. Up to her cheeks flew the

red. It was she who was embarrassed, she who

stammered and cnunbled the hem of the table-

cloth.

** My dear, I don't know I How should I? How
can I possibly know? "

" I didn't ask you if you knew. I asked if you

thought.
If

•<
I—don't know what to think. . , . I know

what he wafitsj But he is so sensitive, so humble
^'TC
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about himself. He thinks he is too old, and . • >

and his lameness ... he exaggerates things all

round. From what he said to me in that

letter
•ff

"That letter you wouldn't show me?"
** Yes. I couldn't, Pixie I It was in confidence,

and besides, he said nothing definite. It was only

inferred. It's just because he idealizes you so

much that he thinks he is not worthy. No one can

tell what a; man will do when it comes to the time,
^

but what he mea/is to do is evidently—to say

nothing 1

"

" Oh !
" said Pixie. She nibbled a; fragment

of cake for a; thoughtful moment, and then said

calmly

'* So now I know. Thank you, Bridgie. Please

don't say any more I

"

** No, darling, no, I won't ; only please just

one thing—it has puzzled me so much, and I have

longed to know. . . , There's never been any

reserve between us—you have confided in me so

openly all your life tiU just these last years. Why
didn't you tell me you were unhappy about

Stanor?
"

"How could I, me dear, when I might be his

wife ? It wouldn't have been loy^l. And it

5 7/^
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wasn't unhappiness exactly, only—a weight. I was

trying to keep on loving him, and hating myself

for finding it difficult, but I knew if he came back

loving me, and wanting me to help him, the weight

would go. But you see, he didn't 1

"

" Pixie, dear, one should not need to try. That

sort of love ought to feel no strain."

" If Stanor had needed me, I should have

married him," Pixie said obstinately, " but he

didn't, and, me dear, excuse me I it's not the most

agreeable subject. . ,. .. Let's talk of something

else."

The next day Stephen Glynn arrived, and put

up at an hotel. An agricultural show which was

being held in the town made an excuse for his

visit ; it also made a vantage ground for daily

excursions, and gave opportunities of securing

tite-d-tete to those anxious to do so. Pixie was

conscious that several such opportunities had in

Stephen's case been of intent ignored and allowed

to pass by, but never once did she doubt the motive

which prompted such neglect. From the moment

of their meeting the consciousness of his love had

enveloped her. He might set a seal on his lips,

but he could not control his eyes, and the wistful-

ness of that glance made Pixie bravg.
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Almost the first opportunity for undisturbed

conversation came on the afternoon of the third

day, when Stephen paid an imexpected call at the

house to propose an expedition for the evening,

and found Pixie alone.

She was sitting writing in the pretty, flower-

decked room, where the French window opened

wide to the garden beyond. It was only a mite of

a garden, not big enough for even a tennis-court,

but so much love and ingenuity had been lavished

on its arrangement that it had an astonishing air

of space. The flower-covered trellis at the end had

an air of being there because it chose, and not

in the least because it marked an arbitrary division

of land. The one big tree made an oasis of shade,

and had a low circular seat round its trunk, and

the flowers bloomed in grateful recognition of

favours bestowed.

There are points in which the stnall garden has

a pull over the large. Its owner can, for in-

stance, remember just how many blooms a special

plant afforded last summer, and feel a glow of

pride in the extra two of the present season ; she

can water them herself, tie up their drooping heads,

snip off the dead flowers, know, them, and love

them in an intimate, person^^ way which is im-
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possible in the large, professionally-run gardens.

Bridgie's garden this summer afternoon made a

very charming background for the figure of Pixie

in her white dress, with the jaunty blue band

roimd her waist, and a little knot to match fasten-

ing her muslin Peter Pan collar. She looked very

young and fresh and dainty, and the wistful ex-

pression deepened on Stephen's face as he looked

at her.

For the first few minutes conversation was diffi-

cult, for the consciousness of being alone seemed

rather to close the way to personal subjects than

to open it. Stephen was grave and distrait, Pixie

embarrassed and nervous, but the real deep sym-

pathy between them made it impossible that such

an atmosphere should continue. Before ten

minutes had passed Pixie's laugh had sounded with

the characteristic gurgle which was the very

embodiment of merriment, and Stephen was per-

force laughing in response. He had never been

able to resist Pixie's laugh. Tea was brought

in, and the young hostess did the honours with

a pretty hospitality. It was the first meal of which

they had partaken d deux, and its homely intimacy

brought back the wistful look into Stephen's eyes.

Perhaps Pixie noticed it, perhaps a point had
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been reached wien she felt it impossible to go on

talking generalities ; in any case, she laid down

her cup, straightened herself in; her chair with an

air of preparing for something big and momentous,

and announced clearly-

*' I had a letter this morning from Honor

Vaughan."

Stephen Glymi started, and his face hardened.

The subject was evidently unwelcome to the point

of pain.

*' She writes to yon? *'

I write to h^r 1 Of course she answers. I

was always fond of Honor."

" Possibly. Before her marriage. As Stanor's

4ft

wife, however

Pixie bent forward, looking him full in the face.

-" I have no qoiarrel with Stanor's wife. I was

angry with him. There was something in me

which he hurt very much. ... I think," she

slightly shrugged her shoulder, and a flicker of a

smile passed over her face, and was gone, " 'twas

my pride 1 It hurt to think he had been forced

to come back. If he'd trusted me and told the

truth it would have saved suffering for us—all I

At the time I felt I could never forgive him, but

that passed. I don't say I can ever think of
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him SLS I did before, as quite honest and true,

but " The smile flashed back. ** Can you

go on being angry, yourself?
"

" I—don't think," said Stephen slowly, *• that

'angry' is the Tight word. I'm disappointed

disappointed with a; bitterness which has its root

in ten long years of hope and effort. Practically

I have lived my life through that boy. My great

object and desire was to secure for him all that

I had missed. I had made no definite promises,

it seemed wiser not, but in effect he was my heir,

and all I have would have gone to him. Now
that's over I The future has been taken from

me, as well as the past. America has absorbed

him. He has already, through his wife, more

money than he can use, and the r61e of an

English country gentleman has lost its attrac-

tions for him. There was a time in my first:

outburst of indignation when I should have felt

it a relief to have had some power of retaliation,

but, as you say, that passed. . . . He was the

only person whom I could in any sense claim as

my own, and—I've lost him I He is independent

of me now. I can do no more for him." The

dark eyes were full of pain. " That is, after all,

the; thing that hurts the most. The lad has faults,

9»T
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but I loved him. I lived through him ; now I

can do no more, and our lives fall apart. There's

a big blank I

"

Pixie did not answer. Her face was very pale ;

in her ears was a loud thudding noise, which

seemed mysteriously to be inside her own breast.

" As for his wife, she may be a good girl—she

appears to have behaved in an honourable fashion

but to me it's a new type, and I can't pretend

that I'm not prejudiced. There is only one thing

that is satisfactory. The boy is honestly in love,

even to the extent of abandoning his career to

management of a pickle factory
»>

There was an inflection in the tone in which these

last words were pronounced which brought Pixie's

eyes upon him in reproach,

** They are very good pickles 1 I can't see

that making them is any less dignified than

* bulling * and * bearing ' cotton—whatever that

may mean I—Stanor used to write of it in his

letters. Honor's father loved his workmen, and

made her promise to go on looking after them

as he had done. She doesn't need any more

money ; it would be easier for her to retire and

hand over the factory to some one else. It's for

the. xnen's sake that she keeps It on, and to keep

38a
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her promise to her father.

« ^P ^ #^ 4 4 V

Glynn,

love Honor. She's good, and true, and honour-

able, and she's—Stanor's wife I

"

" How could he? How could he? " Stephen

rose impetuously, and began pacing up and down,

a rare excitement growing in voice and manner.

"When he could have had You! . . . Good?

Yes 1 She may be good—I'm not denying the

girl's good points. She has behaved well. She

has her attractions—Stanor evidently thinks her

beautiful—but

—

he might have had You! . . . He

has chosen this girl with her ordinary attractions,

instead of your sweetness, your sunshine, yaw-

generosity, your kindness 1 Your voice. Pixie ;

your eyes . . . Your love! He was so blind . . .

so deaf. . , . The substance

shadow—a poor, faint shadow

Pixie had risen in her turn. Red as a rose she

stood before him, with shrinking eyes, but hands

held out in sweet, courageous invitation.

"If ye think so much of me as all that," said

the deep voice breathlessly, " wouldn't ye like me

for yourself?
"

and
»f

A

miracle

iRi
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as marvellous as ever : as incredible to the man

whose life was suddenly irradiated with sunshine.

" Pixie 1 Pixie I
" he cried. " My. youth 5

. ^ . Will you give it back to me, sweetheart

the youth that I lost?
"

" Beloved 1
" said Pixie, and her voice was as

the swell of a deep organ note. ** It was not

lost. It's been waiting for you *'—she touched

her h,eart with an eloquent gesture
—

** here I

"

THE END'.


